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PREFACE

The study reported here was conducted in order to discover

and identify ways it which microcomputers are now being

used in schools, an the complex issues which surround
their implementation.' The purpose of the study was to

assist the National Institute of Education in setting

priorities for research in the area of new technology and

education.

Because our goals were to discover problems and issues,

rather than to conduct a systematic survey, we used case
study methpd0.ogy. We selected three different school

systems which were using microcomputers in elementary and
secondary schools and looked carefully at what was

happening at each site. Our researchers came to the
pproject with varied points of view, and the participants we

interviewed had differing perspectives on microcomputer

activities in their school systems. In the pages that

follow we have dedcribed what we saw and were told at.each
site, as well as the issues that emerged as being most

salient.

Our study was descriptive, not evaluative. We reported the

positive effects which participants told us about as well

as the preblems which were part of implementation at each

site. We did not attempt to compare sites with each other
by some standard of success or achievement. Just, what such

. a standard might be, given the ,varied forms of

implementation we observed, is in itself a verb" difficult
question..

, This report is organized into five chapters. In the

\--
introduction, literature is reviewed which serves as a

background fo, the design and methods of the study.

Chapters two through fdur constitute the three case

studies. Chapter five is a. discussion o the trends,

problems and, issues which emerged as most salient from this
research.

Although a draft of Peach case study has been reviewed by
participants at the respective site, we, the authors, take
full responsibility for what is presented here.

We would like to thank all of the people at our sites and
pilot sites who gave so generously of their time. Kenneth

C. Laudon provided a critical reading of this manuscript
and helped as to maintain a sociological perspective

throughout the fesearch. Laura 'Bryant's' careful work

turned a 'multitude of notes and scribbles into a readable

, manuscript., .
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ABSTRACT

This exploratory, multidisciplinary study identifies a

research agenda for the 'educational implementation and
impact of microprotessing technology. Sociological research
on the impact of computers in organizations suggests a rich
set of implications to explore, the central one being that
.implementation and impact occur within sociai and political
contexts. Individuals and groups who use technology, plan
for'''Ats use, and evaluate it powerfully shape its effects.

, The organizational levels ip an educational. system -

community, school/classroom, and individual teachers and
students - provide the structure for investigating the
issues which folloW from the sociological, psychological,
educational and technological perspectives which inform
this study.

Wee geographically distinct school districts with a

diversity of microcomputer applications at'both elementary
and secondary levels were studied.1 A research team
interviewed people at /all levels of 'the school

system-Tdistrict administrators, school administrators,
computer resouce personnel, media specialists, teachers.
students, and community persons. Students were observed
using microcomputers in a variety of contexts.

In general, school systems used microcomputers in ways
consistent with their own goals, needs and ways of

operating. In Salerno, a large'southern city, authority
and resources were centralized. The school district is
eager to improve students' .scores on basic skills, and the
microcomputer is ',one way to further that goal. The
district itself has developed a comprehensive basic skills
mathematics package- for students who are below grade level
.in grades one through eight. In most schools, students use
micros in a resource room on an individual basis.

In Granite, a midwestern city school district, some
resources and authority are centralized, but actual use, of

'microcomputers and decisions about us4 are made within eaCh.

school. A state organization 'coordinates and facilitates
instructional computing at all levels of education. While

there is broad commitment to computer literacy, teachers

themselv decide how to use computers with their students. 1
, At the e mentary level, there is a wide range of uses of '

micros, ;guile at the secondary level micros are generally
part of math and business courses.

'
.

4 . .

In Greenview, a small suburban community in the.northeaser
decision-making about microcomputers is primarily at "the
grass roots' level, with central administrators providing
support and encouragement. In many schools teacher buffs
have emerged teachers knowledgeable and enthusiastic abou't
using .microcomputers who are eager to involve others in

%.,
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their use. Micros are used for many purposes at he
ementary level, and primarly for literacy and programming
the secondary level.

Six rends emerged which raise importa t questions*.for
futp e research: 'These are: (1) dlffe ntial access to
microcomputers, (2) the emergence of new, roles in response
to microcomputers, (3) the lack , of integration of
microcomputers into elementary classrooms and curriculum,
(4) the inadequate quantity,and quality of software, .(5)
the inadequate preparation o'f teachers for using
microcomputers, and (6) lack oE knowledge of effects and,
outcomes. ,

't
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Background Literature

The technological developments of the past decade, which
have resulted in the increasing- memory capacity and
decreasing cost of microprocessor chips,, herald a new era
of technology in education (Bell, 197-9;' Hakansson & Roadh,
1979; Langenes, 1978; Molnar, 1975). In the recent. past,
schools' wishing to provide computers' for their students had
to invest large sums of money in equipment and/br
communications costs for time-sharing sys ems, as well as
-in trained personnel. ° These -constrai s reeulted in
computer uses primarily by large education systems willing
to invest large sums .of monein technology--the state of
'Minnesota being a /primary example.

With the coming of the microcomputer -- inexpensive,
portable, easy to use and maintain--much more widespread
use of technology in education is now possible. An
interested teacher or .administrattl, who only a few yeais
ago would have had to persuade a state or city school board.
to make a commitment of $10,000 to $20,000 per terminal to
a time-sharing system (Luehrman, 1979), need only persuade
the PTA to donate a $1,000 microcomputer. Indeed, some
PTA's initiate such a donation.

-

Overall, then, the personal computer, fits the essentially
local, decentralized nature of education in the United
States. Not only c4n local dedisions be made about its
purchase, but also about its use. A teacher can, at least
in principle, make decisions about how to use the comeEer
in, the classroom, with6ut being dependent upon a central
computing and software facility. 'Because the cost,
portability, local control, and ease of maintenance of the
microcomputer makes it much more accessible to schools. than
were previous systems, there is an enormous potential for

S 3.

increased instructional use, scope, and personalitation.

But a piece of equipment does not a revolution 'make.
Oettinger (1969), in his thoughtful' essay on computers in
education in the pre-microprocessor era, .concluded that
there was much in the very structure of education which
mediated against- effective innovation - -a /system which ,he

characterized as rigid, yet fragme.nted, lacking either
centralized authority or genuine- flexibility. Within the
classroom, Oettinger claimed, pedagogy and curriculum were
unchanged by access to a computer.

While some may disagree with Oettinger's judgment, or

question his lack of empirical, evidence, few would claim
that the promise of instructional computing in the early
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1960's was realized (Bunderson & Faust, 1976). And; while
the new technology does differ in many important respects.
from the old, expectations about edUcational impact must be
viewed cautiously. There are many steps between putting a
machine,' albeit a .powerful, engaging machine, into a
classroom and making a difference for children and teachers.

Equally as important'as recent technological developments
ate Contributions from the fields oof artificial
intelligence, psychology, and education which have .expanded
the vision. of how computers might be used in' -the classroom.
The computer-assisted instruction approaCh, well-developed,
documented, and _widely implemented -(Suppes & Morningstar,
1972), .puts, the learner in a, relatively passive stance
via -,a-vis the computer and emphasizes drill and practice.
New approaches, in contrast, emphasize placing the, learner
in an active role. Giving the child. the initiative,
enabling the child to tale control and be the "teacher" of
the Computer, is thought to facilitate powerful learning in
many areas (Papert, 1971; Bork, 1975; Dwyer, 1975;
Bamberger, 1972).

However, the kpowledge which children need to be in control
of computers, as well as the educational context for such
mastery, are difficult to put into practice. Teachers must
determine whether this kind, of use is consistent with their.

0 educational philosophy and their scligol's-curriculum. If
so, they must take time to learn how to make thede
approaches work in thei'r classroom. 'It is much less
demanding of teachers to switch on a drill and practice
program than t110 help a student master the machine or to
create software which enriches the curriculum. Moreover,
administrators and school boards may want drill© and
practice in the hope of improving students' standardized
test scores.

Even' though we now have both a powerful technology and
creative ideas about how to use it to enhance education, we
do not know enough about implementing computer programs in
schools, and what the effects of the new technology are
likely to _be on chitldren's education. The technology is so
new, there has -not been time to study it. Fortunately;
there is already a large research ,literature on computer
implementatidn in other kinds of organizations.
Sociologists have looked carefully at the implementation
and effects of computers in private industry, government,
and the military for, many years. _ A review of this
literature provides a rich source of information from Which
hypotheses can be formulated about education:

The-SoCiological Perspective on the Social Impact of Computers

Social science work in the area of the'social impact of
computing can be divided into three broad areas of concern:

8
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1. Social factors in implementation: studies
,

bf
invention, diffusion, initiation, design/planning, and
implementation.

2. The organizational impact of computers: 'studies of
change in'information flow,'decision-making, the balance of
power- among organIzatibnal sub-groups, and changes in the
nature of work.

3. Critical social values: studies of equity, social and
political accountability, professionalism, program goalt

, /and service quality.

Bach of these areas is discussed below.

Social Factors in Implementation

In the.last decade the key insight brought to the study of
society and computers by social scientists .has been that
"computers do not impact society like two ships colliding
in a stormy sea" (Laudon, 1974). Instead, what one
observes, is a complex interaction of technological
development, market forces, professional and popular
ideologies, and powerful interests and valAes. To be sure,
technology and.society are reciprocally related (Mesthene,

'4,1972). But for social scientists and historians the most
interesting,questions are the ways in which society affects
the Use of -technology (Winner, 1977; Westin, 1968; .

MowshoWitz, 1976; Rule, 1974; Anderton, 1979). This
perspective is reflected in research on social processes of
diffusion, organizational initiation, and implementation.

Most of the historical work on the development of computers
has been done by computer scientists, especially those
closely associated with this early history (Wiener, 1954;

Weizenaud, 1 7; Goldstine, 1972). Early "rationalist ",

views on 'th development, ,design, and implementation of

computing sy teens emphasized organizational "needs" and
technological requisits.(Simon, 1965, 1977; and Licklider
and 'Vezza, 1978). These views have been replaced by
research which emphasizes the) socio-political environment,
political economy .of organizations, and specific mechanisms
of implementation. Laudon (1974, 1977), Danziger and
Dutton, (1977) , Kling, (1978) , Kraemer (1977) , and
Danziger, et al, (1981) have documented the role played by

^ interpersonal factors such as trust Sand credibility in
effecting the, adoption Of computers in the public sector,
Similar conclusions have been reached about the private
sector. Interpersonal factors are more signifidant than
technical merits of system design (Pettigrew, 1973). While
the size and productive nature of an organization are
important (Gerson and Koenig, 1979; Danziger, et al, 1980),
they alone doh not account for the' adoption of one system,

A
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over another.

In the areas of design and implementation of computing
systems, social scientists have had perhaps their largesteffect. Numerous studies have documented that a lack of
"user" participation in system requirements' specification,
:software development, and organizational role contribute to
system' "failure." Failure includes low utilization,

----'rejection, or misuse (Keen and Gerson, 1977; Kling and
Scacchi, 1979; Alter and GinzbergL 1978; Teen and Morton,

8; Lucas, 1975; Mumford and Banks,. 1967). Nowhere has
this been more apparent .than in the development' of
umanagement information systems" (Markus, 1979; Laudon,
1974; Danaiger, et al, 1981).

It is important to note that these studies were done in the
late 1960's and early 1970's. Now that many organizations
have developed their own internal expertise, the tendency
to impose systems "from the top down" may have lessened.
The development of micro and minicomputers, distributed
processing, and inexpensive message switching networks may
also have reduced the difficulties of adjusting system
capabilities to user needs. This possibility, however,
raises new research issues with regard to management
control, security and intearity.

Organizational Impacts

Speculations in the 1960's about the computer's impact on
organizational, life presumed an almost limitless
organizational ability to collect, store, and process
information, presumed the development of precise analytic
schemes to describe social reality,.and finally, presumed
the emergence of a new technically trained management elite
capable of' defifiing policy options and outcomes (Bell,
1973; Brzezinski, 1967). ,These ingredients were-thought to
assure more rational decision-making, a shift of power

'towards central managers and experts, (Downs, 1967)-, and an
upgrading of work skills for -much of the working
population. Some see these as positive developments.
Others are concerned about the possibilities of job

. obsolescence and loss of skills, the decline of
organizational pluralism, and the growth of huge
centralized institutions (Galbraith, 1978),. Research' on
computers and organizations in'the 1970s has been unable

'to genfirm either of these views.

The computer's impact on organizational pow r relationships
is ambiguous. Computers can be used as .a to to facilitate
centralization of bUdgetary and' politi 1 authority
(Laudon, 1974). They can also be used by agencies,and
departments to insulate themselves from' domination by'
central management (Markus, 1980; Colton, 1978). In highly
differentiated and complex federal-state systems, such as;

I( I
is
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the FBI's National Crime InfOrmatiOn 'Center, or
federally-funded state disability systems', central
authorities may .imp6se standards but are less able to
determine the use and function of information by local
authorities,(Laudon, 1980; Westin, Boduslaw, and Hoffman,
1979). Perhaps the safest generalization here is that
computerized information systems tend either to reflect or
reinforce existing patterns of power and authority (Kling,
1974; Danziger, et al 1981).

Recognizing that computers have not changed organizational
'decision-making or power arrangements injundamental ways
'does not mean that they are unimportant. Computers have
had a large impact on program administration, budgetaiy
procedures, inventory control,' production process control,
forecasting,__ and planning procedures. They have provided
significant "technical benefits" such as more -and better

. reporting, faster information' retrieval,. faster
decision-making, and more efficient use of resources. All
of these improvements have" benefited managetent, employees,
customers and clients. These consequences, however, donot
add up to the revolution in organizational life that .was
predicted a decade ago. Such predictions overestimated the
power of information processiifg relative to other forces,
and underestimated the diverstiy of American organizational
life into-which computers had to fit.

The most controversial and.least empirically.grounded' area
of computer organizational impacts concerns the effect of.

computers on work: Computer-based 'administration and
production control systems have restimulated an unresolved
debate of the 1950's over'the ,impact of automation on work.
Here there is no shortage of .opinions. Bell (1973) , Meyers
(1970) and others in -the "information ,society" tradition
forecast the growth of information and knowledge-based
jobs, and a further transformation in which specialists and
professionals are relieved of time-consuming and repetitive
work. Braverman 31974), Briefs (1979) and others predict
that management will, replace unreliable "human machines"
with more reliable general purpose machines and will
routinize white collar work._ This will bring about a
decline of self-expression in 'work, closer supervision of

workers* decimation of middle management, and finally,
"de-skillization" of both blue collar and professional work,
(4pe also Argyris,- 1973; Mann and Williams, 1960; Whisler,

Mumford and Bank, .-967; Noble, 1977). These concerns
are' so intense in Europe that several, Scandinavian-
societies have statutes mandating that workers pprticipate
in systemS 4evelovent projects. (Nygaard, 1979; Anderson,
and Jappe, 1979) ..

Empirical research on technology and, work life has been
infrequent (especiafly in the United States), unsystematic,
and over- generalized. In a series of studies, Laudon found

1
k
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that social workers' fear of a loss of skills did
materalize when they were replaced by clerks using
computerized data bases- to make welfare decision, that
police feared and thus successfully resisted, closer
supervision with the advent of computerized command/control
systems; but that social ,security* workers were highly
receptive' to a .data-base system that .ave them mote'
information and more rapid retrieval', as well as up-graded
their stalls and pay.

'feare
the other hand, Laudon found that

criminal court-judges feared the loss of autonomy 'vis-a-vis
state and federal criminal jlustice systems which keep track
of their decisions and their productivity (Laudon, 1974; -

1980).. Some, researchers have found that the use 'of
.computerized systems led to a degradation of skills among
mechanicd (Noble, 1977) and a loss of job complexity among -.m-
tobacco workers (Albin, LaUdon, & Weinberg, 1979). Others
have found, however, that among white, collar ,and clerical4

worker's, automation results in modest increases in job
skills, job significance, and job pressuces with little
change in job satisfaction (Kling, .1978; Anderson, and
Jappe, 1979).

Thud, contextual variables (such as the national political.

. context, the nature of the occupationviOcial and economic
factors, and the goals Of management) are all,signif4cant
in'mediating the influences of ,computers on work life. ,

Critilal Social' Values z
.ro

. ,

The rapid .development of *computer technology -.-as with
previous technoldgies--has raised-a Timber of ,broad issues
related to social. values.

and
as computers threaten'or

v-alter . social' values and institutions, they offer
-q0ortunities to- address these issues. It is, however/
difficult ` tom separate a ferceiv'ed' threat- from actual
impact. NeOrtheless, the. public perception of technology,
and of -computers in particular is an important factor in
shaping the use of t,ech42,1ogy both through market forces
aria government prografis.

.

-P4vaty, confidentiality, and freedom of infbrmation" are
weld -known issues commonly associated- with the development
Of' ,public and private data banks (Westin and Baker, 1972).
More recent but perhaps less well known concerns are,
equity, accountability,, prqfessionalism, service quality
and program=goals. Problems of equity arise insofar as
societal' subgroups, have differential levels of access and
traininviji the ',use of new information tools. In recent
:Congresdional studiet-there has been -a growing interest in
these Problems :(Office of Technology Assessment, 1979;
Laudon> 1980, .1979).- When traditional' legislative
mechanisms become incapable of overseeing high technology
programs, problems of.-legal and political account=ability
arise (Kling, 1978; Laudon, 1980) Because 'information .

"4
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technology is better suited to some organizational goals
than others, problems of program balances arise; e.g.,
police arrest functions vs. prevention of Crime, math
programs vs. literature progrms in CAI packages (Colton,
1978). Making, efficiency and cost-saving the primary TOL
of information systems may have negative ilugacts on service
quality, especially when' data bases are allowed to
deteriorate Or when the mystique of an information system
supplants common 'sense judgment (Sterling, 1979; Laudon,

' 1980; Anderson, 1979). Finally, problems of
profesfionalism arise when' computers become pbstacles in
the client-professional relationship, when they operate as
administrative supervision instruments rather than _freely
chosen tools, and when they reduce the discretion allowed
to professionals.

The negative impacts of information technology outlihed
above may, of course, never occur.. A decade of research"on
the relationship between information technology and society
justifies the conclusion that computers do .not -in any
simple sense affect society. Information technology
appears to be more socially malleable _than other
technologies, and it appears to be developing along lines
which permit greater 'degrees'of freedom -in its use. It is
the users of the technology--people, organizations,
institutions--which shape its impacts.

Implications of Sociological Review -for Current Study

Many' implications can be drawn from the sociological
literature about possible issues in the implementation and

impact of microcomputers in education. The chief

implication is that the computer does not have any simple
"impact" on an organization or the people in it. Its

implementation and use are embedded in a complex system of
social and political relationships. At all levels of
implementation and use,, we need to consider the interaction
of the computer with the social sys ern which surrounds it.

We also need to understand how this interaction changes
over time, as computing activities influence the social
system and the social system shapes the influence of the
technology. This recbgnitioq of the interactive nature of
the relationship, between the computer and the social system
informed our approach to the study; Put briefly, the
implementation of computers in classrooms was seen to
reflect events at many levels of the school system. All of
these levels were investigated.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framewOrk of this project was derived from
the different structural levels defining the context for

the implementation and impact of microcomputers: the

community, the school system and school, the classroom, and
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the individual child and teacher. Decisions which aremade, events which occur, and beliefs which are held at
each level may ultimately affect' the nature and scope of
the impact of the computer on children and teachers' in
classrooths. The questions we raised and hypotheses we
suggested at each level were informed by a number of
perspectives--those of the sociologist, developmental
psychologist, educational curriculum specialist,
educational researcher, and instructional computingo specialist. The "structural levels" approach permitted all
of Our concerns to be included, while at the same time
presenting a multidisciplinary framework.

In general, we saw the four levels as a set, of nested
variables. The local community,,the'school syStem, and the
school are thought ofiprimarily as independent variables
which affect the next

and'
levels - the classroom and the

individual, .teacher and children in it. The classroom
environment may be a dependent variable with respect to the
organization of the school, but an independent variable
with respect to the functioning of individual children and
teachers.

The process of implementation can have effects, not only at
the'individual teacher and child lev41s, but also at other
structural levels. Authority relationshipS and educational
values are examples of factors which may. change as a result
of the complex set of events which make up, the
technological and educational innovation.

Issues which this research was 'intended to uncover can
emerge at any level. Yet they are likely to have origins
and effects at more than one level. The'combined concern
with the sociological, educational, psychological and
technological issues made it possible for us to suggest how
events at one levet, such as the school system='s
administration, can ultimately have important impact On the
education and development of students in classrooms.

Research Questions

In this section, some of the more salient qbestions which
informed this study at each orgahizational level' are
described. Others are easily infertable from the interview
and observation gtidea included' in the appendix (See
Appendices A and B) .

Community, Te community context for the school system and
microcomputer implementation was investigated. Some
communities, because of the 'work life and/or value systems
of its ,adults; are =mor-e supportive of computers in
education than are others. We wanted to identify which
factors in each community were related to computer use.
Questions about the local economy .and about specific

14
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community input to school decision-making were important
here.

School System and School. Since , computers ten o,reflect
and reinforce existing patterns of authority and influence,
we expected that decisions about the computer--what to-buy,
who should have it, where it is to be lodged, and what it
is used foi--would be made by persons who are in roles of
Power and authority.

On the other, hand, the, low cog't andr/ portability of
microcomputers make it pcissibre for the existing structure
df authority to be bypassed. A "top down"
process may not be required to put one microcomputer into
one classroom. We investigated the .process by which
computers got into classrooms, as well as the degree of
teacher participation in this process. Moreover, we wanted
to know whether the degree of teacher partiApation in
decision making and planning for microcomputer use was
related to scope of implementation.

We also asked about the rationale and purpose for the
introduction of computers. While efficiency is an argument
often used in support of computing in 'education, (Bunderson
and Faust, 1976) the goal of efficiency may be detrimental
to teacher morale and productivity. Other goals however,
may elicit support and agreement. The purpose and
philosophy of a' school's computing program and Chow `widely
agreed-upon that view is within the school were both
central questions.

Questionp about access, interest and familiarity with
computers were also __important. We wanted to know whether
students who used computers extensively made up a small
subset of the student popul4tion based on such factors as

sex, achievement level, or socioeconomic level. Connected
to the issue of differential use of the computer was that
of a computer subculture - -a group of students (and perhaps
teachers) who spent a .great deal of time with the computers
during and after school. We wanted to know if such groups
existed, and, if so, whether they were large or small,
inclusive or exclusive, and ones which other students wish
to be a part of or to avoid.

Classrooms. At the level of the individual classroom, the
intended and actual uses of the computer were compared. We
were aware that, computers intended to alter 'the process of
teaching and/or learning could be used, in ways- which
paralleled, and perhaps reinforced, ongoing practices .

(Fullan, 1972). We .felt it was critical to know whose
intentions were being put into practice and how they were
implemented.,"

Regarding the computer as a mode of instruction in the
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classroom', we asked what effect it had on other modes of
instruction, such .as -,the teacher, peer, teaching, Or
audiovisual Modes. Did the computer, for example, lessen
the likelihood of children working together and being
together in a .classroom? Did it change the nature of the
teacher's role a classroom, for example, from one who gives
instruction to one who facilitates instruction through the
computer?

Closely -related to these issues was whether the
computer--both in terms of the subjet matter for which it
was used and the way in which.children interacted with
it--was integrated into the classroom, curriculum. Did it
enhance and strengthen the curricular goals in the
classroom, was its use unrelated to these goals, or did.it
detract from them in 'some way? '

Questions of power, authority, and access were also
Alevant at the classroom level. Was a classroom social
structure reflected in who used the computer- for whit, and
under what circumstances? Did the computer, in fact,
change the structure of power and authority in the
classroom? Withirov-,the peer group, were there students
whose esteem in the eyes of their peers was increased by
their computer competence? Was the authority relationship
between student 4nd teacher affected by the presence of the
omf9er?

Individual Teacher and Child. At the level of the
individual teacher, there were many issues regarding

professional role. Was the Computer seen as a threat, as
lsomething which.could displace or degrade the teacher's
role? Did teachers feel in competition with the computer,
itself a kind of "teacher" in the classroom?

Concerns about the teacher-student relatiAship, as well as
about the teacher's autonomy, followed from studies of the
effects of computers on professional roles. We wanted to
know under what circumstances the copputer interfered with
teacher-student relationships and Aether the presence of
the computer and prescriptions for its use reduced the
choices teachers could make about instruction for their
students.

Many of these issues were, we assui6ed, related to the
degree to which' the teachers had 'adequate training. and
support to master the computer and to use.it in ways
consistent with their, teaching andl learning goals in the4
classroom. How much training -and support was required to
meet teachers' needs w of course, an important question.

At the level of the,individual child, a central factor
contributing to the educational impact of the computer, we
assumed, was the way in which the computer was used in the

l6
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cltiesroom. 11ete we were not interested in subject area,
but rather in the kinds of interaction required and
permitted. -The possibilities range from drill and
practice, requiring the 19ast active engagement on the part
of the child, to using the computational power of the
compute' to salve problems, to conducting simulatibi to
designing programs to-teach something to other children, to
teaching the computer .itself (Licklider,,1979). While we
wished to studywhat students learned as a result of
different kinds of interaction with the computer, we were
aware of the methodological limitationq to doing so.
Questions to teachers about what students learned were
intended to shed light on these issues.

We had questions about the emotional and social
consequences of computing. Do some children make gains in
self-estedm and motivation associated with mastery of the
computer, while others experience frustration and
disappointment? Socially, computer competence could
enhance,a child's status in the peer group. Alternatiyely,
socially isolated children could use the computer as a way
further' to isolate theeselves from their peers. All of
these possibilities were explored.

Research Design Overview

In order to investigate, the many research questions which
informed this study, case study methodology was used.

,Because case studies - -intensive, independent nalyses of
particular situations--make use of information from a-wide\
variety of sources to provide a comprehensive description
of present conditions and their history, they are ideally
suited to the multidisciplinary, exploratory nature of this
investigation.

Case \studies were compiled for three sites selected iocr
-their diversity. At each site, researchers collected
information about each of the structural levels through
interviews and classroom observations.

Information from each site was summarized, coded,- and
organized. At case study seminars, the research team
synthesized and analyzed the information and identified the
issues which emerged at each.level at each site. Once all

three case- studies were completed, summarized and
interpreted, the res.eara team compared sites to analyze*
issues which were common and unique. This final report
identifies issues of implementation and impact of

microcomputers in education which warrant further study.

Site Selection

Site Selection and Sampling

17
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A number of school systems were identified as potential
sites because,they had significant microcomputer use at

..._ both the elementary and secondary level. From these, three
were selected because they differed significantly from each
other and because they promised to be rich sources of data.
The sites selected for intensive case studies were: a
northeastern. suburban community, which we shall call
Greenview, a large midwestern city, to be called Granite,
and a large southern city, to be called Salerno. These
sites differed in several ways.

First, the sites were geographically diverse, representing
three geographic areas in the country.. Second, they were
diverse in terms of population. Greenview was a primarily
white ''middle class community. On the other hand, Salerno
had substantial black and hispanic populations, and served
children in lower .as well as middle socioeconomic groups.
Granite, also had minority populations (black, native
American, Asian) and varied socioeconomic groups.

Third, these sites represented diverse uses of the
computer. Among the three sites were included almost all
of the uses and purposes of microcomputers' in public
education today.

All these sites had been previously involved with computer
instruction via central computers. While sites were not
selected on this basis, we found that sites making

4 relatively extensive use of microcomputers had a, history of
using mainframes and terminals in -instruction. This was
true both of. our candidate 'sites and of those we finally
selected.

Sampling

Sampling for schools at each site was carried out in a
manner that maximized diversity of information sources. In
Greenview, because the system is relatively small we were
able to visit every school which was using microcomputers.
At the larger sites, however, weL. sampled from the many
possibilities. Schools selected represented the variety of
applications and populations in the district. Decisions
about which schools to visit were made in cooperation with
district personnel. Within schools,frdecisions about which
teachers to interview were made in cooperation with
principals or their designate.

We visited between seven and twelvetchools at each site.
In each school, we spoke with teach rs who were, centrally
involved with'the microcomputer program. When possible, we
also spoJce with teachers who were peripherally or not at
all invo ed by choice or because of limited resources.
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We observed formal classrooms in which microcomputers were
being used, as well as libraries, resource centers and
computer clubs. We interviewed students in each of these
contexts.

At each site, we also interviewed district administrators,
coordinators of computer education, as well as community
persons. From the community, we spoke with school board
members, parents, and other persons who played an active
role in the use of microcomputers in the schools.

S tura a r

Data-Collection

oration for the case studies was collected through
erviews and observations as well as from newspaper

reports and local documents. about the use of microcomputers
in schools. The major question of the study focussed on
the interaction of the microcomputer and the social system,
howthis interaction developed over time, and how it may
develop in the future. The data collection included the
different structural levels within each community: the
community, the school system, the school, the classroom and
individual, students and teachers. The emphasis was on both

. what happened in classrooms, and the social and political
contexts that influence the classroom.

4

A three-member team, made up (of researchers skilled in

interviewing, classroom ollpervation and assessment of

instructional applications of computing jointly visited
each site for a week. In addition, the principal
investigator, yisited each site for a' few days. During their
visit, the team interviewed indiv,iduals who have taken an
active role regarding the instructional use of

microcomputers, and observed formal and informal 4eontexts
in which microcomputers were used.' Individuals interviewed
were selected to provide a diversity of opinions, pdints of
view, and levels of involvement. Intetviews were
unscheduled, semi-structured and open-ended.

Methods

Community interviews. Individuals in the community who had .

played a role ip the use of microcomputers in the schools

were interviewed. This included members of the, school o

board, parents of some of the students, members ofOlome and/ .

School /Associations, community leaders, and employers. They

were asked to describe factors which influenced. recent

school policy and how these factors affectlp the .,allocation
and use of microcomputers. They also were asked about the
role of individuals from the community in initiating,
,supporting and influencing ..decision-making on

microcomputers in schools.

1a
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School system /interviews. Central administratorp-
-superintendents', . assistant superintendents, and
instructional coordinators (e.g., coordinators for computer
instruction)-were interviewed. They were asked, about the
history and .financing of the microcomputer program, how
microcomputers are being used, what factors contribute to
the differential involvement of schools and teachers, and
the impact of the computers on administrators, teachers and
students. In addition, they were asked about their
expectations and hopes for the future of-microcomputers in
their system.

School interviews. School principals and assistant
principals were asked about the history of microcomputers
in their school, current funding and,uses, provision for
staff training, and their assessment of the effects of
microcomputers. They were also asked to comment pn future
expectations and hopes.

Teacher interviews. Teachers were asked to describe their
participation iii. Ohnning for microcomputers, and the
training and support they'received. They were asked about
their instructional goals for computer uses whether the
computer is integrated into the curriculum in a way which
is, consistent with their;',views about teaching and learning,
and whether the computer has changed their view of their
professional role.' They were asked whether there have been
any changes in the classroom auhority structure, and if
there have been effects on other modes of instruction. They_
were asked to discuss the impact of \the computer on social
life in the classroom, as well as on individual,students
intellectually and emotionally.

Student -interviews. Students were asked hQw the
microcomputer is used in their crass, who uses it, how they
feel about _working with it and whether they use it,in other
contexts. They were .asked what they have learned about
themselves and about school subjects through using
computers, and what they see as the advantages and
disadvantages of ,using computers for learning

Classroom observations. Classrooms weze observed to
proVide information about hoW computers were used, by whom,
and for what purposes. The kind of interactions that are
permitted and required, the diveraity of applications in
evidence, and the role of the teacher in the classroom were
recorded, along with students' and teachers', level of
involvement with microcomputers. To study "issues of
access, we recorded the number and type of students
interacting, with the computer, as well as assignment of
students to particular uses of the computer. We also
studied the teacher-student interaction and student-student
interaction that occured. Any apparent' hardware and

20
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software problems and limitations" were noted.

Research Procedures

17.

Preparation: seminar. A research preparation seminar was
conducted in advance of the pilot study. Each staff member,
was -responsible ,for a portion of the seminar. The group
studied a glossary of computer- terms and discussed in
particular those terms with mbiguous meaning, such as
computer-assisted instruction: It was noted that these
terms would require clarification during, interviews. The
political and interpersonal issues involved in entering and
visiting school systems were discussed. Strategies were
suggested for making site visits as smooth as possible.

The staff reviewed observation techniques which varied from
descriptive to inferential. Placing our techniques on the
more descriptive end of the continuum, we discussed the
kinds of inferences which could legitimately be made on the
basis of these observations. We also discussed those.
variables which are most appropriately studied through
classroom obiervations. The observation-form was revised.

We outlined the strengths and pitfalls of open-ended,
unstructured interviewing, and reviewed in detail the many
issues which interviewers must keep in A teacher
interview was then role played and discussed., The
interview guides were revised and detailed plans were made
for the pilot site Visit.

,

Preparation: pilot study. A two-day pilot, study was
carried out in a New York Suburban community (Mich uses
microcomputers -extensively. We interviewed a' district .

administrator, computer coordinator, and two. princiPals
(elementary and junior high school). We also ,interviewed
teachers and observed classrooms in elementary, iuniOr high ,

and high Schools. We interviewed elementary and junior high.
students as well.

Following the° fsit, we made some changes in our
observations and terview procedures. We conducted a case
analysis seminar, identifying-the problems and issues which
characterized the pilot,site. A case outline was prepared,
which was then used to ouanize and summarize information
from each research.site in the'main study. On the whole,
oUr, ''data collection methods were comprehensive and
effective for obtaining the information we needed.

i

Methods of informing and securing permission. Prior to
contract award, each site had been contacted and letterb of
intere t solicited. After receipt of the NIE contract,
each s te. was contacted .again, and given more specifics'

711about t e project. Permission was then obtained 'in a
site-specific fanner. .In Greenview, permission was
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obtained through the coor ine r of computer instruction;,,
Subsequent . to this the . two district assistant
swerintendemts met with the principal investigator to
olWrify procedures and finalize plans for the site visit.

Granite, permissibn was obtainedto visit two
Computerwhich had what we considered, interesting Computer

'applications. Subsequently, we were put in touch with a
school system mathematics consultant who facilitated our',
visit,, arranged for meetings with district administrators,
and provided us with names of 'all of the schools using
microcompdters in Granite. The research team then arrangeddetails of school entry, data collection', and scheduling
forall the selected Granite schoolsr,4-.z.

In Salerno, permission was obtaihed through district
administrators. Instructional Computing persgpa'1 'w'orked
out the detaild of school entry and scheduling.'

Confidentiality of information. TH-er-nmes of the sites
have been changed, to keep their identity confidential. It
is poisible, however, that 'experts in the field will
recognize the sites. Although no mates. are used, it is
also possible that some individuals may recognize
themselves (or others) in reporti:' All participants had
the option of giving us information. to, be .used for-
background purposes only (i.skt., compaete anonymity) if they
wished.. At the beginning of each interviews ,participants
Were informed of the purposd' of the study -and that the
infpmation they proided would be confidential.

Participants at each site had the opportunity to lreviewand
comment on a draft of the case study of their sit.
Although participants did, ltnot haVe the right to ceor,what
was written, they could correct inaccuracies and further
strengthen the disguises of some individuals, that
seemed warranted.

11.)

On-site data collection procedures. Before arriving- at a
site the research team arranged with schocil system
personnel which schools were to be visited, and scheduled
classroom observatns and interviews with some teachers
and the principals. In addition, they scheduled interviews
with district administrators, and some schoo bbard and
other ommunity -,members. Mme was left,in th chedule so
that raearchers could follow up on leads whie develdped
while they were at the site.

All members of ,the research team were trained to. conduct
every, type of data collection in the research plap. This"
maximized thesflexibility of the team at each site.._ One
team member was in charge of scheduling and task-assignment
at each site.

22
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For classroom observations, we observed for a minimum of 20
minutes and then spent the remainder of the class period
interviewing students. The observation and student
interview session was usually-followed by an interview with
the teacher, on the assumption that the teacher interview
would provide more iight' if it followed the classroom
observation.

Owl

Researchers made notes as they interviewed and observed.
Important information, however, was often obtained through
informal obdervations and talks in hallways or during a

meal. Under these circumstances, notes were made as soon
as possible after obtaining such information.

In the evenings, researchers. met, and, using thel'case
outline for a guide, filled in as much,informatioivab they
could about the site. In this way, information gaps were
identified and plans were made to collect 'missing
information while, still on site. When necessary,
participants were phoned after the. site visit to clarify
information or to provide additional detail.

Analyzing, Synthesizing and Reporting the Data

Immediately after a site visit, each member of the research
team:

1. Filled in details which May not have been recorded at
the time of an interview or observation.

2. Summarized each interview and observation in a brief
statement of one or two paragraphs.

3. Cross-referenced 'notes with 'the case outline.

4. Wrote a summary of the pr6blems identified by
participants at the site, the issues which, the researcher,
inferred from the information, and the charebteristics
which appeared unique or' particularly critical to the
computer implementation at that site.

A two-day case analysis seminar was .held during the'week
following each site visit. Staff members reviewed the data
in advance of the sminar. The purpose of` the seminar was
to complete a preliminary version of the case outline. This

required filling in thv i'hformation and descriptive parts

of the outline (or .at least indiCating where the

information could be found). More importantly; it' required
the research team .to explain tentatively the' critical
features of the implementation, and the issues at each
level of organization. This necessi,tated careful
examination of the data in the light of 'alternative
interpretations..
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.Case Outline
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AS previously stated, he Case. outline. was developed during
\ a case analysis seminar which followed our pilot study. It
grew out of extensive 4 scussion%about the information and
interpretation to be recorded for each site, and about the
best way of organizing it. The case outline, therefore,
was used to guide both the synthesis and organization of
data, as well as the written report of each case.

'Draf Case Reports

When cohOensus was reached' during case seminars on the
interpretation and description of a givenIsite, researchers
immediately wrote'those sections Of the case reports." When
questions were- raised, or when %there were disagreements in
interpretation which required more careful examination of
the data, researchers reviewed the evidence and then met to
rewritethose,sections or issues that were in dispute.

4 complete draft .of the case was then written and e ted.
Copies were sent to.panticipants at the Site for co ent.
After comments and suggestions 'were received from
participants at the sites, final drafts of the e9e studies
were prepared.

When the three case studies were completed, the research
team compared the issues that emerged' at each
organizational level at each site. This kind of
examination provided insights into why some -issues were
salient, in particular contexts, while others appeared
universal. From our multidisciplinary ,perspectives, we
identified those issues which we believe to be the most
central to the future study of microcomputers in education.
These'issues'are detailed in chapter five.

24
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CHAPTER TWO

SALERNO

.Introduction

Salerno presents a model of an innovation in which
authority and resources are centralized: It is a carefultly
planned innovation, with explicit"; curricular goals.
Microcomputer use in primary schools-takew place primarily
outside the c_lassroom, and in this sense is peripheral to
ongoing classr000m life-. What is uni ue about the Salerno

NI innovation is its potential size and scope,,represented
most 'N.\Tivirlly by the large investme t of district resources
in software production.

Description of Community

Salerno is a major metropolitan center in the South. The

city, with a population of approximately 800,000, is in a

metropolitan area of approximately 1.5 million. Important
businesses include insurance 'firms, banking and technolog'.
The wealthiest residents clustered in several

prestigious suburbs, leaving. city population of primarily

middle income and low inc e residents. The population

includeS inglo-American,_ bl k and hispanic residents.

In the last few years, -t ere has been a relatively large

influx of non-English speaking immigrants. The city and

surrounding area has growb enormously in the last 10-15

yrs.

,Salerno School District

The 180 schools in the Salerno system. serve 122,000

students.;The schpol population is approximately 35 percent
anglo,Ameatan, 45 percent black, and 20 percent hispanic.
There are 138 nei hborhood primary schools (kindergarten

through third' gra e) and/or intermediate schools! grades 4

through 6), 23 mi dle schools (grades 7 and ,4), and 40

senior high schools \(grades 9.through 12) .

Ttie school system is currently making the transition from

One superintendent tolmother. The preyiOus Superintendent

was (a , dynamic, ag#essive futurist, enamoured with

educational innovation: Under his' - leadership, the

Development Division 0.the school district grew 'rapidly.

This division now employs almost, 400 people and has a.

budget of over $9;000,000: The responsibilities Of this

division include ,promoting curricular innovations,
evaluating' educational programs, and , obtaining funds from

government agencies to finance these educational ,

experiments.' The present superintendent is primarily

-10 concerned with supporting the instructional program,

.06
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\ emphasizing teaching basic4,skills to all student's. He
plans to give priority to programs that have direct '
co9equences'for classroom teachers.

The central administration
.

of the Salerno School District
is headed by the Superintendent of Schools and five ,

associate superintendents. Thk district is divided
geographically--intO six regions. Principals report to

.
their re41.2nal administrator, and regional. administrators
report to the Associate Superintendent- for Learning. This

. associate superintendent also superVises the district's
subject matter specialists, including the coordinators for-
reading,' and mathethatics instruction. Curriculum'
Development is.located in a separate divisiOn, under thg
Associate Superintendent Iglx Development.

Recent Developments Regarding 6choolt1
r"--

1./ Low Terforthance on standardized tests

years ago, the state conducted a, statewide assessment
of mathematics skills among 'fifth., seventh, and ninth
gradeis. Students in Salerno scored among the lowest in. the
state, and , also scored low on other,achievement measures.
Nationally normed standardized testd; administered yearly
by the school district, show that while students in grades.
1 through 3 score just slightly below the national norms,,
by. the time they are in grades 9 through 11 they scOre in
'the bottom fourth of pUPils nationwipe. the week we visited
'Salerno, the local tepets had front-page headlines' about
the spring, 1980, test results.- Scores increased this year,
but were still beioi average. An editorial optimistically
summarized We results of the recent testing:

"Test 'scores reported this week are the best
in eleven years, according to school
officials. ; Comparisons with scores of the
past two years* also seem to reveal success
with the I6strict's] new programs to stress
the education fundamentals of read0g,
writing, and mathematibs...Test scores in
most categories are belpw national averages
but are above norms for some comparative'
big-city tchool districts. "'

In a statement of goals for the 80's, the very first goal
of the'Salerno School District is raising test scdres by at
least 5 percentile points each year.

2. Emphasis on, standardized tests as measures of effective
education.

The Salerno School District has a, history of using
commercially produced, nationally'normed Standardized tests

2
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to document school effectiveness. Recently, two other
standardized tests have been developed by the state and the
district to help in promoting educational standards. The
state gives fifth, seventh, and ninth graders tests of

basic skills and the district requires that high school
students pass tests in reading and mathematics to receive a
literacy certification on their diploma. The present
superintendent has stated that, starting in 1983, test
scores will be used in evaluating principals_and teachers.

3. State curriculum mandates

The state is becoming increasingly prescriptive about the
content of the curriculum. For some time there has been a
list of state-approved text books. A statewide study was
recently conducted to assess students' math achievement. As
a result, the state. has placed more emphasis on baseline
objectives in mathematics.

4. Cdurt-ordered desegregation

Approximately 10 years ago, the city was ordered by the
courts to provide a school desegregation plan. The federal
district judge prdposed an extensive bussing plan involving
7,000 students. This plan was appealed and, four years
later, the circuit court ordered the judge to develop a new
plan. In 1976 the new plan went into effect. Students in
intermediate schools and middle schools are bussed (grades

4-8). The primary schools remain neighborhood schools, and
the high.schools remain regional.

As a result of the desegregation mandate, many middle-class
families moved to the suburbs or enrolled their children in

private schools. Enrollment in city schools dropped by

30,000 students from 1970-1980, and the proportion of

anglo-American students went from 69 percent to 32 percent.
The desegregation plan is still in the courts, having been
appealed by,. the NAACP five months ,after it went into

effect.

5. History of educational innovation

The former superintendent of schools, in office for 10

:years, was enthusiastic about innovation and actively

encouraged many experiments in the schools. Many teachers

now feel that they were so busy adapting to proposed changes
that they had little opportunity to develop and refine
their teaching techniques. They are eager to get "back to
the basics" - to traditional didactic teaching of basic
skills. The teachel are critical toward innovation and
feel it has undermin quality educatiOnl

6. .Size of central, administration
4,
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Under the former superintendent, the central administration
became quite large, ,with many special departments to
support experimental programs. How this' legacy of an
extensive bureaucracy will be used by the current
superintendent remains to be seen. He feels the district
is top -heav'r with administrators, and that too many
resources go to departments that have no direct impact on
the classroom..

Use, Number, and Distribution of Micrdcomputers

The .school systeni presently owns 30d 16K Radio Shack
TRS -80's (Model I) which were purchased through Title I
money and state compensatory education funds. These
microcomputers are located in over 60 schools, including
fifteen Title I primary schools and twenty-three middle
schools (grades 7 and 8). Three hundred more TRS-80's
(Model III) are on order and most of them are targeted for
use in the intermediate schools (grades 4-6).

The microcomputers in the primary, and middle schools ate
all- used for remediation in math. The software was,
produced by the district. The entire K-8 computational
curriculum is sequenced and students are assigned to drill
on a skill at a level chosen by their classroom teacher or
by a Title I teacher.

In many schools, microcomputers ("Micros") are located in a
resource room, where students work with them for about 50
minutes a week. It is recommended that each student use the
micro 10 minutes every day, but in 'some schools this is
modified to 50 minute sessions once a week. 'The students'
work with the micro is typically monitored by aides, 'who
are also familiar with several kinds of equipment used-for ,

math remediation.

Last year, 56 Apple computers were ,put into five high
schools in a pilot program for computer literacy
(programming). This year, 70 more micros, TRS-80's this

.time, will be distributed to the high schools as part of
the computer literacy program.

Support for Computing

When the school district began considering the use of
micros for instruction, no software was available to meet
its needs.' . The Department of Instructional Computing
within the Division of DevelOpMent was charged with
developing locally appropriate software. They to
develop full curricula rather than a number of discrete,
unrelated lessons., They planned to create integrated
curricula for mathematics, reading, and langu-age arts. The
microcomputer was to shave a supportive role, providing
practice in skills that were originally taught by the

28
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classroom teacher.

Last year, the Instructional Computing Department (ICD) had
a budget of almost $600,000 with approximately 60 percent
from the district budget and 40 percent-from federal funds.
The ICD employs 24 people: fourteen curriculum developers
and ten programmers. The ICD staff feels that the costs
for software ,.development are reasonable because the
software will be usable for many years and because micros
are expected to replace paraprofessional tutors.

A drill and practice mathematics curriculum in basic
computational skills for grades K through* 8 has been
developed and is now in use in the district schools. Its
use is restricted to students who perform below grade level
because the microcomputers were purchased through state and
fedesal compensatory education funds.

Implementation 1 of the 'computer-based mathematics
curriculum, as well as computer courses in the high
schools, is under the auspices of the district's
mathematics coordinator. There is an implementation
council which decides on staff development. Although the
ICD developed the software, it has only minimal connection
with the implementation of the mathematics curriculum. One
person from the department worked with the staff of the
district math coordinator to write an implementation guide.

The math coordinator placed the micros in schools where
there was at least one, aide or teacher who was willing to
learn how to usethem. Last year the micros were specified
as an essential component of the Title I math program.
Conbequently, they were placed in the primary schools with
Title I math programs:

The ICD is developing additional mathematics _ curricula as
well as, new curricula id reading. Two projects are funded
by the ,district, and two, by federally-Isponsored Title IV-C.
The district coordinator for reading has kept informed of
the development 91- the reading curricula; He is to direct
their implement in the schools, playing a role similar
to that of the mathematics coordinator.

-The subject-matter coordinators with responsibility for

implementing the microcomputer-programs are located in the
Learning Division; while,curribulum development occurs in
the Development Division, Working relationships between
these units are minimal. Instructional specialists are
invited to meetings to discuss general 'plans .for the
computer-bgsed curricula. However, these specialists do
not participate in specifying objectives for each lesson or

in sequencing lessons in the curriculum. When the software
is. used in classrooms there is only a weak mechanism for
systematic feedback from the users to the deyelopers.
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The previous superintendent envisioned recouping
development costs by marketing district curricula. He
created a foundation to handle the marketing, along with
other income-managing functions. This foundation was
disbanded for many reasons, among which was concern over
.whether a public schoOol district should compete with
private 'businesses. Alternatives for dissemination are Kow,
being explored, including the possibility of-belling the
materials to a publisher and collecting royalties.

History and Current Organization of Computing in the
District

Before Microcomputers

Computing has been a part of-the Salerno curriculum since
1965. A three-year grant from the National Science
Foundation provided General Electric time- sharing
terminals in .the high schools for programming and computer
math. In 1968, the school district 'set up its own computer
center, adding terminals in the junior highs. The present
programming curriculum is supervised by a district
mathematics coordinator who formerly taught programming at
one of the high schools.

Computer-managed instruction began five years ago. Under a
Title VII' contract the distrigt developed a bilingual
program that incorporated a voice synthesizer to teach
Spanish and English to Spanish-dominant children. It was
designed to supplement the classroom curriculum. The
program was first used in 1977 and is still in use today,
running- on a minicomputer. Students spend 10 minutes a day
doing individualized drills in reading and math. The
computer also keeps records of student performance. Program
developers are considering adapting this program for use on
a micro.

In three district schools, terminals are used by all
students for drill and practice in mathematics and language
arts. The district purchAsed a computer-managed
instructional program 'which is run on a Hewlett Packard
computer. This system ,initially cost about a'half million
dollars and costs $40,000 yearly to administer. The program
is diagnostic and prescriptive, assessing students' skills,
presenting items at a level' of'difficulty'appropriate for
each student, and keeping records of students' performance.

This \computer-managed curriculum is also used in a special
program for deaf children: -.The teachers there are very
_enthusiastic about the effects of computer-based
instruction for deaf children. The resource room teacher
reported ,that the students' achievement with the computer
is typically- higher than in their regular classroom work.
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She proposed that this is because language limitations are
minimized with the computer.

Introduction of Microcomputers

Software acquisition and development. In order to create
the needed software, a significant amount of instructional
development had to occur within the ICD; First, the
decision was made to focus on the basic computational
skills. Then, all objectives of the computational
mathematics curriculum had to be- ,stated specifically and
,appropriate lessons created. The lessons had to be
organized hierarchially so that teachers ould decide where
students should begin.

With the development of this mathematics curriculum, a
general model for instructional design evolved. At first,
instructional specialists in mathematics wrote the
specifications for a lesson, and then consultants
programmed the lessons. The designers were disappointed
with the resulting software. They realized that they had
many assumptions about features of the lessons that were
not made explicit to the programmers; The ICD decided to
have in-house programmers so there could be on-going
interaction between, the cuuiculum2 writers and the
programmers. In this way, programmers could become
increasingly sophisticated about the assumptions of the
designers, and the designers could develop expertise about
what could be progammed.'

The leaders in the ICD emphasize that they are curriculum
developers, not computer scientists. They feel, that when
hardware limitations make it impos Able to produce
educationally adequate lessons for a4garticular subject
then it should not be included ink a, computer-based
curriculum. They' have tabled. a computer-based writing
curriculum because of what is, in their miew, inadequate
technology.

The ICD is currently developing four different curricula
for microcomputers. Two are funded from district funds,
and two are funded through Title IV-C. The district-
sponsored curricula address basic skills in math and,

reading. This .year/ lessons in ratio, proportion, and

percent will be written and pilot tested. . Lessons ii
multiplication and addition facts for gradelevels K-8 will
be revised.

The basic skills drill and practice project in reading was
initiated two ylearc 'ago. It covers the reading skills
taught in grades one to three, but is designed to hold the
inerest of fourth to sixth graders. The lessons make use
of color and voice, and are debigned for the Texas
Instruments 99,14 microcomputer with voice capability. The
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lesson writers *are 'former classroom teachers Who learned
about programming through an NSF- sl5onsored course at a
nearby-university. This.reading curriculum is to be used
in labs or resource rooms, with six to "eight micros under
the supervision of a proctor. . Pilot testing of some of
these lessons will occur this spring.

The curricula funded th gh, Title IV-C address
higher-leve' skills in mathematics and reading. The
lessons are targeted for grades 4-6 and ase on grade level,
rather than remedial. The reading curriculum is in the
'becond year of development. Close to six months was spent
identifying objectives and sequencing them in a learning
hierarchy. The curriculum focuses on skill areas where
Splerno students performe4 substantially below average on
standardized tests. After identifying these areas, the
developers examined state-approved textbooks and found that
few, if any, lessons even referred to these skill areas.
They designed the computer-based curriculum to help
teachers teach for objectives that are not included in the
reading textbooks but are tested for on standardized tests.

The computer-based lessons im higher-level reading skills
will be used differently from those in the remedial
mathematics curriculum because they include instructional
material as ,well as' provide practice opportunities. Some
of the lessons in the' reading curriculum will be field
tested this spring.

Use, values, intent. The mathematics curriculum is .a

sequenced set of practice' items. There is 'not an
instructional component to explain how to do a problem or
why a particular answer is wrong. The program is to be
used by students who have already had instruction. The
computer-based pr 'ce provides opportunities to use a new
skill under conditions of immediate feedback. If a student
answers incorrec ly,, it is assumed that the student has
enough resources to correct the mistake.

.

his instructional tool, s for students who are -below grade'
level. Students are assigned to use the machines on the
basis of standardized tests administered early in the fall
or the previous spring. The goal of the program, as
described by aye aide, is'td "bring these,students up to
grade level as fast as possible." (--

The use of the higher-level reading curriculum may be quite
different from the drill and practice mathematicp lessons
because they include instructional components. Exactly how
this curriculum will be used remains to be worked out. .

Primary Level

Features of the Microcomputer Program

32
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Demographics and personnel. The research team visited
three of the fifteen primary schools using micros; all were
neighborhood schools. Some were surrounded by, relatively ,,,

new single-family homes; others were in low-income housing,
projects. Despite the differences in the neighborhoods, -

the schools and the role of the microcomputers seemed very
similar.

These were generally open-space schools, with areas marked
off by movable partitions. In all of thes.Q.hools micros
were part of a' Title I program. Last year, district policy
specified that all Title I children were to use the
microcomputer, but this year practice with the micros is at
the discretion of the teachers. The micros were located in
a resource area, and were supervised'by an aide- who helped
students with the machine and kept records of the lessons
completed each day. The micros were one of several pieces
of, equipment in the resource area. The .Title I teacher
decided which students were to work with which type of

instructional material.

Training/support. Before school began in the fall, the
TitlelI teacliers and aides attended a workshop on how to
usethe micros. They learned to load and run a program,
became familiar with how students were to enter responses,/
and learned how to select the number of practice problems
the student would complete. Aides were also introduced to a
record keeping system that documented the lessons students
completed.

Apart from the workshop, teachers and aides did not receive
additional training, nor did they report that they needed
more training. Most seemed comfortable with the tool. If a
teacher or aide 'wants to learn more, they can take free
courses in programming from Radio Shack during the summer.

Equipment. Primary schools had 4 - 12 micros, all TRS-80's
(Model I) with cassette recorders.

Resource distribution. Micros were distributed to Title I
schools based on a district-adopted ratio of students per
micro. The classroom teacher and/or the Title I teacher
"identifies children w,ho are below grade level in their math
computational skills and can profit from working with
micros. Students assigned to the micro typically speRd 10
Adnutes a day with sequenced lessons. Children receive
other remedial instrubtion as well, and some students do

not use the computer at all because other materials or

techniques are judged more appropriate. We observed' -15

boys and 10 girls using microcomputers in elementary
schools' resourde rooms.

Purpose and relation to the curriculum. In a general way,

3
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the softWare is directly related to the cprriculum because
the same baseline objectives guided the development of the
software and defined the primary math curriculum. However,
the relationship between the computer-based instruction and
the students' daily classroom instruction can be remote.
Long time periods may elapse between the introduction of a
concept in the classroom and the student's practice on the
micro. In some cases, we were told, students practiced on
concepts which had not yet been introduced. ,

Effects and Problems: Administrators

Principals have a minimal role to play in the microcomputer
implementation. When the Title I program specified the use
of microcomputers for instruction, principals felt they had
little or no choice about using them. In addition, Title I
teachers and aides are hired and assigned bo schools by the
district. They are not under the direct supervision of
building principals.

Looking to the future. School adMinistratOrs hoped that in
the future microcomputers would be in all classrooms. They
wanted broader uses of the computers, for a wider range of"
children and curricular areas. One felt, however, that the
computers would continue to be limited to math for some
time, because of the lack of software in other areas. One.

administrator looked forward to a future in which she could
use micros for administrative record keeping.'

Effects and Problems: Teachers and Aides

Effects. One teacher felt that correspondence of the
.microcomputer mathematics lessons- to the district math
program, facilitated teacher planning. Teachers commented
that with the machine reinforcing students' skills, they
have more time for instruction. With some children at the
micro, they have smaller groups to work with. One noted
that observing students while they solved problems on the
micro helped her to diagnose student weaknesses or
misunderstandings.

Problems. Last year all students enrolled in a Title I
program were required to use the micro. Although teachers
felt this activity was not appropriate for some students,
teachers were not permitted tb exercise judgments on the
matter.,

0

Teachers and aides reported that because tapes took a long
time to load, they typically loaded one tape in the morning
and used it all day.

Looking to the future., Several teachers and aides
expressed the hope and/or expectation that microcomputers
would be in all classrooms in the future and that all

34
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teachers would learn how to use them. Yet there were some
doubts about the future. One remedial teacher felt that
continued use of the micros should depend on positive
outcomes, while another felt that future government funding
was .ine,doubt.

Effe4ts and Problems: Students

Effects. An administrator. observed that many children
developed more independence in learning as a- result of
using micro), and that children experience. feelings of
completion and success. The administrator felt that the
fast feedback is important for promoting learning. The
POrents are, impressed that .their children are using
'computers.

One teacher commented on the lack of discipline problems
when students are using' themicros. One administrator wad
skeptical of the effects and. suggested conducting a

controlled study,.

Problems. Several-members, of
for

teaching staff felt that
the micro was more appropriate for.second and third graders
than for first graders, because some reading competence was
required. One teacher felt ,first .graders needed more

__personal teaching t i a the computer affords.

An administrator also elt that younger children are less
likely to profit fro Working with micros. She proposed
that they were intimi ated by 'the--"hardware, and recommended
that these children bey, introduced- to the micros gradually.
This administrator also noted that the keyboard is
difficult for many students and suggested that keys be
placed in alphabetical' cider.

Not all Title Ixchildren can use the micro because of the
large number o eligible children. In "addition, children
not in Title I do not have access to,the, machine, though
parents are requesting this opportunity.

One software problem is _that students cannot change their
answers. If they inadvertentl' hit a wrong key, the
response cannot be erased;, it counts as an error.

Secondary Level: Middle Schools

Features of the Microcomputer Program

0
Demographics and personnel. In the middle schools (grades
seven and eight), students are bussed to meet the"

specifications of the court desegregatiod order. Some are
magnet schools, with a special 'emphasis in some cutriculit
area, while others are general schools. The research team
visited three of the twenty-three middle schools that are
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There were different arrangements for using the micros. In
Qne. school,- two or three micros were in each of two
mathematics classrooms, and the teachers- incorporated the
micros into the daily lessbns. In another, the ros were
located in a resource room staffed by a math aide, and
students were sent to the room for one period a week. In
the third, a mathematics resource teacher staffed a lath
enrichment room, which houded many 'different kinds of
materials for individualizing instruction, including micros.

Training/support. In the, fall of 1979, when micros were
placed la, schools, teachers and' aides received .fourteen
hours of instruction in how to operate the micros and. in
the scope and sequence of the computer-based curriculum.
record keeping forms were introduced, and ,guidelines for
.machine use were presented.. Teachers°wanting' more advanced
training attended a 21=hour courde'at local Radio Siletck

Centers. This year, the district held a two-day workshop
to review the use of t e micros and inroduce new staff to
the ,micros. Teacher and aides from the middle schools
felt that their tr fining was -adequate. They were
comfortable and enthusiastic about using this tool.

Prindipals played a supportive role in all schools we
visited, They respected the recommendations of teachers

. and responded when asked for help in planning and staffing
`for micros.

Evipment. All microcomputers were TRS-80, Model L, wift
cassette recorders.

Resource di r 'bution. The schools that received micros
from, the dis ict had a staff member, either a teacher or
an aide, who s willing to attend the training workshop.
Generally, the school received five micros for each teacher
or aide who attended the workshop. One middle school also
purchased 2 TRS-80's with funds from the math department
and the PTA.

Each individual teacher or math de rtment decided on how
to assign students time on the machinet because the
machines were purchased out of state Compensatory education

.... funds, only students who %visite below grade level we
allowed to use the machine When the machines were located. ,

).
in a classroom, teachers ypically assigned students' l0715
minutes machine time ea h day. When the machines-1 were
located in a resource room, students used micros one class
period per, week. In the math enachment room, students
needing drill oh'. the 'problems that were loaded that day ,-
used the machine. In all schools, .students 'wotked

.

individually and asked the teacher for help if they needed
, -

4
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In .the two schools where micros were, not in classropms,
they) were shared by the entire 'math department. ' The'
department, therefore, had to develop rules for access.
While rules differed slightly, access was limited to
.students who were considerably below grade level. We.

'observed 15 boys and 11 Airls.using microcomputers in
seventh and eighth grades in Salerno.

Purpose and qelation to curriculum. Because the software
was created from 'baseline objectives that were used
.throughout the distridt, the relationsip between software
and curriculum vas genetally very close. However, the match ,

between Safstware and curriculum at the day- today level .

depended on where the machines were located. When the
teacher had the micros' in the classrooms, drill and
practice could be selected that fit in with the day's
lesson.

In . one class -we observed, for- example, the teacher
explained how to determine whether a fraction is proper or
improper and then sent students to the computes to
practice this concept. While three,4tudents worked ht the
computers, others did exercises in their books4, We did
notice, however, a slight problem. In the computer program,"
the term "proper fraction" - applied to any fraction in
lowest terms. For example; 31/4 was labeled a proper

..,..40fraction by. the computer program: The teacher, however,
considered this an improper fraction ,that could be reduced
to 7 and 3/4. The teacher had 'to point out this.
inconsistency to'the 'students in the class. \---

When the computers were located in' a resource room, the
relationship between the-drill on the computer and the
day-to-day class work was less divect. Teachers specified
an area that each student should iiractice, and the aide
arranged to have anappropriAte program available. However,
it was, not necessarily -the area that was being -taught in
class. The aide selected a level at which the student
could an er at least 80 percent' correctly, and then,
present sequentially more difficult let-sons. If the
stud scored less. than 80 percent, the aide asked if he
or e understood how to do the problems and would like to
try again. If the student needed an explanation of how to
do the -problem, '.the aide wou1& provide it. Usually,
students volunteered to try again..

The aide kept records of the lessons students .attempted and
of the percent Of questions answered correctly. These
records.wqre sent to the teachers at the end of a 6-week
session. I This was the only procedure- for informing
teachers of whet and how their students had been doing in .

'the- resource room.

b".
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Effects and Problems: Administrators

Effects. Principals said it alas too early to
effects of the microcomputer on student achievement. They
did not, however, expect teachers' roles to change
substantially with the use of micros'. One principal felt
he would be evaluated on increases in his schcL's math
scores. He was eager, therefore, to use anything that
might help'raide scores.

Problems. - One principal noted that the microcomputer
program was costly, and wondered 'f using it for
remediation justified the expense. H suiggested that using
computers for enrichment might be more justifiable.

Looking to the future. MiddleJ school administrators
questioned the future use of micros in their schools. One

` ,felt that the high cost would make for Very few new
Idevelopments.,in the pear future. Another disagreed,

feeling that costs werei becoming low enough tHat expense
would not be an issue. Me felt, however, that how the
machines 'should t)e used was an issue.' He hoped they would
be used to enrich curriculum in all areas,' as well as for
administrative purposes.

Effects and Problems: Teachers and Aides

Effects. One teacher enthusiastically used micros in her
classroom. She reported that she had more time to work
'with studentS individually when-somemere using the micros.
An aide also reported that she could help more students
when there were micron thanoshe could as a tutor. She felt
that. rthere were no discipline pioblems when micros we ?e
used. er.

; - r "

Problems. Teachers using the computer=based curriculum
reported tht they spent more time'planning and organizing
for individualization._ Because of this, one teacher
recommended that the micros be placed in a resource room
supervised y ,an aide. Several teachers ,repoqedly% were
uninterest d in having micros in their classrobms.

Another ,teacher, new to the school system and to the
microcomputer program, had difficulty choosing appropriate
lessons.for students. Students in his class typically got
all or most of the problems wrong. The teacher merely
encouraged them. to try again. This resulted in increased
Confusion about the ,mathematical operations they were
trying to master. When a student scored 70 - '80 ge-rcent
correct, the teacher felt the program was "too easy"-and
chose another, more difficult lesson in the sequence.

, k
As at tile primary level, loading programs from tape limited ,

38
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use of the machine. Because of the long loading time,
teachers and aides would load the machines the,morning
and then use those programs 'throughout the day. If.,the
programs were too difficult 'for a__Mandent,heor .she would
not work 1with the computer. for that day.

Looking to the future., Secondary teachers did not, in
general,/ coiment on file future. One teacher wanted more
microcomputers in the future,. and "increased .eustaff
development posdibilities. She hoped that teachers would
learn to program. Another wanted software to teach
students how to .solve word problems so that they could do
better on standardized tests.

Effects and Problems: Students

Effeats. The middle school' studerits' attitudes toward the
computer varied widely. Some seemed bored or even
resistant, others seemed interested and eager. One student.
remarked "It's better than doing problems on paper." Many
students did extra work on the machine before school or at
lunch hour.

One aide reported that several students had made remarkable
progress working with the micros. She described one girl
for Whom the teachers had low expectations. As a result'
she did little work. She was, however, self_motivated.
With the micro., which didn't have any particular
expectations, she could take initiative and accomplish as
much as she was motivated'to de.

Teachers felt that the# computer increased students',
attention span particularly for students mainstreamed
from special education classes. One principal questioned
whether this would 'wear off after a while.

The hoped-for effect is to get'students up to grade,1 1

as.fast as possible. An enrichment teacher pointed'out at
many students develop incorrect, strategies /for solving
problems. She hoped the computer would be effective in
helpirig students to unlearn these 'behaviors/ because it
presented. problems step -by -step.

Another teacher suggested that some students -may have
difficulty working with an adult, Practicing alont with a
-computer may be. motiyatingefor 'these students,.

. /

Problems. Because students work individually at the
computer, social skills were not enhanced;at the.computer.
Even- when children encountered problems,/those we observed
used only minimal language in explaining the problem to/the \

teachei or the aide.

There were some software glitches. Answers that .were
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'correct were sometimes, labelled "wrong" by the'machine.
Some4ptudents were challenged to find these errors. Qthers,

I( however, seemed to lose confidence in their own ability
when they responded with a correct answer and the computer
told then' it was incorrect.,

One teacheeVelt' that -there was -a stigma associated with
using computers because they were used, -only' for
remediation. He refused to have them in his classroom.

Students were frustrated when they made an accidental erron
because there was no way. to revise their answer. The -0,1

computer immediately counted it wrong.

One teacher was concerned that using the computer was
producing students whip have a very positive view of their

fskills, but unrealistically low " standards for their
performance. Because students drill at levels where they
answer 80 percent of the problems correctly; they become
more confident. Unfortunately the level Mt which many of
the students are performing is still substantially. below
grade.

,

Secondary Level: High School

Features of the Microcomputer Program

Demographics and personnel., The research teem visited one
of the five high schools that receiveddistrict-purchased
Apple_ computers for a pilot project on computer literacy.

One math teacher uses micros and terminals to teach
computer math, computer literacy, and programming. None of
the other math teachers seems interested in using micros..
It was proposed that this lack of interest 'was due to the
extra work and teacher involvement required with micros.
Teachers would not be able to grade papers during a class
period because they would be answering students' questions.

Training /support. Thd math teacher who is using micros
learned the basics of programming from the previous
computer teacher. She is also taking computing courses at
a nearby university..

Muipment: There are 13 micros - nine iTRS-80's, three,
Apples, and one Texas Instruments 99/4- in two Small rooths.
One of the rooms also serves as a classroom

Resource 'distribution. Courses with computers are offered
as math electives.- Generally, only-seniors are enrolled
becauee 'they register first and Usually till the class,.
Students who are good, in math take these electives. In the
one class we observed,' no minority students were enrolled.
(The' enrollment of the school is 5% minority.)
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Purpose and relation to the curriculum. Skills in
programming and understanding the uses of computers are
seem as legitimate topic's for courses. The teacher
integrates the computetNnto each course as she sees fit.

Source and, use of software. The software for programm,ing
was part of the package that came with the microcomputer
from each disttibutor. The teacher also obtained some
extra software from Apple to use' in her computer literacy
classes.

Effects and Problems: Teacher

'Problems. It was reported that the use of micros results"'
in more work for teachers. Students have many questions
about the machines and programs.. Teachers must make time to
respond to each individually.

Looking to the future. This teacher has an extensive
vision of the future of microcomputers in Salerno schools.
She feels that the machines will revolutionize education.
Because of micros,'texts' will be rewritten and teaching
restructured. Students' reading skills, attendance and
"precision" w).3.1. improve. In addition, she thinks that
students-will -"become more logical and disciplined as they
have more opportunities to interact with microcomputers.

Effects and Problems: Students

Effects.,:.__ Girls are becoming increasingly interested in
learning about computers.. They comprise 33 - 50 percent of
students in the elective computer' courses. In the class we
observed lOof the 27 students were female.

Problems: Computing electives are available only to

a
"_ ive',relatly good senior year math students.

District Level

Effects and Problems: District Administrators

. -

Effects. .1n Salerno most of the administrators we spoke
with had roles directly connected' with technology, its

development and/or implementation. The microcomputer
implementation had a Critical *effect on their roles. In

some cases their very positions would not:exist without the
microcomputer activities.

These administrators report that microcomputers have
impressive effects on students, although admitting there
are, no definitive data. Yet the feeling is that the
current program is' motivating students and helping with .

basic skills improvement.

441
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Problems. Not all administrators are convinced that
software development is an appropriate activity of the
school district. Some feel it_ might be more appropriate to
purchase software from publishers, and thus avoid the
development costs. Some, on the other hand, feel that
Sa],,,erno is on the cutting edge of technology in education,
has an outstanding track record,,and should both continue
and expand its development efforts.

There is some uncertainty about the commitment of the new
superintendent to .development efforts. With budgets being
scrutinized and cut, .administrators are uncertain of the
level of support to expect in the future.

Administrators
that

connected with implementation are
concerned that school administrators, become computer
literate. Moreover, there is a fear, already,-warranted in
some cases, that teachers who master the computer will
leave the schools for better paying jobs in industry.

Looking to the future. Some administrators expressed hopes
for more resources--a micro in every classroom, more
extensiv' software--as well as more hands-on teacher
training. Others had a- more radical view of the changes
the technology-rich future would bring to the Salerno
school system. The administrators of the ICD envisioned
extensive changes resulting from the use of microcomputers.
They predicted that differentiated staffing in the schools
would evolve in 5-10 years. Master teachers will function
as diagnosticians and managers of instruction.. They will
be supplemented by personnel who monitor drill and practice
and aides who do one-to-one or 'small group tutoring. For
teachers thit will mean fewer pdsitions and changed'roles.

The ICD predicted that in five years remedial math programa
will be in all schools and the remedial reading program
Will be in 1/3 to.1/2 of .the schools. They stated that
these programs will be supported by external funds for
remedial programs. There is a questioh, however,. of how
extensively the ,reading and mathematics programs targeted
for' grades four through six will ivbe used unless outside
funds become available. .

Another revolutionary scenario- envisioned by a district
administkator combined micros with two-way cable TV and
videodisk. According to him, ,technology could deliver most
instruction, while teachers add the human and social
dimension'to schooling. The problem with this vision is
that ,it is very ,expensive, both for equipment and
development. He felt that since'the school'distfict has a
proven record of development, the community may continue to
invest in this activity.
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Issues from Salerno

There- are many issues .,raised by the microcomputer
implementation in Salerno. Those that are most central are
discussed here.

1. Is software development an appropriate function of a'
public school district? Many individuals in the - school
district are struggling with this question. While they
realize that there is no commercial software that meets
their, needs, they quedtion whether the budget for the
development of software is merited. The ICD projects that
the costs will be offset by hiring fewer paraprofessionals
to tutor remedial students. One way to partially finance
development would be- to market the software. 'However,
commercial marketing' is strongly opposed by some members of
the Board of Education.

2. Who has the responsibility for evaluating
microcomputer-based instruction? When micros are used
outside of the classroom, and their use supervised by
soMeone other than the classroom teacher, the teacher has
difficulty evaluating .their effectiveness. The
non-computerized curriculum is under the control of the
teacher, although designed by others, and the teacher
interacts directly with it. Because the teacher is the

. direct user, he/she can evaluate its effectiveness. In the
future, the Research and Evaluation Department, might
conduct a,formal evaluation of the microcomputer program.
However, this Department has not worked .closely with ICD in
the past.

3. . Will the Comprehensive software package currently used
limit .the district's choices in, future microcomputer
purchases? The program is designed to capitalize on the
,current hardware. With rapid developments in microcomputer
technology, however, micros will soon have many new
features. Will it be relatively easy to modify current
software to capitalize on fUture capabilities of micros, or
will difficulties with revising software limit buying to
machines of 1980 vintage? The district is already facing
this problem because the mathematics materials were written
for a TRS-80, Model I, &it the district recently purchased
TRS-80, Model III's. The ICD is exploring how the software
can be revised for the new machines.

4. Software developers are .'lacking ihformation on design
features of, instructional software. Those developing
instructional programs in Salerno have many questions about
the specifics of design: Should students get more than one
chance to answer a question? How many practice examplep
are enough? How long should the program wait before going
on if ale student has not responded? Having carefully
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reviewed the available research, they fi it inadequate.
Moreover, the developers cannot conduct their own research.
The conditions under which the instructional programs are
used are not suitable far the systematic study .of
instructional design. Exposure to micros is just one
component of a complex instructional system, and the
effects of particular features of the micro program would
be very difficult to isolate.

5. Would involving teachers and curriculum specialists in
the development of software-facilitate implementation? The
ICD is isolated from the Learning Division. An entire
,software package is developed before it is used in the
schools. Field testing' usually focusses on programming
problems rather than curriculum questions. If teachers do
have suggestions for improving the match .between their_
teaching and the software, it is often too late and too
expensive to modify a prograin when it is so close to its
final form. The Learning DiviPion trains teachers to use
the software packages. The extent to which their training
matches the expectations of the software writers may depend
orb their involvement in software development.

6. Is additional staff needed to manage machine use?
Several teachers 'in Salerno commented on the
individualization that the machine fosters.
Individualization takes many form's. Because students work
on different lessons, procedures are needed to assign
students to lessons, to keep'track of their progress and to
answer their questions. While lessons were designed to
replace some of the tutors of remedial' students, the tutors
to date have not been laid off but have become managers of
the instruction on the microcomputers.

7. Will the computer-based curriculum standardize the rest
of the curriculum? In developing the computer-based lessons
the general baseline objectives had to be broken down into
many more specific and sequenced objectives. Will this
become the standard for the day-by-day sequencing of
instruction, or gill the. curriculum 'specialists and
classroom teachers continue to make daily plans for meeting
the general objectives?

In addition to greater specificity, there, are other
differences between computer-based and classroom curricula.
There are, for exampla, discrepancies in terminology for
micro and classroom. he format for doing problems is
sometimes different for computer and classroom. Which will
become the standard? The instructional developers maintain
that in the lox% run teachers will set the standard.
However, the expense of modifying instructional programs
may prevent this from happening.

8. To what extent is there transfer from working on
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microcomputers to classroom work? When ` students respond to
questions presented by the micro, they are given feedback
at each step in the computation. When they are in the

eclassroom, there is not this support for ach step toward
the solution. The studeut has to know tie entire procedure
and execute it. Whether micros will help or hinder the
development of independence in problem -solving has yet to
be explored.

Transfer of the particular computational skills being
drilled is also at issue. Generally," the classrciOm teacher
plays an important role in facilitating transfer. Yet,
with the teacher often so removed fem. the 'microcomputer
activity, he/she does not have the information 'necessary to
support such transfer.

9. What are the effects of diffential access ~to micros?
In Salerno, micros in elementary and middle gchools are
limited to students who are below grade level. Clearly,
the intent is to provide an additional resource for these
students to promote the acquisiton of basic, skills.
However, this restriction may result in a stigma being
associated with using the machine. Moreover, placing
micros in a resource center may result in feelings of
isolation.for some remedial students. Finally, we wonder
whether using computers may have, relatively low status
because it is managed by an aide.

At the high school level, the pattern of access is
reversed. The best math students eleCt to take computer
literacy and programming classes. Access to computers in
Salerno poses the problem not only of who is left out, but
of hoipthose who may use them are permitted to use them.
The 'tong-term effects of differential use 'based on
achievement level , are not known, but deserve careful
'nesearch attention.

Update

In the , months since our November 1980 visit, the
microcomputer- program has expanded and some, features have
changed substantially. Approximately 300 additional
TRS-80's (Model III) have been placed in grades 4-6, and
almost all of them are located in ,classrooms. About 70
additional Model III's have been placed in the high schools.

The problem of converting the software for use on the Model
III's, _has been' solved through help from the Tandy
Corpdration, makers of -the TRS-80. Now the lessons
developed for the Model I will also run on the Model III. A
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CHAPTER THREE

GRANITE

Introduction
.

°Granite exemplifies a model of innovation in which some
district resources and authority are centralized, but in
which actual use of microcomputers and 'decisions about
theirs use are decentralized. The innovation is loosely
structured, without explicit policies or curricular goals
set by the district. Because the district values'
diversity, it encourages schools to use microcomputers in
ways compatible with their individual philosophies. Granite
is unique in that it has a state organization- which
provides computer services statewide.

Description of .Community

Granite is the center of a seven-county metropolitan area
in the midwest. The city itself has a population of
370,000 people, while the entire urban area in which it is
located totals over 2,000,000. 'The residents are
predominately nartherKI ,European, with minority populations
of native Americans, blacks and Asians. The range of
economic groups is represented in the city.

In national polls, 'the city of Granite is rated highly as a
desirable plade to live. ID the immediate vicinity there
are a number of agri-businessessuch as grain companies and
food processing plants. There are also large 'insurance
firms and technology companies, including major computer
companies. The city is near the state capitol and also
contains the major state university. Its downtOwd area is

, being improved and older segments of the city are
undergoing gentfification. .

.. . .....

Granite School.District.

There are 100 schools or'programdFin the district. including
22 secondary schools, 1 middle school and 59 elementary
schools, as well as 20 special, locations; such as
vocational institutes. work-study centers. and special
education programs.

. The Granite schoOl district is committed to diversity and
alternatives. A planning document from the deputy
superintendent's office lists these' assumptions for
planning: maximization of student and parent choice;

14.1

continuation 'of elementary and secondary alternatives;
centr izations of curriculum development with local
buildi g responsibility for tailoring curricular
expectation to students; 'and a culturally plUral curriculum.
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At the elementary lev#1, families are presehted with a

variety' of\educatidhal alternatives and are enclpuraged to
choose eke program that is most compatible with their
child's personality, attitudes and needs. The four
available programs are:

the ,Contemporary Program, which is organized
in traditional grades in a self-contained
classroom. The teacher 'works with children
who are learning at many different
achievement levels.

the Continuous Progress Program, which is a
highly individualized plan. Children grouped
into large teams work at their own rate with
four or five teachers, specialists, and
aides.

the Modified Open Program, in which children
Are placed in a multi-age team. This team
includes teachers, assistants and students
who work on basic skills, awareness,
involvement and responsibility.

the Fundamentals School Program, in which
students are in self-contained classrooms.
In this program discipline, a structured
curriculum, and parent participation are
emphasized.

At the secondary level there are comprehensive senior high
schodls as well as magnet schools with emphases. in
particular curricular areas. Vocational education is an
important component of the secondary' curriculum, as a

brochure from the school district describes: The Secondary
Vocational program is a network of occupational courses
established throughout the city high schools from which a

stgdent can explore occupational skills. Basic vocational
courses may be taken in the student's home high school:' A
student who finds an interest in a basic vocational course
may then enroll in ,specialized Secondary Center courses
offered at. various high schools and non-high school
locations."

:

The-school population is 32 percent minority. Vdluntary
integration is 'promoted through innovative programs
designed to 'attract majority and minority students. In

line with a 1972 court desegregationorder, no school has

more than 46 percent minority enrollment.

To serve the needs of non-English speaking immigrants, thd
district has established Limited English Proficiency
programs providing bilingual education and English as a

Second Language instruction. Schools specialize a
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particular non-English 'speaking population, and students
are bussed to the appropriate program.

Basic skill achievement, a top priority of the Granite
schools, is generally' high. Granite students score higher
than students nationally on staAdardized achievement tests
in 'reading, vocabulary and on the verbal and mathematics
tests in college iadmission tests. The district reports
basic skill scores annually for every grade in each
elementary school.

Per pupil expenditure is approximately $2,300, among the
highest, in .the area. Equipment for instruction is an
importapt budget item, and city businesses provide support
for innovative programs in the schools.

The district administration is headed by a Superintendent
and a Deputy Superintendent. The Associate Superintendent
for Education Service6 supervises subject area
coordinators. Responsibility for instructional computer
use is under the mathematics coordinator. His staff
includes the district's computer resource person, as well
as a mathematics resource person.

Recent Developments' Regarding Schools

Recent developments that have influnced the school system
include the following:

1. Declining enrollments

From 1968 to 1980, the Grariite School District enroment
ha dropped from 70,000 to 41,000 pupils. This has
resd/ted in school closings and layoffs of most. of the
younger staff. As.a result, 80 percent of 'the teachers are
at maximum salary levels. The administration reported that
some teachers feel a sense of verload, burnout, and stress.

2. Influx of non7English.speaking mmigrants

For the past year or two a substantial number of
non-English speaking, Asian stu nts. many with no previous
schooling, have transferred. in o the Granite schools. The
district has reallodated resour 6 to meet their individual
needs.

3. Unexpected cut'in thiszyea S budget

The state recently decreased Granite's school budget bpi six
million dollars. The systemehas. had to do some" painful
belt-tightening in response.

4. Development of a centralized computing organization for
the state
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In 1973, 'the state legislature mandated access to computer
facilities for each district in the state. Four public
educational systems (the major state university, the State
University System, the Community College System and the
State DepartMent of Education and Administration) created
the Central Computing Organization. Its primary purpose .is
to coordinate and provide computer services to students,
teachers and educational administrators throughout the
state.

Use, Number and Distribution of Microcomputers'

There are 80 Apple microcomputers tin the Granite school
system, 40 are owned by various schools and 40 "loaners,"
owned by the district: They are distributed throughout the
district, with heaviest use at elementary and 'high schools.
At the time of our visit thirteen of the 22 elementary
schools, tour of eight junior highs and six of the ten high
schools had-microcomputers.

Schools with microcomputers typically have one' 'or two of

them, though the high schools ter-id to have more. The
loaner machines are moved from school_ to school as requests
for them are made. During a given time period, many
schools have no micros,at all, while others have as mani, as

eight. The district expects to purchase more
microcomputers in the near future'.

Uses of microcomputers are diverse.- Aey include computer
literacy, programming, drill' and practice, tutorial,
simulation, and games.

Support for Computing

Support for computing comes ftom both district and state

levels. The school district has allocated $150,000 to the
instructional computing budget. This budget includes the
salaries of the computer resource teacher and her-,part-time
aide. It also pays for the purchase and maihtenance of
both the microcomputer and the timeshare hardware.

The district computer resource person coordinates the

purchase of the hardware, distribution' of the software and
orgag,iidtion of inservice.training. She serves as a vital

lintc between the computing organizatien and the schools in

her district: She reports to the district's math

supervisor, who has been supportive of instructional

computing.

4 The computer resource teacher spends much of her time on

the telephone answering questions from district staff such

as, "I've forgotten how you get the machine to do X." She

reported that most questions tend- to' be operational in
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nature, but recently some teachers have been asking aboht
available. software and the integration of the microcomputer
into 411g curriculum.

There is also support kpr computing from the Central
Computing- Organization. Through it, Apple _microcomputers
can be purchased 4 a.discount. Software is distributed by
the organization's taff. The software typically has teen
developed by teachers, reviewed by other teachers and
modified by-the organization's staff prior to distribution.

History and Current Organization of Computing in the
District

Before Microcomputers

During the mid-60's the Granite .School District, and
leaders at the nearby university, used time-sharing
equipment and produced a mathematics curriculum that
,integrated the computer with instruction,. In the late
60's, after the arrival of the new mathematics coordinator,
the district bleased time in the evening from a nearby
industry. Inse'rvice courses for teachers were begun.

Aortlybhereafter, the idistrict firSt bought.-time from a
compute; pany, and then from an area educational agency,
to . provi *4\L,..peaChers and students with access to
instruCtional-Computing...,In. e early 70's, the Granite
sSchool Distri6tvpurcha doits,,;own Hewlett-Packard computer,
and placeeterfilimalsoin h'5 chaN.s.

In the mid-70's, the Central gating organization made
access to instguc idlial computing vailable throughout the
state. Since heno the ,,,organi tion'' has provided the
district with i tructiona: Alfa, a inistrative services and
data-processin applications e The ranite Sdhool District

service ,centers located
gions each contain a

ion that provides the

iS in one of seven regionally se
.throughout the :state. Theae\'
Management Information Services,D
schools in its.region with data processipg services. .

'Granite now has 150 terminals with' 32 p4ts to its own
Hewlett7Packard computer, as: Well as.'281 accesses to the
Central Computing Organization.' The tjtripinais are elOcated
in all of the secondary .scilools !and in 3/4 ok...the

elementary schools. Students use the 'terminals primarily
for managed drill and practice in mathematics, for

programting, fdr simflations, and tq' send electronic mail..,,
The electrIonic message system-is a' popular and sometime
abused activity. Teachers use the terminals to m intain
records and to generate tests, worksheets and materi ls.

d.

Introduction of Mierocomputers
4
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Teachers and admi nistrators in the Granite School District
became interested in the use of microcomputers when the
equipment became available on the market, The Central
Computing Organization (CCO) was the primary catalyst in
Granite's actual decision'to purchase microcomputers. The
district purchhsed 40 of the CCO-recommended Apple

,.microcomputers.with its own funds. Some schools purchased
their own microcomputers from capital outlay funds and
grants.

.1,

Software acquisition and development Software acquired and
developed 'by the Central Compdting Organization is
available. free of charge to schools in the Granite School
District. It is sent first to the district computer
resource person, who sends it to media specialists in each
school. Additional software for tb Apple microcomputer
has been purchased by individual schdfts out of materials
and supplies budgets. Title I' money has been used to
purchase microcomputers, although there has been some vt.

hesitancy from the state on this.practice.

Use, values, intent. Though the used of-the microcomputer
vary from -"school to soh ol, they are mainly for
supplementary instruction. Fo teachers, the microcomputer
is one additional resarce for instruction; a tool to help
them. do better what theyr-.aFe already doing. Another
frequently-mentioned ratiohake for use is to provid4'''
.students with an awareness of .computers and their
applications. DeciSion-making atiout*tjrpe of use is_left to
individual teachers. ,

Systet administrators coordinate computing within the
_district and support, within budget constraints, the
interest that the various schools have. The district
'computer resource person' decides the next location of the
district's 40 loaner microcomputers among the many
interested schools.

Elementary Leve

Features of the Microcomputer Program

Demographics and personnel. We visited six of- the 13-

elementary schools with microcomputers. These schools
represented several differentahedUcational options including,
bhe contemporary, modified-open and continuous,-progress
programs. They also contained a variety of .special
programs. All of the schools we visited had significant
numbers, of minority students. We observed classes and
students at all grade levels and in all parts or the city.
The majority of elementary students using computers were at
the fourth to sixth' grade level. Classroom teachers, media
specialists and resource- teachers supervised microcomputer

4 use.
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Training/support. Personnel at the elementary level arel
trained by,the Central Computing.Organization, which offers
a wide variety of workshops and courses to interested
-teachers. The district computer resource teacher also
offers short courses and workshops and provides day-to'-day
consultation as needed. Informal inservice takes place
when teachers share ideas with each other- during
preparation periods or after school. Some, teachers have
taken university programming courses as part of. their .

,degree studies.

Equipment. All of the schools visited had one or two
computer terminals as well as one o;atwo 32 or 48K Apple II
microcomputers with disk dfive. Terminals and
microcomputers were uaually in the same room.

Resource distribution. The Apple microcomputers used in
the'elementary schools were either purchased by the school

'd or on loan from the district. The district's computer
resource teacher allocated micnocomputert in response to
written-requests from teachers. Microcomputers are more

_

prevalent in the upper than in the lower elementary grades.
They are located in resource rooms, media centers, and
hallways, but rarely in classrooms.

Purpose and relation to curriculum. The purposes for which
teachers and Media specialists use microcomputers are quite
varied. They include programming, supplemental drill, and
games. .

.
.

.

Because of the diversity of use sand relatively small number
of machines, it is difficult 'to specify just, how the
computer work is related.to the curriculum. However, what
is striking at -the elementary level is that programming has
become an accepted part of the curriculum for the upper
elementary grades. For the most part, proramming is nat
taught by classroom teachers. but rather by spedial
teachers.

For example, students identified by teacilArs as having
"high potential" in\some area can chooSe teattend six-week
intensive courses. Computer programming is one of the
offerings for, this high potential group. It is offered in
several elementary schools. In the course we observed,
Ichilelpen were working independently on the micros \or in
small groups with the teachers. The students seemed
competent and enthusiastic.

In another school, upper elemenary school Itudents_who4had
learned programming the previous year from a high school
teacher (the high school teacher and elementary mathematics

-\A
specialist traded classes for one period as day) are
continui,g with their programming under the supervision of
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the math specialist. In.this school, there is also a math
enrichment program for students who excel in math. These
students play computer games like Herkel and Taxman, and
thus learn coordinate graphing and- prime factors.'

In some schools Children are permitted to use
microcomputers for games, particularly during elective
times. However, the 'educational value of microcomputer
games is a matter of some debate in Granite. While some
teachers believe them useful, others do. not..

Other than high potential student?, two other groups of
elementary students use microcomputers in Granite. Learning
disabled children are provided opportunities to use the
micros, as are a group of non-English .speaking Asian
students. These students- can 'work with the computer
without beihg self-conscious about their lack of language
skills.

Effects and ,Problems: Administrators

Effects. Several principals supported the use of

microcomputers for instrution by allbcating funds for
hardware or by obtaininqrants from local industry to buy
hardware; Some principals also created a position for a
computer resource person in their school. The principals
agreed that'the availability of microcomputers helped_ to
attrac some students to their schools.-Principals are ilsol

aware o the administrative uses of micros, and e are
already sing them for this purpose.

Problems. Even though the Central Organization can provide
micros substantially below retail cost,- the principals
still feel they are too expensive. .Using Title I funds as

-problematiC because. equipment purchased with these funds

must be/ targeted for Title I ,students only. Not' all

principals are enthusiastic about microcomputers. Some

report that teachers are not being receptive to the

innovation.. One principal, for example, reported that
teachers are overwhelted with curricular innovation and are
reluctant to learn to use the micro. They ask, "must
children have all this multi=gbdal stimuli to learn? Must
we give' in to technology ?" ''If. principals wish to promote
the use 'of microcomputers. they may need to plan for a

mixed reception from teachers.

Looking to the'flture. Principals would like: to Increase
the number of micros for instru'c'tion in their' schools in

the future.. They are also interested in obtaining micros
.for their own_ administrative purposes. One, for example,
is hoping to obtain an Apple to heft, him keep track of
highly mobile special services students. None of the

principals had envisioned a model of how the machines would
_or could be used in their schools in the futute-....__Id

4,
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Granite,- the microcomputer innovation is very much in its
b_ eginniAgs.

. .

Effects and Problems: Teachers.

.Effects. There'is a growing group of teachers who are
interested in learning. about computers. Inservice courses
are well attended,- even on Saturdays. Several teachers have
taught themselVes to program.

A Several teachers' roles were redefined because of their
expertise in programming. They have been released from.
classroom duties to do computer-related work. Thid involves
teaching small -groups. of students about computer use
(including programming), and developing computer courseware.
Most of these teachers have switched from mathematics
resource positions to EoMputer resource roles or to
teaching high potential students. A few teacher's try to
get other staff members interestedjn or informed about the
use of computers. Several have written curriculum
materials for publishers, who want information about
computers in their textbooks. Some . teachers act as
consultants to polishers.

4 A
Problems. Most teachers do hot have time to take
programme g courses and thus have insufficient skills to
create- ograms they want. The media ,specialists,
officially assigned to distributing, software, feel they do
not have time to review software and plan for its effective
Use in the schools.

Some teachers tend to feel threatened by. machines'/. One
teacher reported that others -may have .fears 6f. being
replaced by computers. Some see computers as math
machines, to be feared just as mathN.s.

Looking to the future. Teachers hope and anticipate that
there will be-more micros in, their schobls in the near
future.. Because of cost, teachers predicted gradual
changed over the next live years. Only one teacher
indicated that micros would be in classrooms in 'the future.
The others talked about expansion of current activities. by
increasing resource room mibros and software.

Effects and Problems: Students.

Effects High potential students learn programming. Some
of these students become excellent programmers and,
ultimatey, ',analysts. 'One teacher felt that learning to
program helps these btight Audents become more.analytic.
Through programminz classes, students also learned that
there -are several ways to solve a -giyen'problem. Students
themselves. felt they were getting better at mathematics and
typing.

A
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Some teachers commented that boys seem to work more
independently than girls in learning_Koramming. Boysq one
teacher suggested, take the initiative to use computers
outside of school. They visit local computer shops and
"browse." ,' As a result, they quickly become facile with ,the

.machines. One teacher reported that girls seemed
uninterested in programming until they were introduced to
graphics, which'captured their el2pusiasm.

Teachers commented on the value of the machines- for special
students. One emotionally disturbed boy became very
motivated throa-gh usingathe microcomputer. He now completes
assignments and is eager to,..learn programming. The new
non-English speaking immigrants are.starting to feel better
about themselves as learners. given their success at the
computers. The math drill and practice programs they use
are not as language-dependent as traditional school work.

Problems. The main prdblem we observed was that of access.
Often students had to wait their turn to use a micro.

. Moreover, there, may have been- greate use by boys than
girls of the micros. We observed a t al of 23 boys and 14
girls in varied computer locations.

,Students .4Sce felt they 'would. like to .get hard copy as a
record of. their Work. This was possible only with the
terminals,,since printers were not available for the Apples.-

`Secondary Level: Junior High Schools

.Features' of Microcomputer Program

Demographics and personnel.' Microcomputers are, used
minimally in Granite juniors high schools. We visited two-
of the. four junior high schools using microcomputers.
Special. teachers were i,n charge of microcomputer use. We
observed two. general uses: after school informal programs'

and remediation.

Training/support. ' Teachers at the junior high school level
can attend, non-credit. district or state ,mathematics
meetings which include computer topics. Other courses for

which' there :is ,"professional growth cre it" are available
and provide a salary differential.'

Equipment. Both schools visited used Apple II computers.
/

Resource distribution. . Junior high schools acquire
microcomputers in the 'same ways other schools do - through

own funds, special grants, and/or requests for the

liistricts' loaners. , Teachers have initiated these
acquisitions,, with administrators being supportive of the
teacher effOrts.

A
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Purpose and relation to the curriculum. In the first
school 24e. visited, eighth and ninth grade.studentb were
19arning how to program the computer in an after-school
progfam. The micros were 'described as, the major tool for
the club members. Because,the teacher was not available to .

,meet with us when` we visited the school, we were not able
to collect detailed information about the club.

In the se6ond/iUnior high, microcomputers are used f6r
remediation in a Title I reading program, and for
remediation and reward in the Title I math program. In the
Title I math.program two ,computer terminals are used as
well, for math. drill and practice. One Apple is placed in
a math resource room and students are allowed to use it as
a reward, fOr complOing other work. The programs,
primarily speed drills, are not necessarily related to the
mathematics they have beep working on. The other Apple is
placed in an are adjacent to the library and is used for
reading and la4uage remediation. The Title I r

teacher decides which programs should be used. Currently
students are using spelling programs. An aide loads the

'program and supetvises the students during their 30 minute
time periods.

Effects and Problems: Administrators

Effects. School administrators are supportive of and
informed about the uses and potential uses of micros.

Problems. 'Finding funding fo micros is difficult. Lack
of funds will restrict their use.

Looking to the future. The one administrator who commented
on the future felt that. microcomputers, if used properly by
teachers, could and should be a serious, part of the
curriculum. While he thought that every /student should
have access to micros, he felt that use would continue to
be limited because of budgetary restri ions.

Effects and Problems: Students

Effects. A teacher-reported that micros are exceptionally
-.effective in maintaining junior high students' attention. A
Title I teacher felt that remedial students have a positive
attitude about themselves and feel better,A about coming to
the resource room when they can use'micros. The interest
and envy of other students boosts the morale of those in
the Title program. Because computers were used by high
'potential students in the elementary schools, students who
use them feel a special status.

One principal felt that using micros changes the;

relationship between students and teachers. He felt- the
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relationship was more relaxed and that there was more
exchange between students and teacher. He noted that, with
micros, students help each other learn. He alsoigfelt that
experience w4h microcomputers might open up job
',.possibilitie s-for remedial students,, many of whom will have
difficulty finding jobs.

Problems. When the micros are located in relatively public
places they attract an audience. Some remedial students
have'been teased by on-lookers.

Secondary Level: Senior High Schools
ir

Features of the Microcomputer Prbgram*

Demographics and personnel.. Six of the ten high schools in
the district are currently using microcomputers. Of' these
we visited four. Each school had both majority and
minority students ,wit#11 some of the population bussed in
frop near-by areas. These, senior high schools, like the
elementary schools, have program options including open,
modified-open,'traditional, magnet and regular programs.

In the lower grades media specialists play a key role in
lunitOring use of the microcomputers. In the high schools, -4
in contrast, the mathematics and business teachers tend to
be in charge of the machines. They., are also the primary
users.

Training/support. High school teachers, have the Same
training opportunities as do other teachers in the
district -- courses and workshops offered by the Central'
Computing Organization and by the computer resource person,
as well,as occasional inservice courses offered in schools;

Equipment. 'Each high school we visited used Apple II

microcomputers. In-some cases machines were purchased out
of school budgets, and in one case from a state grant.Many
of the machines, however, are the districts' loaners.

Resource distribution. In the-schools we visited, machines
were located and used'in a particular department. ,00Use is

confined primarily to mathematics and business departments;
In one schbol, however, they are used in the physical
education' department, and in another the media center
houses the micros.

Purpose and relation to the curriculum. The way in which
microcomputers are used and their relation to the
curriculum varies from school to school. At one high
school we observed an unusual program funded by the state.
Described as an alternative curriculum for physical
education, ,the program was developed so that students could
acquire knowledge and understanding of the rules,)
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principles and strategies of .sports and recreational
activities. The software helps students to understand the
conceptual aspect 0 sports; and also evaluates the
student's knowl.dge.

Among the users of .this program are students who .are
physically, mentally .and emotionally handicapped.
Microcomputers have given them a role in physical education
which hitherto had been unavailable. This program is based
at.a Granite high school, and is being field-tested in four
other school districts.

The software for this program was adapted from Central.
Computing' Organization software. The directori of this
pioject, who knows how to program, is developing
introductory and follow-up "learning packages" to accompany
these programs.

This physical education program has also produced interest
in .othet uses of, microcomputers. Once this alternative
program brought the two Apples into the school,, the
director gave a workshop on their use to other faculty
members. In addition, a small group Of mostly male, high
achieving mathematics students uses an independent study
course as-a vehicle for learning programming.

In a second high school, microcomputers are in the media
center and the business department labs. The media
specialist encourages all staff to use the microcomputers.
A band instructor and a home economics teacher used micros
in their classes after attending workshops in which the
micro was demonstrated and relevant prOgrams were
described. Home economics students use the microcomputer
to-'analyze their diets. A programming course was offered
as a new elective this year. Surprisingly, there,are more
girls than boys enrolled in the programming class.

In a third high school, the Jbusinesi and mathematics
departments use the microcomputers. The business lab has
one Apple/ plus terminals and other data processing
hardware. The microcomputer qs used to teach BASIC
programming and some computer literacy. In the mathematics
department the .computer equipment is used by one teacher
and is located in his classroom. He uses available qco

Nsoftware to teach math. His students learn programming Is
well. The music teacher in this school has an Apple on loan
for -use in his classes. Students use drill and practice
software to practice music theory skills.

In the fourth high school all of the equipment was located
in a computer 'resource room w hlth was in the mathematics
department. The. computers ar used for -elective courses in
computer mathematics and computer programming. The
chairman, who is writing a workbook on developing algebraic
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and geometric concepts through 'the comp er, has begu o.

use the micro in his introductory algebra co e. No ther

department in this school is using the compu , al ough
the chemistry department has expressed interest i ping so.

Effects and Problems: Administrators

Effects. Administrators support the instructional use of

micros, and would also like to use them administratively.
One principal was excited about using micros as part of a
new secondary center in business management. She felt they
may ,help to attract students to the program. pno,ther

principal thought micros would be very effective 'with
students learning English as a second language.

Problems. The cost of micros cannot' be covered by the

operating budget.Principals are active in trying to obtain
outside funding for purchasing the hardware.

Looking to the future. One administrator places ueither
high priority nor high hopes on increased use of

microcomputers in his school. If there is increased
interest in computer activities,, then existinkg. terminals
will be used more. Another principal was excited about the
possibility of extensive use of computer managed

instruction in the future, while a third hoped to use the

Apple for administrative recordkeeping. All administrators
were concerned 'about the financial restrictions on-a more
serious commitment to microcomputers in the district.

0

Effects and Problems: Teachers

Effects. Several teachers used micros because they found

an available program that was motivating and effective.

They seemed interested in exploring the use of the new

technology with their students. At one high school, allof
the faculty participated in a recent inservice course on

micros.

One teacher' said he needs to learn how to work with groups,
since students work in small groups with the micro.' They

do not work in groups in other activities in his classroom.

With declining enrollments., teaching jobs are decreasing.

Some teachers view the micto as a tool to help them learn
programming skills which can lead to jobs in business or

industry. Others find their computer expertise helps them
to keep the positions they have. One business teacher we

interviewed had kept her job because she was the only one

who could offer the computer-related courses.

Problems. . .Teachers 'predicted that the growth' of

microcomputers would be hampered by lack of funds. One

meaia specialist noted that she was permitted to use her
4
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'equipment budget to buy micros. Purchasing only one,
however, would take the entire year's budget.

At'the present time, computers are. identified with the math
depa,rtment. Teachers questioned how to,encourage their use
across several curricular, areas. Teachers hoped that better
and more varied, software would make the computer a more
versatile educational tool.

A principal felt that- teacher organizations are wary of
computer use because, of job security. , His impression was
that teachers feel threatened by their lack of knowledge
about microcomputers but do not openly discuss these
feelings.

"Looking to the future. 'Teachers varied in their° hopes and
expectations about they future. Some wanted one or more
microcomputers per classroom, in addition to teachers who.
are sufficiently trained in programming to create their own
software. Some looked forward^to more extensive software
in their area-7music *history, consumer economics - -to make
possible increased use of micros. Others said they would
prefer more time-shared. terminals, to more microcomputers, -
because of the availability of business languages and hard
copy. In general, most teachers envisioned a future not
dramatically different from the present.

Effects and Problems: Studehts

effects. Some teachers commented that programming taught
students logical thinking skills or some systematic .

problem-solving skills. Students we talked with felt that
they had learned to be logical and analytic while
programming. They felt they could use this skill in doing
math proofs, but not in their daily'lives. One student who
used the computer to solve calculus problems felt micros
encouraged him to be more experimental,, to try a)variety of
approaches to solAiing a problem.

Several advanced students felt micros were more appropriate
than terminals for beginning programming classes because
they were easy to use and didn't break d6wn as frequently .

as terminals. Howevdr, they felt that advanced students
needed terminals in order .to have access to a variety of
programming languages.

In the social realm, one teacher proposed that students may
develop skills of collaboration, since they work in groups
on the microcomputer.

The special microcomputer program in physical education has .

had an important impact on physically handicapped
adolescents. A teacher cited an extreme case of 4 fifteen
year old, profoundly handicapped boy who could never

60
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, participate in physical activities. Through thet

microcomputer-based instruction, he learned' statistical
analysis and applied it to the records of his active peers.
As team statistician he, gained a valued status among his
peers.

Problems. The use of microcomputers by interested
students, especially those who want to program, is hindered
by the shortage of teachers with expertise. .This problem
will increase as more students learn programming in the
lower grades..Some will be very proficient by the time they'
enter high school.

At the high school level, programming 'classes' in the
mathematics departments and data processing Classes in the

business departments had A majority of males (except for

one school where there was a tradition of having majority
of females in advanced mathematics courses). In classrooms
and centers where we observed, there was a- total of 88 boys
and .25 girls. In addition, only boys are avid users,
spending time during study halls and after school. When
asked why girls aren't so active, one boy suggested that
"the boys don't give them a chance."'.

District Level

Effects and Problems: District Administrators

Effects. The district administrators we spoke with were
supportive of microcomputers in their district, and assumed
that the use of technology in Granite would increase. The

commitment to microcomputers has affected the key

administrators in that they have all begun to anticipate
long-range, planning for computers. Such planning is

challenging in the context, of a school system which values 4

pluralism. The Board of Education is creating a five-year
plan for the district, which includes a plan for technology.

Problems. The associate, superintendent most directly

connected with the microcomputer implementation has many
questions about the microcomputers and their status in the
school system. Is the micro instructional or

supplementary/;: How can it fit in with a school System
deeply committed to a developmental approach? She is very
concerned that the _district not make purchases which it

will later regret . Some past equipment purchases were
later acknowledged to have been mistakes.

This administrator finds .the micros hard to peg. Are they

like what came before, or are they different? Are they ,

potentially an important, part of the school system? She

thinks;rprobably so, but that a great deal depends on what
is developed in the commercial marketplace.

4,
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She sees some problems with the current use of
microcomputers in Granite. Some schools take the
initiative to get micros, 'while others don't. There ip
equal access, but not equal use. There are sex differences
in, who uses the machines, despite awareness of this as a
problem. Yet, she indicated that any unused funds in her
budget this year would pay for additional Apples because
people want them and the district is already heavily
invested in them.

dministrators less directly connected with the
icrocomputers see financial problems as being the main

obstacle to expanded use. One talked about the possibility
of obtaining some support from local computer corporations.
In a system where funds and enrollments are declining, it's
not clear how the technology will be paid for.

Looking to the Apture. Administrators see technology as
potentially changing education at its core. They spoke
about the possibility that a great .deal of instruction
would be delivered directly at-home through technology, and
that the concept of the school would change. Schools, they
thought, would be places where students^ convene with
facilitators. Schools would provide the social aspect of

\ education, while' homes would. focus on what is 'usually
thought of: as learning. In such a world, the role of
teachers- would change dramatically.. They would, it was
proposed, become the creators of interactive materials.

In no sense was this view of the future being planned for
by Granite administrators. Rather, it was something which
they expected to happen eventually, as an outgrowth of the
technology itself.

6"
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Issues from Granite

There are a number of issues which are raised by the
Granite implementation-. Because 'there are so few
microcomputers in Granite reloittve to the number of
students, however, it is difficult to know whether the
issues which are salient now will continue to be so wnen
resources are more plentiful.

1. Who has access to microcomputers in Granite? District
loaner machines,. in principle available to all schools, go'
to those4chools which have a teacher,, media specialist or
principal who takes the initiative to request machines.
Therefore, some schbols have micros and others do not. A
student's access to microcomputers depends, in part, on the
school she attends.

There is, in addition, unequal access based on achievement
level. High potential students are among those wno use the
micros most at the elementary level, while in the junior
high schools learning disabled students are permitted
special access. In high school,- use is primarily for
students who take business math; data vrocessing and
computer math courses. Particularly at the high school
level, but possibly also before that, girls use computers
much less than boys. In Granite, it wcAild appear that
-average students and girls are using computers less than
other students.

2. How can teacners and media, specialistsibe adequately
prepared for using microcomputers? Even with access to
teacher training and' to catalogs describing available
software, teachers and media specialists report that they
need to become .better informed about. how to use computers.
The teachers making the mos. extensive use of

microcomputers invested significant amounts of time, and in
some cases money, to develop their skills. Many had taken
courses at a university or had attended
government-sponsored summer institutes. In Granite,
teachers do not have much expertise to call on .from within
the school. Computer resource pesonnel are often busy and
far away. How teachers can get sufficient help, time and
training to use a microcomputeeiS a difficult issue.

3. Will the location of microcomputers in media centers
detine their role as suppleMental? Particularly at the
elementary level, resource teachers are the major
distributors and users ot machines. This is in line with
CCO recommendations. - It is possible, howeVer, that the
relatively low use ot machines by classroom teachers is a
result of this plan for distribution and use. It is also
possible that such a plan perpetuates the notion that
microcomputers are just like any other audio-visual,
materials, to be used intrequently and as a supplement to

'71
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c assroam curriculum. There are those'in the district who
w nt to foster increased teacher, involvement and
i tegration of the computer with the classroom curriculum.
S ch goals may be difficult to achieve with this model of
distribution and use,

4. What effect does the district loaner progrA have on-
the Rurchase of microcomputers by schools? The district
initiated the loaner policy in order to interest schools in
using, and ultimately purchasing, microcomputers for
themselves. While no systematic study has been done, we
we to told by personnel in several schools that they had
purchased one microcomputer after having experience with
the loaner machines. Thus, the availabil.j.ty of the loaned
may have spurred purchases which wbuld not have otherwise
been made: On the other hand,it is that the
availability of loaners has permitted,some chools to rely
less on their. oWn resources and more. on those of the
district. This model of stimulating an innovation is an
interesting one to investigate.

5. How can the school system respond to the increasing
levels of student expertise? Students, particularly at the
high school level, are faced with teachers who know
considerably less than they do about computers. In some
cases students and teachers can learn togsther, but in
others teacners are simply not knowledgeable enough to meet d'

studentt' needs. The'system, unable to hire experienced
programming teacners in an era of cutbacks, can meet these
demands only with further teacher training. Since such
opportunities are voluntary, it is not clear how long it
will take berore 'there is sufficient teacher expertise.
What is clear, however, is that students will ],earn to
program earlier and earlier in the system, thus increasing
the demand for better trained teachers.

K
Since our December, 1980, visit to Granite thefe have been
new developments in the microcomputer implementation.
Sixty-six Apple systems have been purchased by schdols with
matching grants from the district's budget. A five -year
implementation plan has been designed. A series or free
courses for school personnel has been set up, and will
begin in. the fall of 1981. AdminiStrative luses of
microcomputers by school administrators are increasing
rapidly.

Update

6 4
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GRANITE SUBURBS

Introduction

61.

As part of our visit to Granite we vi ied three suburbs
which were using microcomputers' in schools-Lynville,
Harr son and Forest Rills. Since Granite and its suburbs
could use the services-of the state-wide Central Competing
Organization, we wondered if the sites would be

replications of a single model of ,computer use. We found
that each,suburb had developed its own approachv ty icaily
under the readership of one person who was parti ularly
enthusiastid and skilled in instructional°applications of
computer technology. , One feature shared by two of' the'
sites- and in line with the policy recommended by the
Central Computing Organization was the placement of the
micros in media cphters. Micros, were used by ,teachers as
supplements to instruction - either the teacher borrowed,"a
micro for a relatively short period of time, or students
weee, sent to the media center to work on a particular
program.

There Were unique features at each site, as well as some
common problems and issues. Ott experience in the suburbs
suggests that the individuals and , the community are
powerful forces in shaping the implementation of

microcomputers.
A

-65
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Lynville Publiic Schools
\

The Lynville Public School District is a, suburbanschool
system adjacent to the Granite School District. Lynville
is essentially a middle and upper middle class community of
80,000 with a totem of 21 schools. The community includes
professional, to nical, and blue collar workers. and
retirees.

As with many surrounding school districts, the student
population has degreased dramatically. Lynville's current
enrollment is around 15,000 students, down from the 25,000
it served 10 years ago. In fact, one of the large computer
companies in the community just purchased one ot the closed
elementary schools, arid is remodelihg it for .corporate-.offices.

2
ti

The district currently has 50 Apple microcomputers, all of
which are used for instructional purposes. Each of the 21
schools in the district has at least one microcomputer.
Students' computer -activities include drill and practice,
problem ,solving and simulations in many subject areas.
Computer science concepts, such as awareness and training
in the dpplication of computers, are included' in the
elementary through tenior high programs.

History and Current _Organization of Computing in the District

Lynville *.initiated its 'instructional computer service in
1967 by central purchase of time snare terminals for each
secondav9 school:, These terminals, supported by local
business equipment and staff, were placed in, the
mathematids -departments. After inservice training,
teachers were assigned as terminal supervisors. Some of
them still retain that responsibility. The district's
director oL computer services has handled the allocation of
time and distribution of programs to each school. In the
early 70's, more computet terminals were purchased. with
Title III money. The machines were set up to travel to all
of6 the schools. lAt the same 'time, the state began to
subsidize the communication costs of instructional
computing, making' the phone lines essentially free. This,
spurred teminal-purchases'by senior high schools and some
elementary schools with their own funds. Lynville was one
of the first members of a regional computing consprtium
made up ot nearby suburban communities. -

In 1978, after the CCO made discounted Apples available, 1*
the schools' in the -district ,purchased _15, Apple II

microcomputers out of their own budgets. In 1979, 15 more
microcomputers were purchased by the distri t for
distribution to schools through J.11240,Instructiona Media
Centers.. Several microcomputers aW"loaned at one time to
a school, so that there can be significant access and use.
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In the past 2 1/2 years,,TA and school budgets have helped
increase the total number of microcomputers to 50.

Elementary Level

Ve visited two elementary 'schools, one junior 'high school

and one -Senior high school. At the first elementary
school, the one Apple, microcomputer and the one
time-sharing terminal were kept in a small room in the
media center. The microcomputer had been purchased with
capital outlay funds, while some commercial software was
purchased with'Title'IV-B funds:

The resoure& center director organized and seivised the
use of the machines. She emphasized ,,that microcomputer
activities were supplemental to the 'elementary program,
primarily in mathematics and reading. The programs she

used on the microcomputer were single concept; in .;eading
the emphasis was on spelling words and phoneti%ik,,skilf.'She
did not thinx that the computer programs would ever become
a "basal series" for teachers at that school.

The resource center director has set upf computer use

classes for all students.kt the school. The kinaergarten,
first and second graders lave programs loaded for them and
they work on initial number and letter concepts. The third
and fourth graders learn how to log in and log ut of the

time share system. Fifth and sixth' graders le nhow to
operate the microcomputer and tiien do some begin ing and
intermediate programming.

-Students come in for computer math every day. Though both
the boys and girls are interested in, working with the

computers, boys tend to stay after.school and use them more
often. ' The resource center director thought that the

interest of -high ability students came from the challenge

of working with the machine. She prOpoSed thatrthe low-
ability' students loile working with fhe qombuter because
they experience success and ecause it differs from typical
school activities.

The resource center director has conducted inserv,i6e

programs with thestaff so they"know what types of programs

are available.', , She plans to acquire some management

programs and, thinks the 'teachers will like them, though

some teachers have a. fear. about being replaced by the

computer. She would like to see 'a microcomputer in'every
classroom fot supplemental work. She believes there are

toc'many prOblemt working with. time-share systems.

At the other elementary school:; t;wo' Apple' microcomputers

and three time-sharing terminals' are in the resource

center- One of the microcomputers is open to the special

education student& to. work ,on phonics, spelling, and

6"
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mathematics. There is an aidee, who assists the children
using the micro. She is paid partly with special education

iltfunds. The heaviest users are the sixthgraderst o use an
inaividuaUzed mathematics program for an avers e.of one
full day per week. , Computer use is 'one of many laboratory
activities that students may pursue in a rotating fashion.
About one day a week is set aside fon instructional
computing or computer literacy. Computer literacy
.tactivities occur at the end of fifth grade or beginning of
sixth grade.

The resource center director thought that both high and low 0
achievers found the microcomputer ,_egually motivating,
except when the task was too easy or too'hard..She felt
that the drill and practice programs have' a very Positive
carry-over: students work at home so they can do-better on 4'

the computer the next time." The end result is that they. do
.do better. The time-consuming logging- in process is a,
disadvantage to using the terminals. Students go to the
Apple if they don't.have ,mucil time. If they want a copy of
the results, they go to the teletype terminals.
Consequehtly, some of next year's funds (Title IV-B) will
go towards purchase of a 'printer for the Apple.

/
/ Secondary Level

The junior high school we visited' had,, 1250 students, with
_ two ofoits own Apples and six Apples oh loan from the

district's pool. There' were seven. in a mathematics
iclassroom and one in the media center. The -use and

'maintenance ofx the machines is coordinated by the media
center teacher'. When the school has the extra machines,.
the seven Apples are rotated around the mathematics
*ifses, for th?ee days at a time.

.

.

'

In one eighth grade class, students were in their second of
the three-day littracy unit that is part. of their

./' mathematics class. , One half of the class was ,doing
worksheets, "playing computer" by trying to debug programs
given to them; while 'the other half of the class was
working with the computers, usually two or three to a

machine. ', Ae software ,Was furnished by the Central -N-._

Computig*Organization. The teacher and all of the students
seemed interested in working with the cOmputer. Three
fathers had come in as guest speakers to the class during

..
,,,this computer literacy unit. One was a senior analyst,.

one was at. program directori and ,the third a computer
designer, all for large 'computer companiesin the area.

. ,

. )
, .

The 10 mathematics teachers were given four.or( five
inseryice sessions after school, thougly several of themft
didn't attend.. Those who did, however, are very excited
about the use of microcomputers. They feel that it meets
the needs of those students who can program, and thatqphere

68
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are tome who could also use it for drill and practice,
though this use .was slow to' catch on.

Teachers thought that the higher achievers want, to program
more and the low achievers want to play the computer games.
With the.. higg-achievers, we did not observe any differences
6etween boys' and.girls' interest in computing. Among. the
low achievers,,ver? few girls were interested.

_ .

. .

There is parental pressure for students to use the
computer. In fact,. one father whb worked for a large
computer company had a computer terminal at home and wanted!
the passuford of the school's time sharing computers so

that the boy could work at home. Because the student did
4, not want to work on drill and practice at home, he'stopped

using the school's programs.

'Teachers felt that in the future, if there were sufficient
funds, they would want td buy more Apple equipment and to
hire a programmer to write software for them.

At the high school, they biggest user of the microcomputer
. 'and time-sharing equipment, was the science department. A

course called Cdmputer Technology includes .programming,
computer literacy components, and paper. 'and pencil
activities. Im,four sections of the, computer technology
class, each with 24 students, there were, three girls per
section. V

The physics, economics, chemistry and biology teachers have
used the computers with teacher-created software a-Well as
software from the Central Computing Organization. The

person wno had*,developed the computer program at the high

school had just taken a position in industry. Other
members of the science department . were working on ,new

activities. Teadiers felt that, at more Apples were

purchased, the impact could grow. Adequate teaching with
.microcomputers requires -more machines than are now

available.

Issues and Problems from Lynville

1. What should be the funding priorities for the district?
The computer Coordinatord'(math or science chairman in the

high schools and media `specialist's' in the elementary and

junior high schools) .want to spend computer money on

support staff ancIthe-development of an-overall program for

the district. School principals,' 'however, want to.-spend
the money on hardware.

. How. should computers -be used? There is. no unified
approach to computers in the district: ,In the absence of -

clear plans or policies, decisions about future programs or
spending are difficult to make..

6J
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3. How can local software be shared and quality software
be'found? There is'an interest in sharing non-copyrighted
microco9mputer software 'from Lynville's schools with other
school diStricts. There is not, however, an organized
Procedure for such interchange. With such a procedure,
teachers might. be able to find instructional programs which
are more complex and challenging than what they now have.

4. How can staff be found and/or trained to meet the
prograTming needs of students? A district goal is that 'the'
students who need knowledge in computer science should be
provided opportunities to obtain it. There not now
adequate staff to meet theseneeds.

A,
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Harrison Public Schools
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Harrison is middle to upper middle class suburban
community wit a population of 41,000 and a total of 16
schools. The piopulation is primarily whie. There is a
small, low incur e population qualifying for Title I

services. Parents have high expectations for their
children's schoopl, vichievement and actively participate.
through parent teachei organizations and as classroom
volunteers in shaping the curriculum to emphasize academic
achievement.

Microdbmputers are 'used instructionally in all schoOls in
the district. Their use 'is diverse, and grows out of the
interests and initiative of individuals in each school. The
use of- midrocomputers is administered by the Evaluation
Center ofthe school district and has evolved from its work
With a cotputer-based instructional management system.

History and Current Organization.--of Computing in the District

Beginning in 1970, the instructional management 'system ran'
on a mainframe batch process basis. The computer was
available through a regional computing consortium, and data
were processed at night. The district developed-materials
to disseminate 'information about the system and to, train
others in its use. While there were many expressions of

interest,- most potential adoptorw found that the system,
designed for use on large computers, was -tioo expensive to
be feasible. In 1978, in. to the cost limitation,'
a programmer was hired to adapt the system, for use. on
microcomputers. By the summer of 1979, a program that could
provide profiles of achievement was available for a 48K
Apple. This version has been disseminated to over 75 school
districts.

In 1978, there were two other developments that shaped the
use of microcomputers in the district. Harrison purchased
one Radio Shack Level 'II microcomputer and placed it in
schools on a short -term, experimental basis: Administrators
and teachers were to learn about potential instructional
use of microcomputers. In 'addition, a task force,
Comprised, of teachers,. media specialists, curriculum
specialists, and parentg,_ was formed to develop district
guidelineg for the role -qf technology in the school.

The task force decided ,.that it was too, early to specify a
role for microcomputers. The potential of the equipment'
was -great, but knowledge of how to capitalize on that
potentkal'wat small. The task force recommended the ,

purchase of more. microcomputeis; without a articular plan
for= their use. The task force evaluated the Radio Shack
computer, as well as° the PET, 'TRS-80- and Apple, and
recommended the purchase of Apples in the future.
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That summer, sixteen Apples were purchased with district
funds. There was one for each school building, along with
five additional Apples that could be borrowed from the
district office for special purposes. In the 1979-1980
academic year, a, new staff member was hired by the
Evaluation Office to visit schools and conduct inservice
training on instructional uses of microcomputers. In
addition, the responsibilities of the programmer hired to
adapt the instructional management' system were expanded.
Half of his time was spent developing instructional
software and supervising high school students doing
advanced prOgramming. These students helped to create
instructional programs for teachers at all grade levels.

The distridt now has two gdals for -microcomputer use.
First, that every elementary school student spend some time
with the r4crocomputer and, second, that all teaChersy are
minimally competent in the use of the micro.

In each elementary school, the media specialist coordinates
access to and use of .microcomputers as well as inservice

(P
for teachers. She/he is responsible for being familiar

4 with available software and for informing teachers of
programs that they may find useful., Often the thicrbs are
kept in the media center, and students are sent out of the
classroom to work with the equipment. In some schools, one
or more, additional micros are available to be moved into
classrooms in response to the requests of teachers.
"Computer Moms," parent,vblunteers who help children learn
to use the computer; are available in some schools to
assist the media specialist or classroom teacher.

Elementary Level

The researchers visited two elementary schools. At one of
the elementary schools, a new .Apple, bOught with .PTO funds,
was placed in classrooms as teachers' requested it. It was
also used with learning. disabled students for two hours a
day. Two other Apples, purchased with building funds, were
kept in a small room off of the media .center Teachers
signed up for 1/2 hour blocks of time for their students.

puring the site visit, four.fourth grade students had been
sent 'to work with th4 machines for the entire 1/2 hour. The
children w kedin pairs, and-were to cousplete at least one
math° Progr and a "Hangman" spelling program which had in
it words fr m the spelling curriculum. After finishing the
assigned essons, they could select any other program:

' These t dents chose simulation ,programs, such. as "The
Oregoh rail," and they collaborated 4on decision-making
during,the simulation.

For most of' the period, these students were not directly
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supervised* by the media specialist. They knew what they
were supposed to do with the machine, knew bow to select
programs, and worked eagerly for the entire period. There
were occasional misunderstandings about 'how a program
worked, but the students seemed challenged to figure out
the rules. The students reported that they liked working
with the computer and said they had learned mathematics and
spelling through using it. They also said they couldn't
learn art or science through the microcomputer, because the
computer couldn't provide the hands-on demonstrations that
are important in those subjects.

The media specialist. had been trained to use micros through
inservice courses from a regional computing consortium and
also through ,college 'courses which she had taken
voluntarily during the summer. The district implementation
specialist conducted inservice training for all teachers in
this school last year. The media specialist hopes that the
implementation specialist will spOnd time in classrooms
this year, working directly with teachers and students.
District administrators had planned to purchase
hardware for this year because hardware requests

_more
have

exceeded their supply. A media specialist .indicated that
the group responsible for school implementation persuaded
the administrators to use a large part-of the money for
software. Neither teachers nor media specialists have time
to write their own programs.

0

Some parents in tile Parent Teacher Organization (PTO.) have
opposed the use of microcomputers in schools because they
believe the machines are used .chiefly for games. Such use,

- they feel, detracts from academic achievement. The media
specialist agrees that some concern is degitimte, because
there is a lack of high quality software. Last year she
borrowed seven micros and brought them to a PTO ymeeting.
Children demonstrated how they were used in schobl, and

parents in general were favorably impressed. This year the
PTO is sharing the Post of a microcomputer with the school.

The media specialist's goal for the micro pr6gram is to

have all students familiar with the microcomputer. Last

year she arranged for all students in grades four through
six to have some time with the machines, and this year all
students in kindergarten through third grade till work with
them.

0

4The media specialist has noticed that working with the
computer has promoted social and academic development for
some students. Some shy children became exceptionally
competent with the computer and began helping others. Girls
avoided using the .computer - at first, but are now
enthusiastic users. , In general, all students, even
kindergarten children, enjoy the microcomputer. She feels
that the teachers now need opportunities to become

'70') it>
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comfortable with the equipment so they will use it in their
classrooms. She notes that while money is often available
to start.new programs, funds are lacking to develop and
refine them or, to provide_ supervision for prOgram
implementation.

A
At the second elementary school, we met with a sixth grade
teacher who had deVeloped a program to teach proofreading
skills. She described the.microcomputer as a motivating
medium: The idea for a program in language arts46was
sparked when a student commented that it was so much fun to
work ith the computer, she'd even .do a lesson about
language if it were on e machine. As part of an

tinservice course, the teacher wrote her proofreading
program.

The teacher assigns several students to work together on a
program. Part of her inservice training focussed on using .

cooperatiVe groupingfor working with the Apples. She has
found that students at all ability levels are enthusiastiEc
about working with the computer and that the more able
students helped the others.

When we visited, one micro was being used in the special
education program. It walp in a soundproof room, where
students used it individuarly for drill and practice. One
other micro wastin the library, where individual children
were sent to work with the machine.

Secondary Level

At the secondary level, we visited one junior high school.
The microcomputers are in a small room at the back of a

0 combination gymnasium/auditorium/cafeteria. Three Apples
and, several terminals are packed into the room. The
equipment is used in three different, ways: students come
to the room to play games and to work on their own
programs; special* education students work on drill and
practice programt; and there is a minicourse in programming
for ninth grade students. A former math teacher gives the

_course and supervises the room. He said that some students
, have become very experienced programmers through a summer

gifted and talented program. With ac'ess to the equipment
they can maintain and expand th ir skills. The teecher has
not had any training in prog amming, so some of the
students are considerably more .p. anceA than he is. This
doet not present prOblems far hliii..

,

Students who come'in during a choice pe"riod tend to be low
achievers-. The teacher feels that working with computers
may be one of the few sways in which these claldren
experience success. He reported that special eddcation
faculty have been impressed because some children who have
difficulty completing any work in class will concentrate
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intently for 40 minutes when working with the computer.

There tend to be more boys than girls in programming
classes. Few girls come in to ptay games. This teacher
feels the games are more orj.ented to interests of boys: The
teacher finds that when he teaches .programming his classes
are much-more individualized. He must ask each student why
a particular procedure is being used, rather than expect
everyone to use tile same' procedure. He wants to encourage
the more expert students to helpvthe others. The experts
atypically do things for other students rather than help
them to solve their own problems.

He-feel'that in the future micros will be more involved in
daily classroom instruction. But the paucity of software
for various -curriculum areas will limit their use.

Issues and Problems from Harrison

1. Should instructional and management uses of computers
be:, administered .by the same office? This issue is
presently being explored within the school district. The
Evaluation Office has not been involved in developing
curricular mab4rials, except for writing a computer
literacy curriculum and for programming courseware" that
teachers have requested. The Evaluation Office has assumed
these responsibilities because personnel with the
technical, programming expertise were employed there.
However, the Evaluation Office's hiring of a computer
resource teacher was controversial. Some people felt it
would be more appropriate for, such a person to be hired by
the Curriculum Division.

2. How can appropriate software be identified or

developed? Already media specialists in Harrison have made
software a priority over hardware for budget allocations.
No one in the 'system has the explicit responsibility of

recommending software purchases. Harrison is part of'a
regional computing consortium, which serves as a Source of

software. But there is no mechanism for familiarizing
teachers with the range of options that are available.
Teachers and parents want software that relates to the
curriculum.

3. How can .personnel qbe trained to direct the
implementation of instrurtional computing at the elementary
school level? In' Harrison, the media; specialists are
charged with promoting the use of micros. 'However, they do
not have enough time in load to becoMe familiar with the
hardware, to keep informed of software developments, or to
evaluate software packages. They do not have the time or

a;

the skills for authoring protrems that mar be of interest
to teachers. Individual teachers can be trained in

programming, but programming may be an inefficient use of
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their time. The district tries to 'provide for teachers!
needs by using a professional programmer supported by
skilled high school student programmers. At present they
write programs for the high school where the need is
greatest.

Because of declining enrollments and schoor
Harrison cannot hire new -staff to, wor.k with computers.
Present staff must be trained for this new function._ The
plan- is to train individuals in each building so thdt in
two years the district-level position for' implementation
can be 'discontinued. However, it's not clear that the
f lty will develop sufficient expertise without released
ime for extensive training.

Air

O
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Forest Hilly Public Schools

he Forest' Hills Area Schools, an independent school
istrict'adjacent to Granite is made up of several middle
nd upper middle income suburban communities. The 20,000
students being served is a decrease from 28,000 six years
ago.

P

Our visit to Forest Hills focussqd on a special project,
which has been the impetus for microcomputers in -the'
district. A three-year "microcomputers in education"
development project funded 1,by Title IV-C has brought
microcomputers to Forest Hills. Its main focus is to
develop and test in classrooms a series of microcomputer
programs for the elementary school curriculum. Teacher
training is also part of the project. Project personnel
have chosen to,deviate from the state's "recommended" Apple
hardware and purchase Commodore Pets. In addition, they
are developing the software and training the staff of 15
public and three non-public schOols on their own. The
director or the project is also the district's math-science
coordinator. His work for the past 15 years has been in
instructional computing. The district now owns 80 Pets,
and the PTA is interested in buying six more soon. A
portion or the Title IV-C budget was used to help purdhase

* this equipment. PTA and school funds also contributed to
the equipment purchase.

_Before the microcomputer project began the district had
been using time-shareM4Kerminals, accessing the Central.
Computing Organization., There are now pix terminals in the
dam' strict, a decrease from twelve a few years ago. These

/are used primarily-lorguidance and career instruction in
the secondary schodls.

Microcomputer Project

The proeCt is now in -its second year. The first fear was
spent / eveloping and testing .the -computer programs.
,Software 44as.been written for the'Petg at the elementary '

;,evel in the areas of mathematics, science, language arts,
reading, career education, spelling, and special education.
These programs are desgned to make the computer into an
instructional device to be used in the classroom by the
teacher.

. .

Ideas for programs generally :originate with classroom

. teachers. . There are many avenues by which teachers.. get
requests into the project , katf:, .:..;tough inservice
workthops, staff meetin s. and) thr01.4. a building

1Prrepresentative for the pr ject. ' The-V:490ns are developed
by project staff, then tested by teacArsa minimum *of
three of the 18 schools. Revision occurs, along, wIth
documentation, before the tapes are placed 411 tfie- schools

4
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for teacner use.

The Forest Hills project also helped provide inservice
training for the staff. Each elementary staff person at the
18 schools received two half -hour sessions on the project.
Then one "key teacher" froth each school participated in two
half-1day workshops.' is these key teachers who test the
software. Later-that year, about*100 staff people, re i .l
a 16-hour inservice class related to the computer. H of
the time was devoted to programming in BASIC, the rest to
operation of the specific machine. Project staff report
that the teacners who took this course are those who feel
most at ease with the computer in their classrooms.

The project is based on the assumption that the computer
can support and; supplement instruction at all grade levels
and in any subject area. Programs are'usuaily drill and
practice, simulations, or tutorials. Of the computer
programs developed, 25 are for mathematics, 16 for reading
and language arts, 9 for spelling, 7 for social studies,
and 6 for special education. -c

Microcomputers are in all of the elementary schools.
School media specialists are responsible for keeping track
of the hardware and software, for housing it, and for
rotating, the machines to claserooths. Consistent with. the
goalS of the project, almost all machines are used in
classrooms.

bria

We visited one-of the participating elementary schools,
observes the project's . software in use, and, interviewed
students and faculty. One first grader who was practicing
addition problems on the computer and who had used the
macnine last year in kindergarten, remarked that he liked
working with the computer because 'la didn't give grades"
and because "I have to get my brain into it."

Tile principal of the building who classified himself as an
"old-timer," as one y/ho hhs seen all the innovations,
nemarked that the c thputer really was in a different
category than the othe s. He felt it would be more of an
aide to ,teaching than ere earlier innovations,

One teachpr remarked' that the computer complemented the
rest of the classrooth activities. She told of a mother who
commented about the changes in er child's attitude since.
working with the computer. The child had"said, "when I

can't do 4+8, it gives me a e to try and try again., It
makes me do. it over and over again and I don't get mad. ".

Another elementary teacher told of seeing her students use
a computer, for the first time. She watched their
excitement and decidea she shqp16; have computers available

. orten, despite her own lack ofidlowledge She decidea

.0 I
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she could grew a bit herself and learn. with hpr'students.
Now she and her students are evaluating the couseware
together.

The general consensus of teachers in this elementary school
was that the computer would become an integral part of
their teaching-' very soon. They are pleased at this
prospect.

The project, staff, wqrkidg togde*,, on a demanding
schedule, hasbecome a close-knit group. The project staff

" is competent, as well as committed. The courseware they

are developing is already gaining an excellent reputation
around the country. As planned, an evaluation of the

effectiveness of this project will be conducted within the
granting period. This evaluation could prove -helpful to
others as they decide to use microcomputers in the

classrooms.

Teachers in Forest Hills did riot complain about poor
quality software. They .themselves had provided the ideas
for software. They generally asked for software which
matched part of their curriculum. They were happy with
what they had, although they, wanted more of it sooner. They
were,' however, willing to be patient and wait for software
whickmet district standards.

Teachers seem to feel comfortable with the computer add in
control of its use. The "key teacher" concept has worked to
provide help within buildings. The computer is clearly
understoOd to be supplementing the ongoing curxi'culum and
providing the means for computer awareness.

The only problem that anyone spoke of was the need for more
equipment. Teadhers seem to agree that the place for the
equipment is in the classroom. That commitment reflects a
real involvement among the teanher's. It also produces a

demanoLfor more machine's. D

.
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GREENVIEW
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Introduction
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Greenview is a model' of an innovation in which most
authority and initiative have been at,, the grass ,roOts
level, with central administrators providing supp9rX 'and
encouragement. Early decisions' about, use have been,
decentralized. 1 Comprehensive policies and plans fat
microcomputers are just. Joeginn' to be' formulated,.

-141,
Greenv.ieu is unique ind the emexgen 1 of a new role,.
teacher buff.

Description or Community

Greenview is a suburban community in the northeast about 15
miles from a large city. Its population of approximately
25,000 residents consists- largely oft. upper middle class
business and 'professional persons who work' outside of
Greenview.' There are no major industried in Greenview
itself. The population is ,highly educated, and alTpst 80%
of the graduates or Greenview' Hjgh School attend college.
The primarily black minority population is small, comprising '
less that 5% of the population

Residents are proUd or Greenview's schools and say that the
school. system's, excellent reputation has attracted new
families to the community. Students in Greenview score
abovp national norms on standardized tests. In general, the
school system is eager to' -keep abreast or educational
innovations, and to maintain its emphasis on preparing
students for college and for professional and business
careers.

Greenview School District

The Greenview school system serves ,approximately 5,500
students and consists of seven elementary schools, two,
junior high schools and one senioi high school. Its
central administrative staff are a superintendent and two
assistant-superintendents, one for elementary and one for
secondary education. School principals report to the

'assistant superintendents, as do curricular 'coordinators. 4
The latter include coordinators for mathematics,
music, physical education and computing education.

The community monitors the activities o its schools
through the Board of Education, and through Home and School'
`Associations which play an active role in each school. The
teachers have a professonal organization, Greenview

% Education Organization, which negotiates contracts for them.'

SO
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The Greenview school system receives 90% of --its financial
support from local fttpnies. In the past, the community has
been wary of government funding because of its potential
impact on local autonomy. Current budgetary pressures,
however, have resulted in increased efforts to seek outside
funds. (

Recent Developments Regarding Schools

1. Budgetary Concerns

School districts across ithe, state have been subject to

state-imposed limits on education budget increments. This

is an, attempt to provide cross-state equity in

expenditures. Current growth limits for Greenview are 7

12 percent., In addition, school enrollments have declined
by a total of 1,000 students (or 15 percent) over the last
10 years. Therefore, there have been reductions in staff
and, limits on !new hiring. The teacher population is

relatively old, and relatively well paid. A new contract
is under negotiation. These facts, along with a recent
local tax increase which was strongly opposed, make for
widespread concern about budgetary issues. They could
affect additional monetary commitments to computing in the

district.

2. Gifted and Talented Lobby

An active group-or parents is concerned that the schools
more adequately serve the needs of gifted and talented
'students. ;these parents want more electives for gifted

chjildren. Some see the computer as a source of more

advanced curriculum. Others view gifted' and talented
programs and computing as being in competition for funds.

3. Teacher Accountability

Teachers, according to state mandate, must put in wtiting
their professional improvement' objectives for the -year.

These-form the basis for an evaluation at the end .of the

year.

4. Dissatisfaction with Inseryice Courses

There has.teen some dissatisfaction at the district level
with inservice courses for teachers.. Some courses are seen
as not contributing suffitiently to professional gfowth.

Courses mierocomputr's are viewed as desirable, because
they are substantive and serious.

5. Movement Towards Celtralization

There are plans to make the school system more centralized

with respect to issues of curriculum, accountability and

to
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evaluation. A detailed set of: objectives is being
developed for each curriculdr area with criterion
referencea tests keyed. to these objectives. The district
owns a computer which it uses for administrative purposes.
Consultarits'are now devising a system to store and analyze
profiles of student performance on criterion referencea
tests over heir years in the system. 4

Use, Number and Distribution ot.Microcomputers

There are 38,microcanputers 35 Commodore Pets and three
Apple II!S in the district, used primarily in the seven
elementary schools and two junior high schools.
Twenty-three. Pets are- _distributed among, the elementary
schools. t Three Apples and five Pets are in the junior
high schools.- Three Pets are in the high school, and four
Pets are available on loan. The microcomputers are used for
a variety of purposes, including the. remediation and
reintorcement of basic skills, computer literacy, and
programming.

There are,/in addition, time-share terminals at the
secondary level. The senior high school has a PDP-11
minicomputer with 14 terminals. The junior high schools
have eight terminals.

Support for Computing

Financial support and resoirces for computing in Greenview
'come almost exclusively from within the, district. First,
there is an appointed coordinator for computing education
who has played a, major role in initiating and expanding
computing in the .district. In the past she has managed the
instructional computing budget. She continues to make
recommendations for purchases. As a, member of the high
school faculty, she teaches programming, manages the
computer°center ,and supervises the computer clubs. Two
members of the junior high- schools' math departments act in
e supplementary coordinating role. T )iey have in-load time
each day to coordinate computeg-related work in their
respective schools.

Second, the district provides inservice training. District ,
courses i microcomputers are offered frequently, staffed
by local teachers. In the summer of 1980, teachers from
many of the elementary schools took a 15-hOur programming
course sponsored by the district. These people, note are
assuming leadership roles in their schools. In addition
the district makes 'a contribution towards 'tuition for
teachers who take computer-related courses in .nearby
training institutions. Several) teachers have taken credit
courses in microcomputer applications in-eduotion.,

Third, there is a line item in the" district'budget for

tr
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instructyon. There- war' .a large expenditure from
thi fund to upgrade the PDP-11. Thisluoney was'also used
to purchase the first groUp of-microcomputers in the system.
This financial support is concrete evidence of both the -

administration's and the community's commitment to a

microcomputer pfogram. It is part of a larger commitment to
prepare cnildren for a world in which microcomputers will,

be commonplace.

. 79.
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History and Current Organization or'CompUting_in the District,

1/4

Before Micr000mputers

Early in the 1960's, on the recommendation of an evaluation
team, an Atistani principal for curriculum was appointed
to the high` school. Looking for ways to improve and
modernize curritulud, he became' enthusiastic about the
educational potential of computers; With a teacher from
the math 'depaitment, now the coordinator of computer
instruction, he proposed a computer education program to
the Board' of Education,

.At first Greenview used a,tile-sharing system with another
community. The math tea ,he was given summer training, in
programming. 'In 1968 .the Board purchased an IBM 1130
computer for administrative andinstiuctional purposes.

It became apparent that d4a1 use. for both administration
and instruction was diffiCult to manage. Therefore, in

1974 the Board purchased' a PDP-11, minicomputer for
instructidnal use, only. Terminals were 'installed in both
,secondary and elementary schools. The terminals were used
primarily in the junior and senior high schools, where they
were placed'in separate ,computer resource centers. In the
elementary schools, theterminals were used very little.

In 1979 the distrct invested' heavily in hpgrading the
'.PDP-11 because of,increased use in the high school. Without
the upgrading, it was argued, junior high'schooI terminals
would have to be reallocated to the senior high schbol. The
minicomputer has tiben used to teach programing, for
remediationy in'business math,' and for some simulations, in
-economics, histdry and psychology, -4

Introcuction or Microcomputers

In 1978 the computer coordinator. purchased a Pet computer
for the .high' school resource room. In the' spring of 1979,
six more Pets were ordered. ..That summe,r-there was a
project to develop software. Four, elementary teachers
'specified software they would like for theix 'classrooms and
high school programmers created software in collaboration,
with these teachers.

8
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In the fall of 1979', each elementary school'waS'gi4en qne
microcomputer and a users' inservice course was offeredto
elementaty- teachers. During the, winter, and ,springof
1979 -S0 there Was enough demand to repeat this course three
more times. As a result of these inservice courses same
elemedta'ry teachers began to develop particular enthusiast
for using microcomputers, in classrooms. 'These. teachers
became facilitators of microcomputer use in their schools,
or "teacher buffs.:

price 19/9 the number of microcomputert has increased
rapidly. Funds havp come from.many'sources. Some money has
come from school budgets, or from discretionary funds,. 42.6e-
Home, .and School Associatiops have provided funds for
microc9mputers in elementary schools. In one junior high
schogra state grant provided microcomputers for special
education. students. A ptincipai has used an equipment fund
that rotates annually. among tie secondary -schools to
purchase micros. As.a result of-this individual initiative
there are now unequal numbers of computers in the schools.
This inequity is a source of concern in the district.

All of these developments have been spurred by the
enthusiasm of teachers, parents and /or. principals who are
eager to have microcompdeers in their schools: Several of.
the elementary schools have teachers who have unofficially
taken on a coordinating and facilitating role% In other
schools, parents play this role. Each junior high school
has a teacher who organizes computer instruction and
computer clubs.

Recently; more .formal mechanismp for the organization of
computing have been created.. In tile summer of 1980 a

steering committee was formed to develop and implement a

seventh grade computer li,teracy curriculum.. This committee
included' all of the junior high math teachks and ,:the
assistant superintendent for secondary instruaion. It was
succeeded by the current steering committee for computers in
the curriculum whose goal is to create centralized po/licies
and programs for computin74 in the district., It hopes t9
develop a K-12 computing curriculum. This committee is
made lip of the assistant superintendent for elementary
education, 'the math coordinator and a teacher representing
each school.

Software acquisition and development. Software has been
acquired in several Ways. It generally comes from such
informal and/or inexpensive sources as Cur'sor magazine -or
teachers in other public school systems. Some .commercial
,software, such as the Milliken math program, was purchased.
There has been local initiative in software development.
.Approximately 12 programs were dem.loped. in Greenview
during summer workshops., In, general"- high school students
play a central role in writing aid altering programs at the

40?
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,request of elethentary school teachers. SOftware related to
many areas.or curriculum, is available at both elementaq
and secondary levels.

A get of tapes has been collected: and duplicated ta.
accompany .each Pet. High school students' working with the
coordinator or computing are responsible for updating these
tape's. Two teachers and the math coordinator produced a

catalogue of Greenview tapes which describes each program,
recommends grade lffels and classifies software according
to Bloom's taxonomy. Teachers who have the ideas and
kills to create. new programs. can be employed during the
mimes to produce new software for the district.

Use,.vaiues,,intent. When microcomputers were introduced,
there was no unified set or values or rules for their use.
The prime intent of the Board of Education and of district
administrators was to develop a- computer-literate .sthool
population. They were willing to give schools ,t*me*to
explore berore setting any specific policieg and
expectations.

The general strategy as to put microcomputers into
schools, provide opportunities for teacher training, and
hope that someone would become enthusiastic and take
responsibility. In some schools this happened, and in

others it didn't. Forjihet mo4 part, principals did riot

initiate using the compdter, but responded and accommodated
to interest from teachers and/oeParentsri In one school
the microcomputers program has grown despite initial
resistance from the pFincipai, because of the enthusiasm of
sgyents.

There Is an intentional .effort now being made to

disassociate the computer from its exclusive tie to the
4

math ctrriculum. Mathematicg teachers. at the high school
and junior high school level initiated the use of micros
and taught the first set of inservice courses. In*
additibn, planning for the seventh grade. computer. literacy
course inoluded only mathemablics teachers. However, in this
curriculum teachers'in every disdipline are to teach, about

f
, the roles cbmputers do or might play. in their field.

Elementary Level

Feature,p .of the Microcomputer Program
..,

1.
%

Demograpthei ',and peesonnel. Five of'the seven elementary
echooIs 'in. the , district, were' visited. In ,four, we spoke
with adminkstrators, teachers and students and observed
classrooms. vian .khe .tifth, we spoke- only with .the'
principal. The,- bols were: similar- in: terms of

populations .-7
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2 'In four of the five elementary , schools visited, fifth or
sixth -grade teachers are responsible for the management of
computer use. Computers are moved around the school
according to a schedule developed by a managing teacher. In
the fivfth school there was no one person responsible,for
scheduling. A sign-up sheet in the hallway wa's used? In
most schools teachers can use one or two micros from one
half to one full day each week.

,

Typically, the teacher wholinahages the schedule is also the
microcomputer support 'person--the person whoi other
teachers seek out for advice and help. We have dubbed
these. individuals "teacher buffs." While they differ in
training and interest, they share a commitment, to
microcomputer use in schools. There is no monetary or time
compenatidn for their computer-related work. Vase
teachers are involved, active, knowledgeable and
enthusiastic about what they do. They help and encourage

..other teacherS, to use microcomputers as well as expand
*their own- expertise. All of this requires committing a

great deal of personal time before school, on weekends,
an during vacations. Such time is given willingly. In
these schools, there is at least one other person who is

also actively involved with and knowledgeable about
computers. In some cases this person is a teacher, in
other cases a parent-volunteer.

Training/support. Training is the primary form of support.
Teachers who take training related to computers, either
through inservice courses or ,outside iistitutions, earn
incremental salary' credit. However, approximately '45,

, percent oU,,the teachers in the district -are- 'already at

their maxi,mum salary levels. Salary increase, therefore,
is a motivation for training foit only some of the teacheT,.

Equipment. 'All 23 Pet microcomputers in the elemetory
schools are on,ffiovable carts or desks. -Each comes with a
library of tapes. In some, schools these ,tapes are
color-coded to match the machines they accompany, or to
indicate'levels of difficulty or curriculum area.

:

Resource distribution. Since microcomputers are a scarce
, resource in all schools, fairness of access is valued

highly4 There is, however, more usedn the fifth and sixth
grades than in the lower grades. Several reasons ware
suggested for the greater use in the upper,grades. These
include: (1) more software for older childrtn; (2) the
,reliance on reading skills to operate the programs; (3) the
relatively greater ease -and independence with which the
older children can run the micros; and (4). the assumption
of some elementary teachers that ad;Pinced mathematical
skill 0 important for using a micro.

-purpose and relation to 'curriculum. Tile ISurboses for which

4
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teachers use the micros are varied. ',Some teachers are
interested inchildren having fun and learning at the same
time, an'experience they believe, micros afford. Others are
interested in their students' feeling comfortable with
microcomputers. Some are concerned primarily with skill

development, while others focus on programming and
problem-solving.

-

In general, we observed no clear connection between' work
with the micros and other classroom activities, In many
classrooms, the microcomputer was another option for

students during, a choice 'time. Children observed doing
drill and practice programs in math ware not necessarily
working in areas which dovetailed with current classroom
instruction. In one classroom children were working on

mapping skills as seat work and using related skills in a

computer gatne. Yet neithwer students nor teacher seemed
aware of the connection. The one application in whibh the
relationship was clear was the use of a tachistoscope
program that drilled students on their spelling words for
that week.

There are several points of view about how the computer
-work should relate to the curriculum. pne teacher
'carefully mapped out the. following view of what should
happen: Firsts a teacher should .teafh, the concepts
relevant to a certain aiea. Then she should use the
computer program to gVe children an opportunity to try out
their understanding. o these concepts. Finally, the
teacher sh9uld follow up with activities which generalize
from the conceRtual and computer-related activity. We did

not observe Aiether the teacher who proposed this model
actually uses it.'

On the ofher, ,hand, there are teachers who believe that

.computers in the classroom constitute the beginning of

computer literacy.' They feel' that hat is significant
not the content of the softwarip, but rather. that children
learn .how to use the machine and feed. comfortable withNt.

Some teachers hold an intermediate ToSition that literacy
is' important, 'but that children can become. literate by

'using software related to the curriculum. 'These teachers
selectipprograms with some relation to the curriculum, but
not necessarily ,to what is currently going on in class.

A,.

An interesting feature bf microcomputer software is that
even if .a teacher makes choices which mesh with classroom
activities, in some - programs children can override ,theSe

-chbices. In a third grade class a teacher had recommended
4 .that the students use a :particular level of a mathematics

program.. We' .observed one student selecting a more
difficult level and working through the problems even
though' the concept - ,regrouping'- had not yet been taught

6
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in class.

A different model of, use applies to speciaj education ,

students., Teachers of special education, requited to
develop Individualized Educatidnal Programs' under PL
94-142, are accustomed to thinking 'of their students'
educational needs ih highly personal' and specific terms.
These teachers have small classes and are skilled in
managing very individualized instruction. They are
accubtomed to using sophisticated equipment' for diagnosis
and emediation. We observed that spccial education
'teachers carefully matched the computer actvity with each
student's diagnosed needs, for skills development.

Source and use of software. . In addition to the
, district-wide, software, soe teachers and schools purchase

their own from Materials, Audgets.' In one school, the Home
and School Association provided funds for the purthase of
software. A resource, 'room teacher urchased a set of.
Milliken tapes using the operating bup-t, but makes little
use of them. She indicated that the more game-like programs
are much preferred by the students. Skill related
activities with a game-like format are the mostN...Qommon
application observed, for both special education and other
students. Vocabulary, spelling and math are the most
common areas of work.

In some classes children are assigned to work on the '

computer with programS the teacher has chosen. In others,
children may choose to use the computer, as well as select
their program. P While children spmetimes work alone, they
often work in pairs'at the micro. Typically, children may
use the computer only when they -e lini9hed thei work in
class. Only orb did, we -obs ve a whole class having a
lesson on how to use the com ter. In this c se the
teacher was explaining the rules' fot using the mach ne and
some elements'or the BASIC language.

In one school a microcomputer is permanently instaded in a
resource center. Children- assigned. to the c nter for ',

"Th enrichment or reinforcement may Opt- to'use the micro, or
may specifically be directed to it. Their program`.
selection is monitored by the resource room teacher.

4

Informaaly,'in two schools children have access '-to the
micros, during lunch-houi and after school id clubs. nch
informal uses ,are .usually under the supervision of _the

;teacders_buff. , At theses times children use the' micros
primarily to play games. These informal.opportunities were
created because of students' interest in having gteater
accesS, td the micros, and because of teacher And parent
concern about children playi1 games during school. hours.

o

Microcomputers appear, to be used equivalently by boys and

4.,
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girls in elementary classrooms. We obsAved a total of 44
boys and 38 girls using computers.

Effects and Pfoblems: Administrators

,Effects. At this point microcomputers have 'virtually no
effects on the elementary school administra4or's role.

Individuals have different levels of interest in; and .

commitment to computer use in classrooms. Microcomputers
have not yet become an integral part of theirown work life. '

Problems. Principals generally have little functional
competence with microcomputers. Meanwhile, teachers and

students ere rapidly-becoming adept with the technology. It
is difficult for principals to, exercise intelligent

'leadership under these circumstances. They find themselves
turningo their teacher buffs for adVIce. This sharing of
leadership is a problem for some principals.

.'

Principals, even more than their staff, have limited time
to learn new skills. Some have participated in the
ti.nservice courses for teachers. 'i-

...

Parents are presturing principals for increased
microcomputer7based instruction. Some of Ehe pressure .is
covert 'and critical. , One group feels schools are not
meeting the needs pf "rapid learners." Some of the

pressure is'overf and friendly. Parents volunteer to

perform supportive functions. They teach small groups of
students computer skills,, prepare written materials and

raise money for hardware and.software.

Parents are either -able nor willing to raise all needed

money. Principals, therefore,' must find likfundt for

microcomputer programs, in orderto satisfy the expectations
?..of parents, students, and teachers.

Some principals question the amount of needed for

training teachers to use microcomputers successfully. They
'wonder if this is a'Ood(investment and whether other areas
of curriculum will suffer because ,staff is placing, too much'

emphasis ,on micros. .

One principa ,,expressed deep concern lest computer. use

undermine teachers' sere o1' them. own ability to teach

"children. He worrie that the presenbe of -a 'teaching
machine" might lessen teacher productivity.

r
4

Looking to the future. Elementary princfpals seem to

accept microcomputers as part of their schools' futures.

While some .would like as -many as one machAe in each

classroom, most think about budget constraints and predict

4,
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smaller numbers. They want micros ,deed for drill, and
practice in ',conjunction with existing, 'math and language
curricula and to enrich and extend thinking in Such areas-
as social, studies. 0.

All principals are concerned aboul their responsibility for,
teacher. slret)aration. One suggested that teachers be
rewarded for becoming. users of micros'. Another expressed

_concern abqut ththental health and continued productivity
of longetra teachers' under pressure to cope with a complex

u'd.nhovation.

. Two .principals -expressed concerns: about the possibility
that programmingyill become part of the curriculum. One
felt that'classroqm 'teachers have neither the time nor,

- expertise to teach programmin It muse, he felt, be a
pull-out program taught by a pecialist. aother principal

,-suggested th4t programming i too "detailed and specific"
to become a requirement or th elemedtary curriculum.

Effects and Problems: Teachers
P.

Effects.. Although most teachers report .no change, a number .

of teaqhexs in Greenview feel that microcomputers have had
'dramatic effects on their role as teachers' and on what
happens in their classrooms.

Those who ,report changes mentioned that with the computer
-the children /seem more in control of their (*11 learning.
Children make discoveries and report them to the teacher
rathen than waiting for the .teacher to bell them what 'they.
"should" know..

a

Another teacher finds that because some students are.
absorbed with the computer, he can no longer .continue the
whole group teaching he had done earlier. He feelsIsthat he
is getting to, know his student in a new way and that
social interaction between- students and teacher is
changing. Because the teacher and students axe .often

...,
equally new to microcomputers, they explore and solve
problems .together. He inos, however, ghat ,computers place
extra demand on him .11 the classroom)-. He must,;' match
software to students' needs anti keep yet, another ind of-

,record. .

, r .

, . .

Relationships between students and teachers are ch nged by
student experts who often know more ,than teachers ' about .

computing. These students teach and assist the teachers,
*Teachers say that tlsey enjoy 'having students, do some
teaching. ` No one,, said that they felt these relationships .

.

. were threatening. .;

,,p
. . 2o . .

.

-"cll./ In'terms of teachers' relations with each Other, there is a
great .deal of peer teaching' about computers. 'The teacher

I I
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buffs are in a uniqup position since they have qxpprtise to
share and are, on the whole, more,than willing todthare it.

Problems. Teachers reported many-problems in connection
with comp4ting. Almost all teachers say they need moreA0ime
to learn hawrta use micros, to preview programs and tololan
for intelligent use of the technology in their classrooms.
Another time problem of teachers is fitting microcomputers
into the existing schedule. This problem increases when
micro use is. not part of the curriculum but is an
"enrichment" activity.

Some teachers are not certain that the use of computers and
related training is genuinely voluntary. In one school all
teachers were required to take the inservice course. Some
teachers feel pressured to use the computers because they
feel it is the wise thing to do politically. It,is clear
to them that there is a great, deal of interest in computing
at the district level.

Teachers who are first-level users haves to nical problems
which must be overcome before education goals can be
addressed. They are willing to learn how to use the
machine and to make it run. But these teachers are dealing
v4kh survival and management issues (e.., "how not to make
a fool of myself in front of the children") and feel,

inadequate to4judge softw4re at this point.

It is the experienced users who are asking for more vaeied,

and sophisticated software. They feel that software is

inadequate. They want more vagied programs in areas such
as social studies and geography. And they want programs
.which are not just drill, but which help develop
problem-solving abilities. Yet ,conceptually challenging
software iS not available.

_

In general we found no strong opposition computers among
elementary, eachers.

Looking to-the future.- All the elementary school ,teachers
we interviewed .are convinced that microcomputers are in
Greenvievemkto stay. Most foresee' that there will be'a micro.'
available for every classroom, though some schools, might
place these in resource centers. ,,One teacher believes that
there will be parity_ in hardware among the schools.

(-
%- .

Some-teachers' are aware that 'tphere will 'soon be a district
curriculum for computing education, .starting in

rAindergarten. Most teachers expect the micros to be used
for extension and remediation of.individual'learning. One
sdggests thopt- all.fi,fth and sixth 'grade' children be taught
prafframming. Another think's it imRortan th all teachers
be able to load,'run.'and adapt programs, a d! that all

children be taught' to load, run",and list them.
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Several teachers see a.need for more and better soStwiore,
especially in such areas as creative 'writing, social
studies, and science. One feels that, without thiS, the
microcomputer will' become another "passing fad." 'Some
expect that- the needed software will be locally produced.
One foresees that local software will be sold to families
who- have microcomputers in their homes.

Effects and Problems: Students

Effects on students. Teachers had a number of report's
about the effects of the micros on studentsparticularly.
in "relation td social interaction and 'skills. One teacher
deliberately teaches the,more reserved children to use the
Pets, and then has these children teach the others. He
feel's that these students gain in social skills, /peer
status, and responsibility as a result.

_--- __-
Several teachers stressed the possibilities for cooperation
in working with the computer. Having to share a machine,
they feel, helps children learn how to work together, to
make joint decisions And to take different,roles in working
out a mutual enterprise.

For the, most part, teachers felt it was 'too soon to make
statements about academic gains attributable to tge
computers,. In one school, however, a principal reported
that math performance went up in the fifth. grade
result of emphasis on math with the computer. One teacher
reported improved spelling scores in a sixth grade class. A
first grade teacher felt use.of the keyboard contributed to
manual .dexeerity"and hand-eye coordination. -Another sixth
grade teacher felt the 'infinite patience" of the machine
was sypporting the learning of, his slower students.

Proolemi of udents. The most common problem for,studentS
was having e 6411 time and access to the, micros--the
ever-present p blem of' limited resources. Some students
solvq01 thi by, oining informal computer activities either
at lunch time or after school. But In' some Schools
,teachers 'Were unable or unwilling to provide informal
access.

,

Teachers'l.Ack of competence with the technology is another
problem' for students. When something goes wrong, the
claSsroom teacher may not know how to correct it. This may
mean waiting for the local teacher buff. Such waiting can
be frudtrating o to _students, as t it reduces their

- opportunities to use the micro.

leachers' choice of programs is sometimes disagreeabl to
.,d students, especially when these are undisguised dril and

practice. *We observed, however, two sixth grade irls,

9 Z_
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accept a program they criticized .as boring, and even go
through i-t,aisecondt/ime, just to use the machine.

,- Students sometimes do not understand',, he point of a

program. We observed two third. graders using .Ahe 4

simulation, "Lemonade Stand," wi.ch requires manipulating
economic variables.' They made entirely random ch ces and

had no sense or how their choices affected th outcomes.
They, needed, but did not receive, guidance in noting the
relationships among variables in the. simulation.

Secondary Level V

Features of the Microcomputer, Program

High school4 In the high, school micros are housed in a

computer resource ,center. Student programmers develop
instructional programs requested by elementary and juniat.
high- teachers. lop addition, -micros -are used in some

programming and math .courses to' introduce students to

terminal%. . Most :high school computing is done on the

PDP-11 and its 14 terminals. BecaUse microcomputers are.
used minimally in the high.schooli this section foCusses'on
the junior highs.

Demographics 'and personnel.. Of the two junior*bigh schools
in Greenview,"'Abraham Lincoln, is .much smaller than Andrew
Jackson in its physical plan although *it has only about..

one hundred fewer students -(ap ximately 650 compared'to
750). AndreW Jackson is 4arger,,newei, and clo'ser to the

high school,- which, may account far its greater interest in
computing.

, f

In Andrew Jackson- Junior High School the computing teacher
and leader is a 'math. teacher with 12 years of cOmputer

experience. Another math teacher who came to the'school

With computer_ training and a knowledge of Fortran also

teaches, computer' science. Most of the math, faculty is

interested in developing computer'competencies, as are many
teachers from other disciplines. Special education
teachers regularly use microcomputers as teaching tools.

In Abraham Lincoln junior High School t,is also a math
teacher who is the major computing-, teacher,, school
enthusiast and leader. The special education -teachers uses
micros regularly with her students. Teachers in soMe.other
departments are developing an interest in Micros for their,
subject areas.

Tr4ning/support. There are_kseveral ways in whiCh, inteceit-
V44vcomputer competency is supported among' the - Andrew
Jackson faculty. First, the teacher 'buff has as one of his
goals to help others 'became independent users of the

technology. To this end he has offered in- "school training
5
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courses which have been attended by about 25 percent of the

teachers. He also is in charge of arranging class visits,

to the computer resource room. He is assigned one period a
day for this work. He spends another period a- day'

developing and supervising a prdgram f learning disabled
students who use microcomputers to leoi.arn mathematical
concepts and 'operations. Secondly, the principal 19
committed to,promoting and expanding microcomputer usi: .He

has a carefully developed five-yeas plan for acquiring
enough microcomputers o place one in, the workroom of each.
major academic, area. He is actively promoting the, use of
microcomputers in` ll subjects.' Finally/ a group of highly
competent students develops programs for teachers Who need
software in order to use computers in their classes. These
students are supervised by the teacher buff.

In Abrah,pm Lincoln. the teacher buff makes himself available
to 'Other teachers on request.' He teaches.them .how to use
the machines -.and writes_ pragrams_for them. He is
responsible for scheduling and supervising the computer
room: He is assigned one period fa, day for these
computer-related activities. The principal facilitates the
work of the comput4r .specialist and recognizes the neiod for
,expansion of computer use into all subject areas. The
school, however, does not have a plan for such expansion.
The principal:: does not want to impose an innovation on
teacher's, althoubh he would be responsive to,, initiative
from them. :Be feels he must set an example by_ becoming
computer literate and learning progratming himself;

. Equipment. The ditrici's policy is to maintain parity in
resources and equipment between the two junior high'
schools. Each school had equivalent funds to purchase

'microcothputers, , The Andrew Jackson school has three 48'-K
Apples with disk drive and a printer. The'Abraham Lincoln
school has' three Pets in its computer room and two Pets
which the special education teacher obtained for her

program. Ehch school.has four terminals to the PDP-11.
4 b

,40

Resource distribution. Both junior high schools, have rooms
which house the microcomputers. In Andrew,Jackson, this is
a 'regular classroom in the math department. ) In Abraham
Lincoln the _computer room is much smaller an a typical
class-room. The special education teach r' in Abraham
tincoln'keeps.her microcomputers in'her own resource room.

In both junior -high,. schools tie ,mitedcomputers -are used
regularly to'tpach,Computer literacy; computer science, and
programming.

Moth
classes- meet ,in the computer resource

room. ,In 'both schools, teacXers of other classes also
incorporate.miorocompu rs in their teaching. They are
used extensiveo, f r mathematics,', especially with
low-achievers.' Teach rs of other subjects use, micros, on a

limited basis as another mode of instruction toward

0
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particfilar goals. In Andrew Jackson they are also used for
instruction in social stuidies, biology, vocational
education, reading, and as 'a Language Lab tool for foreign
language study. In Abraham Lincoln, the biology and social
studies teachers have used the minicomputer in the past,

and are interested in learning to use the microcomputers.
In both schools, teachers must arrange for their classes to
go to the resource room to use the micros, so the
procedures for including micros are rather complex.

In the special education programs the goals for
microcomputer use differ somewhat in the two schools. In

Lincoln; the emphasis is on improving motivation,'
socializing with peers, and enhancing self-concept. In

Jackson these goals are salient, but, there . are also
specific instructional .objectives., Students keep track of

the' work on the comppters and of the programs they use.

y(arce and use of software. In both junior high schools
ere is some in-houpe production of software. Lincoln

uses the district software fox Pet computers. Jackson,
because it has Apples, must use other software. At

Jackson, some software has Iv en purchased with state and
.federal monies for vocational education students. A state
grant for usi'nirmicros with learning disabled students is
supporting theroduction of new software by the computer
specialist and three students. When teachers request a

program in Jackson, it is*often developed by students in
the ninth gradeTrogramming class.

.

..

Microcomputer softWare is used for drill -and practice toy

remediate and- reintorce skills,-for mulaions, for data

analysis, for gamei as a. reward for cbhr1pleting drills, and

for testing.
. .

.

Both schools have after-schOol' clubs. In Andrew Jackkon

the two Clubs are for prograMmingt one for seventh graders:

and another for - eighth and ninth.-graderd: In Abiaham
.

LinColn *the two:c1 bs ark for games. ,' 40 ,

,'

,. .

.Despite.thematry.*poxtuniti-es for junior .4gh students to
.learn "',about , ipibros; ,:,;.there is overwhelmingly male ,

,

participatiomi n electi/e, situations, formal and infpunil. ,

The .classees w 'obsrvpdf wete Populated by a total of 79 ,
tale,S- and 31 Iemale§4.or a 2.5 to 1 ratio. , -1S. . iit

, ..
-. -

' 1 - ' v* .

Effects and _Tidministiztofs ,-. , ,A
. ) ., , ,`?.7.

t's -..."
4. 44--.0. '..

Effects. 'kith i,ncrtaseddase'ot micros4in the sc*ols;"ana,-a , ,

'computer education curticull0 u0Ogrdevelopikent.,% S,dhool'.
,

administrators 'feel' they must becomeO;Owleclible:..' One
assistant principal is being instructed-hya studenirahq is
also taking a .machine home- with him p4Aekends. A

prinCipal aCienowlelped, "I must be :the agent of change. I
'(

07"
tit)
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need to be the mpoel in literacy. ..,I ' should 'know
programming." a ,-,

'One assistant-principal reported that he would soon red:lye
a Pet to be used- for creating a master schedule ,4nd
entring cumulative' student data. A principal hoped ,he
wou) d have one for tracking pupil- progress whiC41 le could
th n repoft to parents.

Problems. Administrators','are 'aware that many students are
...'entering the secondary schools with.computer competencies.

They are concerned about how schools will meet these.
students' needs.for*more advanced'and varied computer uses. ,

.
...

In response to these needs, schodl administiators want' to
find ways to extend computer literacy to faculty in subject
areas other than mathematics. They anticipate resistance
from some staff members and differences 'of, opinion as to'
where initiative for thiS retraining should come 'from.
Administrators feel the need to °develop' a broad -base of
computer leaderShip. The energy and expertise of'- single:
computer buffs can -,go only so far.

..

,
..

Administlators are' confrontip4 problems ,of realloctingfunds,Space and personnel time as they build an, expanded
computer prografn. , , ,

., e
Administrators recognize. that; they must' become,. computer i

g

literate in .thete own ,'wor They will use the , I

administrative minicomputer for recording attend nee,. for
pupil data collection, and. for budgdt construction. Ai

s

-`4,600kihg to the futUre: Secqn1ary 'SchoOl. administralors
beliOve that microcomputer use stir);.expand in their schOols,
as the .communiQ4*,continues.'to' Ipresd, fo; .more. computer
train0:5. Yet.tthelr plgns and expectatioios.differ widely) ,.

4 .. .7-- A A , lk 4
a

s :04' 7 a .

One' hOs a well-developed-plan- for acquiring and 'using
micTlAs in all academic'keasw Another would like to buy'

, three micros =each Aar fOr science and math, but thinks it.
i',,' unlikely .the district will fund this plan. A third would

prefer teachers to bake the initiative, and is opposed to
. . forcing them, to-accept equipment they db not want. Another

piens to.capi,talize on the interest of one individual per
department and have 'tire computer coordinator "train, that
person.

.

4

o

One principal foresees that more basic skills, Will be ,
taught by computer, allowing teachers to indieidualize the
curriculum more. ' A second would 'Lae to create

\t) microcomputer center' {a two -'room :lab and lecture facility) 0
that could accommodate two classes aticne time., Another
f.presees that some trac5itioha1 'eLectIves may. have' to,g4ve-
wAy to new options-in the future.

#

*
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Effectd and Problems: Teachers
.

Effects. Teachers who use computers 'enter into new
relationships withestudents who are proficitet users they
,art .colleagues rather than teacher and student. Teachers
seem comfortable, even pleased, to

when
who can be

instructors and trouble. shooters when computers are -being
''ased. They are 4.11ing, to learn from them. The general
dynamic of the classroom is changed because teachers lack
experience and competence' in this area,' and learn along,
with and from their students. There is ltss formality and
more genuineProblem solving. Some high school teachers
thought that other teachers might find their own lack Of
competence. threateDing. However, none of the junior high
school teachers we' interviewed found this new. relationship
with students problematic or thought other teachers would.

Problems. Access to the machines is a problem for teachers
in both junior high schools bAcauseloftheit location. In
Andrew JaCkson all the computers, micros and terminals, are
in a,room which can accommodate an entire class. However(
this room is used for math and computer classes. If

f another teacher wants to use the computers, arrangements
must be made two weeks in advance because the computer (room
*clasS must move. _One teacher resigned her position in part
because her- studentslbould not havt access to 'computers as
often as.she thought desirable.

In Abraham Lincoln the micros and terminals are located in
a computer roam too small to accommodate a whole claqs.
This creates difficulties of supervisiOn for a teacher who
must split a class in-order to have some of the students
work on the computer.

The new computer litera*Aourse required for seventh grade
students has created,a protein for some teacheis. There is
an insufficient number of adequately prepared staff to
teach the course. Therefore, some of the instructors are
`novices when it comes to compOpers. They, fear that their
teaching will be evaluated in" an area 4.11_04ch they do not .

feel comfortable. /

Some teachers do not see how microcomputers fit into the

goals and 'values of their program. One teacher was
suspicious that the new technology might be expected to

propluce. ."magic solutions." Perhaps higher student

achievement would be demanded because of this "new gimmick".

,There is a lack 'of appropriate software for many subject
areas.8 .Teachers unfamiliar with the technology sometimes
have unrealistic expectations of what programs 'can be
created.

9"
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Looking to the future. Secondary school teachers predicted
an increase in the use of micros in all subject areas. They
sata this happening gradually, not as a sudden "revolution".
Several predicted that each math class is likely to have
its own micro: They think 'micros will figure importantly
in science and vocational education.

Teachers anticipated learning to use .micros for
recordkeeping, for tracking test scores, to reinforce basic
skills through drill and practice, for simulations, for
graph, construction, to teach computer repair and
maintenance, and for their motivational value. One teacher .

worried that if micros were used excessively they would
lose their motivating, qualities.

Teachers expect that secondary offerings will be revised as
students learn computer 'skills at an earlier agekboth at
home and in school. One suggested a computer science course
for ninth grade students. Another wanted to write programs
for science courses if he could be given the time. Others
predict that programs now on the PDP-11 will be adopted for
use on Pets.

Teachers vary in' their views of district commitment to
microcomputers. One believes that salary increases will
compete for funds that could be used for computer
activities. On the other hand, some 'predicted that there
will be a full-time poSition for computer development in
the junior high schools.

Effects and Problems: Students

Effects. Secondary teachers reported social and
personality changes for some students who use computers. A
number of teachers mentioned that the chance to work on a
computer is highly motivating to many students. Successful

:mastery of the" machine resulted in visible changes in some
students' self-concept. These effects were observed in

both compensatory and regular classes. Teachers of
learning disabled clgsses mentioned that the step-by-step
organization and sequencing of computer software was
helpful to their students. Some of these students paid
more attention to the computer than to a human instructor,
in part because of its impartial reaction..to both their
errors and their need for many repetitions. Teaqhers
reported that learning disabled stUdents improved their
social skills by working in pairs on the micros.

Teachers indicated that there were stutehts who knew more
than they did. Yet none spelled out how this status
affected the students who helq. it. We assume this was a
positive, important role for these/ students. Good
programmers are not always the most outstanding students.
Therefore, working with the computers may be a way for them
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to attain special status with teacners.

The students we sp with felt'that they could learn some
material quicker fro a machine .than from a teacher. They
,enjoyed going ahead and working on material not yet

introducea by the teacner. On the other hand, they felt

that they learned more from the teacher than from the

micro, because the teacner "gives longer explanations."

When they work on the machine, however, they feel free to
ask or many repetitions. To do so of the teacner, they

say, would be embarrassing.

From our classroom observations we noticed that students

were very involved in the programming classes. In one

cage, when a teacher switched from lecturing to actually

running a program, the whole class became more attentive
In other cases, students in a programming class ignored the
bell at the end of the period. Inaeed, the teacher

reported 'that it is often difficult to get students to

leave the class because of their high level of involvement.

Problems. the, primary problem for students - is getting
access to the machines. The group bt students wnich is most
involved uses the computer room before and after school.

District Level

Effects and Problems: District Administrators

Effects. The initiative for microcomputers has been

1.a9ely at the grass roots level, coming from parents,

children, and teachers. District administration has found

itself force to pay attention, because or the widespread

interest, to s mething that might,not otheNise have been a

pri9rity.

Problems. The major problem for, district administration is

articulating and resolving the divergent views' within the

system about microcomputer education. Issues include

whether the Computer should be used for individual or group

learning, Whether the 'computer itself is a curriculum, a

tool for other curricula or a motivational device, and

whether there are developmentally appropriate computer
experiences for children "of different ages.

While this policy-making process is taking place

administrators are concerned that existing uses be

controlled before they become, too entirched.

There is a problem of how to relate current practice,-to

future policies. For example, Home/School Associations

.have been providing micros to elementary schools. Yet this

has contributed to inequities which thd district may wish

to correct in the future.
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Indeed, tAre Oguestion of the present inequitable
distribution of hprdware is a difficult one. Should each
school receive the same number of micros from the district?
Parents may feel that their contributions should not
influence, the district's contribution even if that
perpetuates inequities.

Funding is a problem, especially since 19ng-range planning
did not anticipate such rapid microcomputer development.
Not all taxpayers regard .microcomputers as necessary in
elementary schools. They may rebel against program costs
in the future.

\

Another budget problem is how the district can keep up with
rapid changes, predicted for the technology. There is
concern that today's investment in technology may be
outmoded tomorrow. Questions about what to buy and when are
not easily answered.

Looking to the future. Districts administrators expect
interest in microcomputers to continue and expand. They
expect the increased use of microcomputers to be influenced
primarily by cost factors. One administrator anticipates a-
micro in every classroom,'but can see the possibility of as
many as six if prices decline.

District administrators realize that the new seventW'grade
computer literacy program will shortly become obsolete as
elementary students work, more and more with micros. They
see the need for more elective programs in the seconddry
schools. They expect micros to be used for problem solving
irt physic!, biology, social science and chemistry, and for
"straight forward, boring staff," such as skill
improvement. They want to establish a well-articulated
program that allows students to be either or both consumers
?nd producers of software and that takes developmental
factors into account,. The major goal- will be that every
student in the system become computer literate. To achieve.,
this goal they will give priority to staff development over
hardware acquisition.

i6
a
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Issues from Greenview

There are many issues raised by the microcomputer
implementation in Greenview. Those which are most central
are discussed here.

1. How much microcomputer-based instruction will the
district be 44e or inclined to sup ? The growth thus
far has been rapid. However, budgetary 'constraints and
competing programs may limit funds for future growth. Yet
there are nelds of students, teachers, and parents to be

met.

Z. Should the inequity of hardware in schools be righted?
The inequity .among schools has resulted because the
acquisition of hardware has relied heavily' on local
initiative. Were the district to right the inequities,
there7could be resentment by those who have worked heard to
Wring"computers to their . schools. Whether creating equity
in equipment' would create 'equity of program and enthusiasm
is another question.

3. How. can Greenview obtain or produce suitable software?
There are teachers and students in the district who have
'the expertise to produce software. Should these people be

'given time to create the software local teachgrs ate
requesting? Is this the most reasonable plan for creating
the kind of software teachers want?

4. In terms of training, there are several questions.
First, what constitutes adequate preparation? Though
Greenview provides,. formal training and teacher buffs give
intormal help, many teachers require more time to be

comfortable with microcomputers and to use them
intelligently.

A second question is whether suci training sh6ulcd be
voluntary or involuntary. Those teachers, who , were required
to include computer training in their professional
improvement plans resented it. The question then becomes
what is the impact of training which Is involuntary.

5. A very, basic issue is what is the relationship between
the co k uter and the rest of the curriculum. Whether the
study of he computer itself con8tAutes a curricular area
or wnethe `the computer is a tool to be used in several
areas is a frequent question, and one -without an
agreed-upon answer in Greenview.,

4

6. Another issue is where the computers should be located
in a school. Several different models -- classroom (i.e.,
moi7-001e* computers), learning resource 'room, .computer
room- -are in operation currently, and people disigree as to
which is most beneficial. Location is integrally related to

101
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7. Which studehts are served by the microcomputers? Rin
elementary schools, -students at all achievement levels and
oftboth sexes have access to and make use or the micros in
both formal and informal situations. In the junior high
schools, howevdr, the studentg wno use the micros most are
special education students and those electing advanced math
and programmin courses; This pattern tends to leave out
N.erage students "nd girls, a trend which is perpetuated in

the high schoRl.

8. Student expertise poses two kinds of questions. First,
can the system reepOnd to their pressure for more courses?

"As students are learning to program, at earlier and earlier
ages, they are asking for more advanced courses. In the
Thong run, other curricula - such as mathematics -.may be
affected by the skills students have and need.
or

Thei other side or -the coin of responding to pressures
created by student expektise is making use of that
expertise. Ohe can imagine,.,a system which makes extensive
use of computer-competent studerits.4 both for software
production and for teaching. Students are currently being
used in both ways in Greenview, but informally and on a
small scale.

F.
.

9. Another issue is, whether microcomputers will a&fect

/

patterns of interaction in the classroom. Wiil the ,

interaction children have with each other around .the,
computer alter modes of interaction in the classroom? Will/
students spend %pre time working cooperativly on problems
and proj4Cts, using the teacher as a resource person? Will
the presence of microcomputers change the pattern of
whole-class teaching as the technology makes it easier for
children to work individually or in pairs?

10. How will schools adapt to students' having micros at
:home, as some already do? Some administrators and teachers

making a_ connection betweenare thinking about wa
school and home' uses. But home-owned computers,may create
inequiti s because some ildren will have opportunities
for' adv ced learning. Th se children may put pressure ox
the schoo system as a result of their expertise:

Update

elk
Since our visit to Greenview there have been several new
developthents with respect to microcomputers. Newm.microcomputers have been purchased, and plan

the-1981-82
have been L_

made for additional 1981-b2 purchases. Durir(g
school year the district hopes to have a total of 32 micros
in the elementary .schools, 15 (or more) in the junior high
schools, and eight in th'm senior high. ,The senior high and

IOW
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During the spring of 1981, seven additional inservice.
microcomputerlcourses were offered- A 1981 summet workshop .

is pladned for the development and evaluation, of software4
as well as the production or useis' guides.

Administrative uses of microcomputers are increasing. The
hi,gh school's assistant principal took a PET home on
w4ekends to work on scheduling. As a result of this work,
'high school students received their schedules early, and
the administration, rom its own funds, purchased.two PETS
for administrative, u s.

7/

l
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CHAPTER FIVE-

_CONCLUSIONS

100.

We have' investigated three different innovations which
reflect their school systems.. School systems assimilate
microcomputers to their own goals, needq, and ways ,of
operating. Clearly Salerno would not have a Granite-style,
.innovation, nor the other way around.

On the other hand, each system is now experiencing or is
likely to experience changes resulting from - this
innovation--new staffing patterns, new roles for teachers
and students, new sources of curriiculum. If there._ is a
microcomputer, revolution going on, if takes different forms
in different'contexts.

A

Research on the implementation of educational innovations
has, in the main,'epained the factors that influence the

.extent - to which actdal' use of an innovation matches its
intended use (pullap & Pomfret; 1977 Miles, 1964). The
study of microcomputer implementation is schools requires a
different approach, however, because gne of the important
tasks of educators is to define how the machines,will be
used. .A" central concern of the present study, therefore,
was to examine how decisions about se were made and how
patterns of uSe developed. For- us imglementation was more a
process of adaptation than of replication (Berman k Pauly,
l05).

At each site,'Issueo were revealed which could be the basis
for a prograrvof research. From our perspective, howgver,
there are a fest cross-site'trends which raise questions and
highlight issues of critical import. These are the issues
and gAstions ',which we think constitute a future research
agenda. In this chapter we will discuss these trends and,
where appropri4e, draw on' the existing literature to
clarify and support our points. The six trends which raise
important questions for research are:

* The differential'access to the microcomputers.

* The emergence of new roles in response to
the Microcomputers

* The lack of integration of microcomputers.
A into elementary classrooms and curriculum

*, The inadequate quantity and quality (of software

The inadequate preparation of teachers fbr using
microcomputers

.The lack of knowledge of effects and outcomes of the

A - 104
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instructional use of microcomputers:

The Differential Accedb t/o Microcomputers
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In all sites', we j observed differential access to
microcomputers. This was truet.at both the elementary and
secondary- level. At the elementary level in Salerno the
differential access-was deliberate, since the machines are
Used to improve the performance of students belo(.7 grade

Government funding limits who may use the machines.

--N.
We wonder what will be the long -term outcomes of limiting
microcomputer use to students whop need remediation. Will
the .microcomputer in gradeekindergarten through eight be
seen as a machine only for children who are not doing well?
One Salerno middle school teacher stated'that there is- ,a

stigma attached to using the microcomputers. .He refused to

have' any in his classroom as a result.

The other two sites valued equity of 'access at the
elementary' level. Very few machines,were restricted by
policy or funding to specific groups of students. However,
since both sites have depended largely on cal initiative,

4 there is an- unequal distriPution of microcomputers among

schools.- -, This gives some students greater access to

computers than others, based upon what school they, attend.

We do' not thintc there were systematic differences between-
the "have" and'"have not" schools with respect to student

populations. But clearly this possibility needs to be
anticipated and studied. A local initiative model of,

innovation could unintentionally result in differential'

access. If schools, for.example, rely*.on local,PTA monies
for .the purchase , of hardware, then schools in poorer.

communities uld have much less access to computers than
their more w ,1-to-do counterparts. On the other hand, the
literatUre o educational innovation makes clear that
community involvement 'increases -the, likelihood that 41
innovation will take hold school (Miles, 1964, p. 640,1
645). -

At the secondary level there was differential use based on
a number of dimensions. Sex was the most obvious. Startini
in, seventh grade,' when the microcomputers moved out of

classrooms and hallways .into math and ,business departments,
there was much greater male representation among students
who used the-Micros. This is'not an issue of access per se, ,

since girls are not systematically excluded from using
computers.

It is, of course, too early to tell whether those girls who
have learned to use microcomputers i' elementary school
will continueOto use them in junior and-senior high school

2). maul departme(nts. lf they do, then the microcomputer
,..

-105
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Innovation may be responsible for profound changes in some
sex-differentiated secondary school courses. If not,-then
the microcomputer may well become a part of -the intimate
connection betw en males and math which alreadyexists in

. our schools. X is important to look carefully at this
aspect of microco uter use. '

At the'secondary level there was also differential access
to computers based on ability. In ,Salerno(the dtudents we
observed in a high school programming course were all
described 'ash "good in math," In Greenview, microcompUters
Were used primarily for two groups of Studentsthose who 4

were skilled enough .to take computer math courses, and
those who were learning disabled. In Granite there was a
preponderance of elective computer math courses at the
senior high school level. It would appear that, if anybody
is being lett ou of the computer experience based on
ability, it is the a erage student.

It is possible that differential access to mcrocomputers
will disappear when they'are no longer scarce commodities.
On the other hand, one can imagine current trends
contributing to future in which levels of achievement
determine what students are. permitted to do with computers.
Less able students will use computers for drill and
practice, while the more able will learn " \to Trogram. The
educational assumptions behind such divison of
applications, as well as the likely educational outcomes,
need careful examination.

The Emergence of New Roles in Response to Microcomputers

In all of the 'Sites we saw new roles emerging in response
to the microcomputer. The first is that of teacher buff.
Teacher buffs are teachers. who are not only interested in
and knowledgeable about microcomputers, butplay a central
"role in spreading the innovation. They give a great deal
of sonal time to teaching and encouraging other
teachers, for little or no compensation. There are many
questions to ask about the teacher buffs.

Fi?Ist, we saw teacher buffs in .Greenview and not in the
other sites. Are there unique features. in the Greenview
innovation which make it possible or even necessary for
buffs to emerge? In terms of how microcomputers were used,
there was great similarity between Greenview and Granite,
yet only in Greenview did we see teachers who tried to
spread the innovation to other _tAchtrs. Could the size

'.differenes between the school systems, the greater ease,
with which teachers in Granite could obtain' hardware and
software, or the placement of _microcomputers in media and
resource centers in Granite, account for this difference?
Alternatively, perhaps teacher buffs emerge at a certain
stage of any innovation. Perhaps next year they will be

JOE
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found in Granite and SalernO.

In terms-of the future of teacher buffs, we wonder how long
they will continue at the present pace before they burn
out, leave the system for .more 'lucrative positions in
industry, or have their roles institutionalized. The
literature on educational innovation suggests that
"enthusiasts" are rarely placed in positions of authority
in school systems .(Miles, 1964).- It is not clear whether
the teacher buffs are identical to the "enthusiasts"
referred to. Whether these individuals take on more
responsible positions in schools, however, is not as

important as whether the'''. :services they perform are
institutionalized. The sociological literature on

institutional change suggests that this should happen
(Gross, Giacquinta, & Martin, 1971).

Finally, it is important to determine ,whOther the teacher
buffs are a necessary component of effective innovation.
Does an innovation take hold only when there is a certain
amount of grass roots missionary zeal, or can it be just as
successful when it is centrally planned and resources are
widely'distributed, as in Salerno?

A second role which has emerged is that of the student
expert. These experts, found in both Greenview and Granite
(and, we assume, although did not observe, in some Salerno
high schools) are significant in two ways. First,' they
play an instructional and collegial role vis a vis teachers
and students. Second,, they are now making demands of the

system. Their need for more courses and. better-trained
teachers poses problem§ which .schools must solve.

Student experts are unique xin their .relatiohships with
teachers. First, they 'inseruct. teachers in

computer-related skills. Second, they work with teachers
collegially on computer-related activities. *Third, 'they

create something which teachers want--software for their
classrooms. Teacher-student relationships like these are,

unusual in elementary and secondary schools. Yet they seem
likely to expand .ecause of the rapid growth of student
experti4e relative ,to. that of 'teacher expertise.

It is ,important to w, then, whether these new student
roles will continue. e we witnessing a'change -which will
end as teachers become more expert, or a.petmanent change
which reflects the impact of the technology per se? What
kind of impact does, this new student role have on teacherS?,
Some teachers were very. positive' about this new
development,. while others were concerned lest other
tsacherd feel threatened.

A different question is how schools make use of the wealth
of student expertise they are helping to create. Will

10`;'
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students be' used extensively for local software
development? Will they be given more formal teaching roles
in, computer courses?

Student experts are placing demands' on chdol systems for
more computer-related courses and more advanced offerings.
at increasingly, lower grades. This represents a unique
source 6f-curricular -change. According to Matthew .Miles
(1964, p. 633), the main shaplier. of secondary and elementary -

school curriculum is the !college curriculum. Higher
educatiOn tends to -assumecand require. a certain kind of
training at the lower levels. With the advent of the
student expert, however, we have exactly the reverse
situation. Student. expertise is reshaping and accelerating--:
the elementary and secondary curriculum. As a result,
colleges will 'soon have to expand and accelerate their
computer offerings to accommodate the expertise of incoming.
students.

The Lack of Integration- into Elementary Classrooms and
Curriculum

The relationship of ,the microcomputer to the, curriculum has
emerged as one of the most complex issues, j.n' our study.. A
central, concern 'throughout the research has been 'whether
the computer work was, integrated with,Clase'room'currioulum.
On. the, .elementary level we found 'compile-era, 'physically
separated from classroOms and/or' not part of the ,ongoing
classroom wo4k. - ,

.
4

0

In Salerno the computers-.Were not 4m elementary classroois,
but the work on the computer shared the.- objectives of the
akaasroom curriculum: `It important to study whether
children can Lilate. their weak on' mLcrocomputers to what
they do in / the classrooms,. giyen

in
the related

activities occur at different ,tiines; in different places,
and with .different teackers. In Granite microcomputers
went not in classrooms; and were not usually integrated
with plassroQm work. In Grednqv Microcomputers.- were in
classrooms, ,'but were not well , integrated= with" the
curriculum.

We would like to know whether bringing the microcomputer..
into the classroom a necessary step in integrating it
with the classroom curriculum. From our observations, it
would appeapthat-such integration is likely to take place
only if classrodm teachers actively work towardsClearly thetask is not an easy one. What kind of support'
and knoWledge do .teachers, need in order to integrate
classroom work with midiocomputer 'activities? Is- the
teacher buff an essential-resource for making this happen?
It is interesting that-the site in which microcomputers
were in elementary 'classrooms is 'also where there werebuffs.

.
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Our focus on the integration of the computer into the
curriculum stemmed from our assumption. that st.th

integration was a measure of the impact ,cif the
microcomputer. more -

interesting question,
better measure, and a More-

intereing ,question, whether the microcomputer is
actually changi classroom curriculum'and activities in
-any way.

Ih none of the sites were micros intended to change or
replace9xisting curriculum. In all cases they were to be
additions to the ongOing curriculum. Either computers
complement what is going on in the classroom or they-
comprise an additional curriculum in *nd of itself (i.e.,
computer literacy, computer pra4ramming).

In Salerno ,the microcomputer is affecting the curriculum
because the software design group is essentially writing
curri,gulum for the dis 'trict. As guidelines, this group
uses the baseline objectives established by the district,

,along with state-adopted textbooks. During our visit to.
Salerno' we watched software, developers take a stated
objective (e.g., students must know the difference between
fact and opinion) and write software to teach it. First
they'had to -determine what fact and opinion were, and then
translate their ideas into an instructional program. At

'each step they made important instructional and curricular
decisions which would eventually affect large 'numbers 'of
teachers and, children in the district.

In .Granite and Greenview it is not clear wAeEher the
computer is having any impact on the curriculum. What
seems to be happening, however, is that classroom
organ4zation is changing. 'Many teachers indicated that
classroom use of, microcomputers resulted in a more
inidualized relationship between iteacher and student,
and less whole group teaching.

How the microcomputer can effectively be integrated' with
om curriculum ,is not- clear. It seems likely,

however, that the process of integrItion will also be one
of change: It is not merely' a question of putting two

matching pieces - a iculum and a computer - together.
Rather it is one of actively molding the pieces so that
they clin go together. ti

The Inadequate Quantity and Quality of Software

Teachers in Granite a -Greenview felt that there was not
enough software in non -math, areas. How much software is
enough?. Whet kind of selections do teachers need? What
makes, some software ` useful and some not? Even with a
dearth of software, not all of it is, used: The curriculum
innovation literature suggests three factors which may

1
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comprehensive

Curricular innovations are more successful when student and
teacher materials accompany the curricular materials
(Miles, 1964, p. 636-637). Moreover, explicitness promotes
implementation (Fullan & Pomfret, 1977) . All of, our sites
.provided teachers with information about what software was
available. ,Only Salerno, however, had information on how to
use it. Explicit instructions or suggestions for actual
classroom use of software will probably contribute to its
adoption.

A second factor contributing to curriculum use is
availability of comprehensive, whole .units (Miles, 1964, p.
637).0. Clearly this is the assumption behind the
development which is taking place in Salerno. On the other
hand, adoption of an innovation is less likely if it is
seen as a threat rather than as an addition to what
currently exists (Miles, 1964,-p. 638). It is possible,
therefore, that the introduction of whole curricula would
be seen as threatening, rather than as appealing, by
teachers. It is. important to note that, as comprehensive
as the. Salerno softwa;p is, it was introduced solely to
serve a remedial function primarily outside of the
classroom.

A third contribution to the usefulness and adoption of
software may be whether teachers have any input to its
development. There is a. long history of debate in the
educational innovation literature about the extent of
participation of teachers in the'planning of an innovation.
("Planning" can refer to curricular design, materials, ,

and/or implementation.) Proponents say that an innovation
will not be effective unless teachers have a planning role,
whereas opponents claim such a rble is not critical (Gross
et al, 1971). Software, unlike textbooks,,, is unique in the
local possibilities" for its design, development and '

'modification'. It, therefore, provides a field within which
these points of view can'be tested.

In Forest Hills, a Granite / suburb, there is a local
software development- operation which relies heavily on
teacher input and testing. The experiment has generated a
great deal of enthusiasm. It would be interesting to
compare software use here with a comparable district where
there is no teacher input. _Modification of software is
another form:of teacher input which should be examined in
relation to teacher use and adoption.

The question about, software which is perhaps most critical,
yetjnost difficult to address, is that of quality. What is
good software?. Teachers in Granite and Greenview told us
that they want better quality software. But neither

lit)
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teachers nor developers at any site were able to state
explicitly what makes good software.

What seems to be needed is a body of theory and research
about software. We need models of how ideas can be
realized in the software medium, along with research about
how different types of software meet different educational
goals and purposes and relate to different outcomes. To
conduct such an ambitious undertaking mould require
synthesizing knowledge about instruction, learning,
develcipment, perception and media.

The Inadequate Preparation of Teachers for Using
Microcomputers

In both Granite and Gre4nview teachers felt inadequately
prepared to use microcomputers in their classrooms. In
both sites there are inservice courses, opportunities for

study in nearby colleges and universities, and helpful
teachers and/or computer resource personnel. Yet these
resources are inadequate.

Interestingly, teachers did not seem to want more or

different courses. What they wanted most was more time to
use the machines, to review available software and plan for
its use in the classroom. Tney also wanted time to observe
their student? 'so they could better understand their
students' learning styles and assess how the machines could
be used. Many tdachera-mentioned that, in order to use the ;

computers effectively, they need more time to plan for
individualized use in their classroom.

What kindb of knowledge and experience do teachers require
in order to use computers effectively in their classrooms?
Actual operation of the machine is.only one .component of
this knowledge. It is important to study which components
are necessary for adequate preparation of teachers -for
different purposes. OneHwould need,to look at both formal
Sources of knowledge, such as courses and workshops, as
well as informal, such as contacts, with teacher buffs and
time spent working at the machines. An important issue is
whether ,teachers can feel comfortable with computers
without any .knowledge of proramming. Clearly the direction
of the more involved teachers in both Granite and Greenview
is to learn some prograMming.

The research literature on teacher training and involvement
emphasize stages of concern, trainer-trainee interaction,
inceintives for staff ,development and the role of the
principal as important factors to consider. The preparation
needs of teachers can be expected.to very depending on
their stage of knowledge of and interest in microcomputers.
The litdrature on stages of concern (Hall, Wallace, &

Dossett, 1973) makes clear that effective training requires
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an appropiiate match between type of training and teacher
expertise ane'-interest. Given the tremendous variability
in teacher_ knoWledge of and interest in microcomputers,
effectively individualizing teacher preparation is not a
simple task. Teacher-buffs may be important because of
their ability to give individual help to other teachers.

The kind of trainer-trainee interaction which is' most
effective is that involving two-way feedback- (Fullan &
Pomfret, 1977; Gross, et_al, 1971). iAn implication here is
that, teacher buffs may play a critical role by being "on
the scene" and able to give feedback to teachers as they
are using the microcomputers and experiencing problems.

Because teacher preparation to use microcomputers, asto
learn any new skill, involves a pertonal investment of
time, energy and emotion (House, 1975), it is important to
examine the incentives for- such an investment. Lack .of
time and energy is fr,equently cited by teachers as a
barrier to more effective implementaton (Charters &
Pelligrin, 1973; Berman & Pauly, 1975). -' ,

Time seemed to bes a critical issue for many teachers we
interviewed. Some wanted more personal time to develop
their computer expertise, while others wanted a school
resource person to have more time to meet school-wide
eomputer needs.

Given the absence of palpable incentives for computer
expertise in our sites, it is impOltant to study the
ntrinsic factors which account for teachers' interest and

commitment. It would be interesting to compare sites with
and without formal incentives to determihe - whether such
incentives affected extent of teacher preparation and.
expertise.

Another form of support for teacher preparation is the role
of the princip (Fullan & Pomfret, 1977) . We found that
principals in eneral were' informed . about the use of
microcomputers i their schools. Many of them took an
active role in securing funds for purchasing hardware or
software. Ways in which principals 'accommodate to
teachers' needs for time.to learn about microcomputers is
an important area for further study.

Lack of Knowledge of Effects and Outcomes

No one really knows what the educational or developmental
consequences of using mkprocomputers are for children. What
teachers report are primarily the social outcomes related
to interaction, status,, and self-esteem. That teachers in
all sites made such comments clearly targets this as a rich
area for study (see also Quinsaat, 1981). On the otherhand, that no one knew what children were learning by
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interacting with the microcomputers' targets this as a
critical area for study. .

During the early stages of an innovation, _teachers are
often relatively 'unconcerned about student:--eutnimes.
Teachers' attention tends to be focused on their own skills
in implementing the innovation (Hall, Wallace, and Dossett,
1973). There is a shift to more concern with outcomes as
teachers becothe mole skilled with the innovation'.- In
,general, teachers were not very concerned 'about outcomes.
'There seemed to be the implicit assumption that, were one
to measure . outcomes, they would be positive. With
microcomputers one would. expect concerns about outcome to
vary with the clarity of purpose of the implementation as
well as with teacher skill. In our'sites, most concern for
outcomes {was expressed in Salerno, where particular
outcomes have been planned for and expected. At the other
sites, there was less agreement about what the compitters
were for, and thus less clear expectations about outcomes.

The' microcomputer innovition is being fueled by .a great
deal of enthusiasm. The conviction is that the
microcomputer is a good thing. Yet no one knows for sure
if it is good, how it is good, or what it is good for, in
terms of educational outcomes. We need to acquire such
knowledge quickly, in order to help guide an innovation
which is growing in the absence of research guidance.

What bur study suggests, however, is that microcomputer
per se will not promote particular outcomes: Thei- impact
will depend, not only on hardware and softwaie, but on how
they are used and on the educational context within which.
they are embedded.

9
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GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR TEACHERS USING MICROPROCESSORS'

Teacher School

Clas. Grade/Level

4

Interviewer

-
USE_

1. How do you use microcomputers in your classroom?

activities
rules governing use
Opftware - source andadequacy
cntrol over use
relationship to rest of

curriculum
problems

HISTORY

2., Describe the process by which computeis were introduced in this school and the

factors that influenced their diffusion in the school.

early beginnings - who? why?

source of fund4
formal/informal groups for

decision-making
role of teach#Fs in the'
implementation process

position of. professional

associations, unions
role of state and local

agencies
role of hardware and

software, firms

any new personnel?
community support
administrative support

t.

C
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GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR TEACHERS USING MICROPROCESSORS, cont.

EFFECTS

3. What are the effects of using micros for instruction?

e

1)' student&
academic achieveent
cognitive development,
social-emotional outcomes

(interest; motivation;

self-concept)
peer relationships -

individual differences_
those whb benefit enormously,-
those who dislike domputer

boys/girrs
low-achievers/high-achievers

2) teacher
relationihip with students
educational role in classroom

(dos you teach differently
because of computers)?

-4. teacher as worker

training
incentives
personal costs
source of support

resource centers
other teachers
other?

3) curricul um

goals
content

4

.1k

.4/

4. What, kinds of issues, within the school have shaped the instructional use of

microcomputers?

Have there been problems around
their use?
who uses
where,placed
disciplinb; security

o
Has there been active opposition to

the use of micro for instruction?
who?

why?

YQ
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GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR TEACHERS USING MICROPROCESSORS, cont.

-4' FUTURE

. If you had unlimited resources, what would yob want to happen in your,classroom
with microcomputers? 'What do you think will happen in the next five years?

CO.

le

1

.6. If you were advisin4 a teacher,who'was about to begin to use micros in the
classroom, what advice would you si.ye? 't

64
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L.- GUIDE:
INTERVIEW FOR TEACHERS WHO HAVE CHOSEN NOT TO USE MICROPROCESSORS

-14

Teacher School

Clasp
4

Interviewer

Grade/Level

.4k

1. Can you t,ell me about how microcomputers are presently being Used in this school?

subject matter areas
selection of,teachers
applications
administrative encouragement

and support
students reactions

2. Describe the process by which computers were ijitroduced in this school system and

the factors-that influenced their diffupiod is the schools.

early beginnings - who? why?

initial intent
source of funds
formal/informal groups for

decision-making.
selection' of teachers

role of teachers in,
implementation process

administrative support
allocation of equipment
community =apart

3. What are the benefits and drawbacks of the use of microprocessors?

(source of information)

. equity

efficiency 4;

qualilly education (define)
has there been a change' in

the process or goals of

edUcation?
remedial instruction
indiiriduailzed instruction
computer literacy

12

-S

9
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GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR TEACUERS WHO HAVE CHOSEN NOT TO USE MICROPROCESSORS, cont.

4. What are your reasons for choosing not to use micros at this time?

0

Are there circumstances under which you might want to use them?

5. Given your thoughtful opposition, if you were responsbile for developing policy
about the instructional use of micros, and had unlimited money and talented

pebple, what would you do?

124
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GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR COMMUNITY LEADERS INTERESTED IN MICROCOMPUTER POLICIES

Name Organization

Position Interviewer

-----r-CkmIrI'

HISTORY

1. What has been your role (or the role of your organization) ilk influencing the

use of microcomputers in the public schools?

early beginnings - who
involved; goals and reasons?

diffusion
motivations for involvement

role in other innovations
special expertise

USE

2. How and where are microcomputers used in the school system?

4

3. What are'the benefits and drawbacks of the use of microcomputers in the schools?'

school system
teachers
students

CONTEXT

4. Over the last few years, what factors have been influential in shaping school

policy in this community?

demography - populations served
population changes

size
minority groups
socio-economic status

local employment opportunities
goals for public education -

diversity
economy - in general
, 4

speoificalii -.budget/taxes
, igeneral attitude toward

innovation

125
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GUIDE:

INTERVIEW roR COMMUNITY LEADERS_INTERESTED IN MICROCOMPUTER POLICIES, cont.

5. Have these factors had any impact on the allocation or use of microcomputers in
the schools?

6. In the last five'years, what were some of the principal issues between community
groups and the schools?

who was inVolvd:

issue economic issues
curriculum content
school discipline
pupil assignment to school
budgets
union negotiations

7. Have these issues influenced the use of computers in any ways?

ti

specify active groups or individuals

FUTURE

8. Looking to the future, how do yOu expect computers will be used in your_
school system in five years?

influencing factors.
allocation, diffusion.-
changes.in eduCational values

(e.g., interest in math, science)
changes in authority relationships'

9. If you could plan for the use of microcomputers in a school.sysiem with unlimited
resources, what plans would'you make?

4

1 26
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GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF-EDUCATION

Name Beard

Interviewer

1.

HISTORY-

How did the instructional use of microcomputers get started in this community?
/-,

early beginnings - individuals
involved, motivations,
initial intent

diffusion
role of state and local
educational agencies

role of public and
private institutions

role of computer hardware
and software firms

involvementsof computer-
skilled professionals
from the community

2. What has been the role of the School Board in developing a computer program

In the schools?

oversight relationship
, budget considerations
typical of role in innovations?
attitudes of individual board

al:embers

USE

3. How and where are microcomputers used in the school system at the present time?

allocatiOn
uses - remedial instruction

indiiAdualized instruction
computer literacy

1 2 7
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GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATI9N, coot.

>s.

CONTEXT

4. Over the last few years, what major factors have been influential ilkshaping
school policy in this community? .

demography - populations served
population changes -

size
minority groups
socio-economic status

%Fel employment opportunities
glbals for public education -

diversity
ler

economy - in general
specifically budget/taxes

general attitude toward
educational innovation

r

5. ,Have these factors had any impact on the allocation or use of microcomputers
in the schools?

6. In the last five years, what were some of the principal issues between
community'groups and the schools?

economic issues
curriculum content
school discipline -,

pupil assignment to schools
Union negotiations .

,

\\,\general relationships between
BOE, adminiArationand teachers

7. Have these issues influehced the use of microcomputers in any ways?
.t

specify active groups or individuals

I 128



GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION, cont.

8. What have been the benefits and drawbacks of using microcomputers in the schools?

school system )

teachers
students

FUTURE

9. Looking to the future, how do you expect microcomputers will be used in your

-school system in five years?

allocation; diffusion
changes in education values
,(e.g.,.interest in math,

science)
role of state and local

agencies
role of hardware and

software firms
changes-in authority

relationships
personnel

tie-in with answer to #8 if appropriate

10. If you could plan for the use of microcomputers in a school system vitth un-

limited resources, what plans would you make?



- GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR DISTRICZADMINISTATORS.

Name District

Position ,
Interviewer

USE

1. How are microcomputers being used in your sdhool system

purpose: remedial instruction
individualized instruction
cotputer literacy

schools served
pupils served
subject areas

HISTORY

2. How did the program come about?

beginnings - who involved,
initial intent

community support
groups for decision making -
Zormal/informal

teacher training
remsentation of

various schools
role ofteachers in 7

implementati..on process

(software; hardware)
role of state and local agencies
role of hardware and_

software ,firms

ppsition of professional
associations, unions

any new personnel

3. How is the program financed?

Initial source of funds -
budget_ increase; trade
off; extra funds

Continuing source of funds

Allocation of monies within program
hardware a 1 5 0
software
training

Who are.the reci ents and how is
it decided? ...



GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS, cont.

4. Destribe the factors that influenced which schools anc teachers became involved

with'comPUters and which did not.
°

EFFECTS

S. What are the effects of the use of microcomputers on

,a)' administration
-functions

broad educational gOals
budgets

b) teachers
working benditions

role change
training 4

c) students
Interest in

disciplines
equity
parents'

6. How do you feel about the impact of microcomputers in your school system?

schools
teachers
students

.00

fr

7. What are the factors in the relationship between the schools and.the community

which influenced the use of computers?

general economy - budget and
taxation in particular

changing enrollmgnt - numbers;'

populations...served

employment opportunities
interest in compipters

existing confliCts -

curriculum content
sahool discipline
assignment of pupils to schools

-132



GUIDE:

EW FOR DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS, cont.'

FUTURE

8. What do you envision as the future of microcomputers in 14=45e...4A:001 system in

the next five years? Describe both-positive and negative possibilities and the
conditions that will promdte positive outcomes.

*.

9. If you could plan for microcomputer implementation in a school system with un-
limited what would you do?
^ \

a

(1,
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GUIDE:
INTERVIEW FOR SCHOOL ADNINISTRATORS

,:tqame School

Positkonc, Interviewer

USE

1. How are microcomputers being used in your school?

purpose: r dial instruction
indi *dualized instruction
computer liteiacy

pupils served
subject areas

HISTORY ,

2. How did the program come about?

beginnings - who involved;
initial intent

community support
groups-for-decision-making

...44(P formal/informal
teacher training , vi

role of teachers
implementation process
(software; hardware)

role of state and local
agenCips

role of hardware'and
software firms

position of professional'
associations, uniais

any new personnel

(14

3. How is the ogram financed?

Ini ial source of funds -
budget increase; trade

off; extra funds ".

4e.

40

Continuing source of funds .-

Allocation of monies within prograti

hardWare
software
training:

0 I"-

)

Who are the r ipiehts and }how is

pit decided

4
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GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS, cont.

-4. :Describe the factors that influenced which teachers became involVed with

computers and which did not.

EFFECTS

5. What are the effects of the use of microcomputers on

a) 'administration
functions,
broad edtecetional goals

budgets

b) teachers
working calai..tions

role 'change

training

c) students
Si

interest in particular
disciplines

equity
parents' attitudes

°".

*.
6. How,do.you feel alopout the Impact of microcomputers,in Your school?

a-

school
teachers
students

7. What are the factors e relationship between the school'and thecommunity

which'influence the us of computers?'

ff

general economy - budget and 4Y

taxation in articular
changing enrollment - numbers;
populations served
employment opportunities
interest in computers?

existing conflicts -
curriculum content
schodi discipline
assignment of pUpils-to schooli

134
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GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS, cont.

FUTURE

8. What do you envision as the future of microcomputers in your school in the next

five years? Describe both positiim and negative possibilities and the conditions

'that will promote pOsitive outcomes.

9. If, you could plan for microcomputer implementation in a school with unlimited

resources, what would you do?

135



GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR STUDENTS

4

Student k School

Class Grade /Level
-

Interviewer

USE

1. In what ways is the microcomputer used in your ass?

activities'
fit with the rest of the class
monitoring of work
is what,was observed typical
of its use?

2. Who uses the computer?

number of students
time

.equity
boys/girls
high-achievers/low-achievers

do students have choices
about when and how it's used?

computer sub-culture - uses on
weekends and after school

10

Z. Do you use microcomputers in other classes arse, part of your extra-cirricular

activities? If so, what kinds of things do you do"with the computer?

activities
amount of time
4required/not required

EFFECTS

4. Sow cid youfeel about working with the computer?"

motivations. persistence'
attitudes toAsard subject matter

d}rability, of hardware 1 3G
do some students dislike it? -
Why?



a

1 GUIDE:

INTERVIEW FOR STUDENTS, cont.

EFFECTS
r

How is`the teaching in classes with microcomputers different from the teaching

in classes where computers aren't used?

instructional goals
(problem-solving; drill)

student.4tudent interaction
(collaboration; competition)

teacher-student relationships -
authority

do students develop software
or teach other's to use the

equipment?

4

6. What, have you learned through working with a micrwuter?

academic achievement
cognitive development - problem

solving; anaiyei's
social/emotional development

Are there things that you think
you could'leambetter from
a computer than froth a

teacher?

Are there things that you think
you could learn better from
a teacher than from a
computer? .

Have you leained any skilld
through using the
compiter that you use

in other courses?

7. What are the advantages and disadyantages in using computers as one way of

helping students learn? ti

o

a

J
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APPENDIX B: CLASS ROOM OBSERVATION
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Classroom Observation Observer

Teacher School

-4' Class Grade/Level

No. of Micros

Date/Time

Type

Class Composition: Boys

Ethnic Representation: B

Girls Achievement Level

C A Other

1. a) Diagram the room arrangement, indicating the placement of
4fricros ( X ), students ( 0 ) and- teacher (, ). If the teacher
circulates, indicate by placing an arrow beneath the triangle.

b) Who is using the computer?

part of the class'

individual students
working alone

small groups of students
workinq together'

-139

the whole class

teacher/student giving
demonstration

each student, at own

machine
small groups of students

at each machine



- After observing computer-related activity in a classroqm for 15-20 minutes',
answer the following questions. Along with each answer\provide anecdotal
evidence which illustrates the asis of your answer.

2. What is the purpose of the computer-based activity?

3. What is the nature of the computer-abased activity?,

simulation
drill and practice
tutorial
games
programming
diagnostic/prescriptive

) testing
computer literacy

4. How many students were directly working with computers (indicate sex, judged
ethnicity, judged achievement level.

early in class period middle of class period end of class period

5. In which whys is the computer-based activity individualized for students?

individualized,courseware
difficulty level
pacing
,self- initiated projects

1 4 0



6. What is the major role of the teacher?

presenting information
eliciting information
responding to students' questions
encouraging reasoning and problem solving

managing machine use

c

. How does the-teacher direct/support the students' work with the computer?

8. a) Do students work together or independently on the computer-related work?

Do they have a choice about working tether or independently?

/
e

4

b) If they are working together, are the interactions positive or negative?

9. 'How do students seem to feel about working with computers?

enthusiastic interested accepting bored frustrated resistant

10. How does the teacher seem to feel about working with computers?

enthusiattic interested accepting bored frustrated ,resistant

11. Is the computer work related to other curricular activities? How?

12. Are there any observable hardware, software, or use problems?

1 11


